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'OK'S NO ILS

his is nut A titi14, SviitiliV. As much 401: editor may wish to
014t soh A ci,rvin tea tithiblitni his covii shiliA .11 it in 0104 A lit 1, old venture
when vieweil against the total human experienix 111; StUtly41$,Anifitsportilik our
insights, ultorts, and concerns. However, it is just At intAl h-q point tii the hop
and AS1)11414110 1 t group al people wire have Vtlioiliulled this Publica.ikin tot
some titnO, bk4014.1 they WORE(' 14) been together ?irrie rind and, Untie new,
ideas within A s01101114 Wittiri fir* fiiiinewtlik, 4Slitt 411 14 to in out
attempts to gain some now insights.

Mote thin that, maybe this new beginning of an old vontule will make
II poSsible u ,avoid sum, old mistakes, as this editor sues them. 'this is opt
Merely lb be a publication which calm !.0 those who Heed to hoo41 their own
egos or follow their SOCiely's demand to "publish or perish," Such lofty hopes
.1111y neither he horn out in this Issue nor in those to come, but m effect this

1111141100 is dedicate d In doing.more than 4..insidering as scholarship or an
portant contribtitioi , the -mere reorganization, tit restructuring of other,'

is, fcillowed by appropriate footnotes..
It, ',oaf- he time to challenge fundamental concepts, It 'may be time to

Oat oivithin the framework of intercultural and interpaticmal settings it our
SACI1M COWS, our 20th Century "mysticism" and "superstition" (possib
centering 41:0400 du, elevatibt of science' lo a quasi religious- level), need to-he
ehallenged. 'Maybe it is time To ask first how we see Man and his world, a'n,i
Phonic, uggerstancliwhy we almost necessarily reach (fur conclusions, invite of
the of obleccNity, which may be dictated by our cultures, societies,

uments, methodologies and languages. Certainly within the pages of this
licatiort a new scientific Of Western ethnocentrism can be meaningfully

ought whloh otherwise oould cause wit° lake the standards of Western culture
AS the basis "for, our discoveries of other human, beings as they compare,
tayorattly Or unfavorably lo.our own way of perceiving. The fact that this is a
"shrinking" Wotirthae basti,mentloned often that it would be,meaninglessio
delve into a- discussion of ,it once more. What may not he as otivious, is our
:search fortiamroonalifies, for common experiences, for common perceptions to

our human Interaction possible, meaningful, happy, mere satisfying.
inly our world is threatened, OF at lea* challenged, by a great many

rigorous factors. Bit if communication scholars have learnedenything It is
the concept that mere presentation of ,facts, mete discussion a the-issues does
not solve our problems.

Maybe it is time to state first what our premises arc, before we discuss
o > *sults, Maybe it is throe to honestly sank& our own - preconceived ideas
is' we cloak results in scientific largort 'Maybe it is time to ask it all of
MO acts, are not -first of all biased onihe Concept -chi netedsto control his
0_2 r nment, kite it in balance, foci auf at thegiaio time carry out hi

wis, work .4 thought la such a way as to enable him to grow, to lee
needed, wanted, to feel-as if-he is contributing and, wowing as an individual.

fn any case, authors will be encouraged
and,

this publisher to do more
than follow -the established patterns as much Ume as that may take, Authors
will be encouraged to think about More than communication -as an academic
illeclitgne, but rather about tgiman beings. Authors wgibe encouraged to avoid
an two/riding concern with Ille pressing needs of the moment when we also
need to addrasvourselves-to the future and the past.

St



Ali ihs. sAapias _notations, 1 411+, Sufi. lit*V1/4 ami-b r4 it t.40 to u_oficci
the franworrik of whit we contrail fartts be a -ilnalrlY"

Aron, I no way of krouveirsg 41 Uu' pt11 tivvoc.orw Fl 4 4,0(14irk spirit
at rebellion sverns 0.4 (AV M'oril 11w141 wied!, 1 hopk. 111v ttitivt w$11 t41111t1

it air 'nada% Inc perception in ibt way this write% jurended his
statements wish tti cased iflusuin that something signiluaert will

aiduirplishyri by as when %ye ti i?.4i0f ill the wheel all user ,agarei for 'the
riuniSanatti tune. IA appears to tae 4 bore 11r syntheilae, think, ritediv.te,
evaluatci and then to Move nun -with methods perhaps vet uridevelopedNae
undiscoverca, rather Man to he shackled by the ',dishes of a Yesterday which
Many of us lea to leave behind,

My thanks to the membets ul the Cominission on Internabomil and
friteiculturat CollifT10111411110 for their arlso,c, their help, their concern with
ritoducing a meaningful, scholarly publication. My thanks to the executive
members of our national organi,ration, the Speech Communication Assrxiation,
for having the vision to let a special kind of dream hectmle a reality, And my
very vecial thanks to Pepperdine University and its adrriinistrators, who
.1,110WC0 me, through financial support, then understanding, and personal help
to make the INTERNATIONAL AND IATRCULTURAL COMMUNI,
CATION ANNUAL positile, And knotty my [batiks to assistant
reader-evaluators. and my assistant for staying with me during the week and
months of following what was truly a new road tor us, with all the experience's.,
frustrations, and-satilAtions which come from undertaking a venting that was.
and in some ways always will be, "new'" to those involved

F red I. Cairilir
Editor

This First volume of the ANNUAL was conceived largely through the
Moots of its editor, Fred Corny of Pepperdine University., through his elfOrt%
as a commissioner of the SCA's Commission for International and intercultural
Communication (CDC) and with the encouragement and 00itrt 01 that
Commission which was chaired until 1974 by Michael Prosser, this ANNUAL
was developed,

The study of communication in situations which have international
and/or intercultural ramifications is probably not receiving the attention that is
Justified by t.e nature of our profession, Our relative provincialism is almost
paradoxical in a time when nations and cultures frequently encounter each
°Wet. In "pe ful" conflicts svh:ch cry out for solution via communication.
The single fact hat our world's wars are now mostly "skirmishes" suggests that
suitable alternat ves to war may have beerefound, or that major communication
problems may ve been solved, or, perhaps that we are just lucky. I do not
fully accept any ane of those suggestions, ,but, we do not realty know. I hope
that this publication will encourage more CA members to help us find out.

Ken Hadwiiir
Chairman

CRC
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Domenic versusintetculturat Conununamions

llierprer Mud. in het book. The_Communication or attention 10 4 pgilloggt type
of probleni-that emerges "when cottons! houndaties hate to be transceriderl.": Wiley and
Haley analyzed these barritrx psychologically. They emphasize that tontriuri4Laikat rusts
only in units of personal experience and that effective conunurocation he two peorle
or two groups of peupk is possible only to the extent of their common experience The}
concluder. in 'comideting the effects on tornstittillation of profound differencesin kiwis 01
1111per1.111V"Ibe must take inky account the way in which the 1.7"-.;(*..'.3 pattern ut culture

Omani +Morn' ant concept: which have validity mike, the frmestoik of that
Zpertiergar cultunt.*The operation of this cultural patterning tr, sometimes so- promise and

basic to the thMkrog of people who have. not experienced an other that they cannot
understand a communique if is porrolated on a different rut, of 6011Tek,...!

Vitae trartecendinteultutal bousduies don not neceiaanly involve liArth31dgiogNes; the
aimPasisoa outlined in Table indicates that. from a psycholgocal Aga. intercultbrii

,aomninnicetioo Mutes i number tar nevi problems_

areDifferences islanguane and, n Clilrusal experiences are obvious situational diaraZtertutcs
peerillar to trisereultund communicanrin efforts, Easy recognition of these differences.
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W T
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118 52
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.All three
..011e, roe,

steeps avieetin bieihine.4S(X.'11,1Yas ggiegate PE()PLE, fiKOIIPS: a large
>rye yes, arrhic Ilovgaw 01 peAple quite differently

the perypective of the I'S, group Joias to he priniatily *ama, mina!, The class

structure; ropek-ully ditterence% Sa."IAL CLASS and WEALTH, n especially salient.
Eurthermm they erriphasoe the role r,r NORMS. VALULS like morality and law. and
contrasting with Meese positive standards, they make aim al comments. BAD, SICK.

the Korean perspective Is more political and !deuluStcal SOCIETY is vievotl primarily as a
POLITICAL SYSTEM which may be demimatic or Communist, implying Witten! social
and politica %lithium's. For .Koreans also the SOCIAL CLASS situdute tinetlet
impoitant.,Reterences to IMPROVEMENT. DEVELOPMLNT suggest a certain optimism.

co For the Slovenia" pomp SOCIETY has appaiintb, two hiain referents. One-ts the large
colkcitire involving a POLITICAL SOCIAL SYSTEM, and in this context socialtsm.emerges

as the central idea. As a social rettient, S(X'ILTY is used to tele. to FRIENDS,
ENTERTAINMENT, ,

One CoMportali 4if meaning which we rtla wait to look at closer involves negative

evaluation: BAD, SICK.

TABLE 6
MEANING COMPONENT: BAD, SICK OF THEME SOCIETY

; Responses

unfan(US). corm pitSlf, ex,ploiu,tiositS1.1
cruel, rat race., hints. restricts 11

stupid, messed up
evil, wiling, had ;sick r
loneliness4S1). slat knesst

lead Kt. trouble( K1
',tomtit'. crime, oppression

Totals

; US.

30

7 1

120

Korean IP Slovenians

0 20 '
0

ti
a
0

25

.244 0

44

:

'The allove,comparisons are somewhat complicated and blurred by the fact that the Koreans -

and Slovenians received the general concept SOCIETY, while the U.S. received the rnpre

specific stimulus U.S. S(ICIFTY.
Irc
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EA.MPLE : The et.tnrp1e csuries item 'Masks and v.littes who drffcr in
*octal aos sharp dirferen,,:e betv.ven flack ghetto hothore uneinployed
males and niu[ks ,trons the Cia.V. Or Ati$t/119: this 13. 14, 15> It, to order to des.; (the
the }St fern dittcrent:e we employed the [oncept of "eei--.s[stern distrust-- By'eco-system
distrust" we' ple.0 reretion ot pee ple4 op:motions. ar..11The idea lictitiefttlirreva to the
events oc'etairnie iii ottt's cnvuouragot We found that the black ardcore was high in.
C,;0>sr,ierrt Wet number of questionneires as well as on somepbsetvations of
behaysor_ FtIr dimple, in studied of stereotypy, we found the black hardcore to be low in
their percePtiOus 'Of trustworthitess of most soCi3k NUM* In studies of roles they indicated
lets apptoptiateriess of crustal evenIn ingtoup soles. They rejected establishment figures
such as "blacit" and "black pc4icetnan "When asked to fill in sentences of the form
If you do y111111111n thing, ."...tkiey give "trouble" is a frecjisent response. n
employed by its' to help 'as in data collection, they rejected constptions typically toms
among the middle ciao. such as "If you fill in your time card, you will eventually-get paid.
In shout. on both the truestionnaire and observational studies this.patticular sample suggested

they Jo nol trust illtdIVIduak. or institutions Such consistencies allow 'is -

reasonably sure that we hays identified and eiteblished /cultural difference.

TRAINING FOR INThRPERSONALIFFFCTIVIINESS

The di shin presented above suggests that an-imp:Irian' aspect of intercultural training
should b direeled towards mg:Teasing the awarenessof.peopleatseacti cultureoconcerning the
subjective culture of people of the other culture. More specifically. it should be directed-at
making the .attributrons that P makes cons:ening O's-hchavior similar to the airribirooris drat
0 makes ewicerning his tiwrr.behavior. Thls-reitzeres that the cultural diffelencev.4fitained

o through the methods described above livellected in the training. To accomplish tilts aim we
have developed the iulture assinnizia.17. This is a training procedure that'
programmed learning. The trainee is presented wish episodes portraying. Atercultural
interaction and he is "-La to antly?e the causes of the behavior of each person in the
particular episode. After each episode fait explanamons of the behavior are presented. The'
subject is giver, s 4:boicc among ,those four explanations and after he chooses he receives
teedback concerning the "adequacy" his explanation. A person from culture A Is exposed
to three CIrplaturtOtt$ that are typically given by inembers of culture A to .explain the
behavior of a membet from culture B and a fourth explanation which is typically.giSs t (.
member limn culture expiaiti the behavior of members from culture,B. The,Jaiter4 ,
cxplatution is considered "correct" and when the subject chooses that explanathin he is
,twardeit with a crimpliment and is men further information to support that choke, Such
Infivnution reflects the studies of sub- cline culture and the patterns of cultural differences .

discovered in such studies. It he choiSes the "wrong" explanation, he is told Co read the
.-story again and try another explanation:

How eflectrie is the culture assimilitur in changing interpersonal behavior? Studies have not
yet been completed and many furthes studies are needed before we can have the complete
story Neverttiztess, the evaluations we have completed so far show'this approach tr

1
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0
promising.

18 In one un 1ensive analysis we examined-the way a culture assimilator to train

whites concerning the point of vie4 of ghetto bla'as changes the thinking and behavior of

the Mutes. We carnpated samples of trained and untrained whites on &number of tasks.

First, we presented a different set of incidents 'and asked the subjects to analyze them. The

.trained subjects employed more "correct" attributions for their analyses than did the

untrained, In other words, the attributions of the trained were more similar to the

attributions 'made by the black ghetto members to explain the behavior of black ghetto

members than was the case for the untrained. This simply tells us that the training
generalizes from Ale incident to anuthe. Subjects were also presented with interracial
conflict social situations and they were asked to indicate the proper behavior of people in

the situation at a farther point in time. as well-as the feelings that people in these situations

may have for each other. The trained .perceived less conflict in siith situations than did:t!,e
untrained. In another task we presented dossiers of employees'wOriting in a supermarket to

the UMW 'Ind Untrained subjects who were asked to evaluate these employees concerning

whether they should be promoted, retained, or fired. The behavior of the employees was

described in coisiderable detail, a pictuie of the employee was provided, as well as

information, concerning the employee's typical dress and attitude. The trained subjects were

shown to be influenced by the- effectiveness of the behavior of the employee to a greater

extent than the 'untrained subjects suggesting that theyi, gave greater weight to the
effectiveness of the behavior than to the race, dress or atilt ud6, of the employee.

While these changes are desirable, there was data in this study which suggested either lack of

change or insufficient change. Specifically, on a standard "attitude towards blacks" scale the

trained did not diiTer.front the untrained: Furthermore, when we placed the trained and

untrained subjects in an interracial cooperation situation, with a black confederate whjdid

not know whether the white subject was trained or untrained and rated him on a numberOf

socIometric questions, the obtained results were not straightforward. Specifically, when the.

interracial situation occurred first the trained subjects froze and behaved quite unnaturally,

apparently being very embarrassed and unable to relati to the black confederate. Thus the

confederate in this particular case preferred the UNTRAINED to the trained. On the othei

hand when the interracial situation was presented second, after the other tasks mentioned

above, which turned out to be one week later, the trained'were rated-more positively on the

socionietric questions than were the untrained. Both. observations of the behavior of the

subjects in that% situation, through a one-way mirror, and their ratings of the extent to which

they felt apprehensive duAng testingsuggests that the trained subjects who were placed in

the interracial situation immediately after training felt tiio apprehensive to behave

effectively. On the other hand, these subjects, if presented with the i acial situation at

the end of a long series of quesfionnaires and other tasks, seemed totve recovered from
their apprehension and seemeeto have become able to utilize their newly acquired skills._

,Thus,'in the latter condition the trained subjects performed bettgr than the untrained. We

concluded that it is too soon to be sure-that the culture assimilator will modify the behavior

of the trained persons. However, since we do have solid evidence that the trained people

change their illy of thinking about interculture relations, we believe that with some

additional training, Including training that would increase their self confidence, we should be

able to improve their interpersonal behavior. This work still remains to be done.
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AN EXPLICATION AND EVALUATION
OF COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY

Jerry L. Burk

Cognitive anthropologists have claimed that their-ethnographic methods will: (1) empirically
- prove the "Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis;" (2) probe the "black'box" of the human mind; and (3)

revolutionize traditiottal ethnography. The purpose of this paper is to ,briefly trace the
developnymt of cognitive anthropology together with an outline of the major assumptions
and -theoretical assertions in order that the potential for accomplishing these claims be
evaluated. Two limitations are inherent in the remarks of this paper.. First, cognitive
anthropology is not a mature field'of inquiry..the field is-little more than ten years old incl.
the theoretical assumptions have notrhad the opportunity to season through sound research.
For this reason I will focus my remarks upon Stephen A. Tyler's citation of assumptionsn
cognitive anthropoliagy.Second,cognitive anthropology literature-is limited as a resultof the
recent emergence of this sub-field' of cultural anthropology and the optimal yblurrie of
literattire for evaluation of a field of inquiry is not available. I will contend, however, that
the claims to probe the human mind through the methods of cognitive anthropology are
overstated; disprovable at, but, and 'visionary at worst. i will develop my remarks In a
threefold analysis- by discussing: (1) the origin, '(2) major tenets, and (3) heuristic
significance of cognitive anthropology.

I: THE ORIGIN OF COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY

Cognitive anthropology is a recent specialty to arise in the fieldpf anthropology. Ward H.
Goodenough (1956) is credited with the 'founding treatise in cognitive anthropology.
'Goodenough discussed componential analysis as a means for discovering the structures and
hierarchies of informants "minds." Componenlial analysis, became one of the many
specialties to arise since Goodenough's treatise.

George Spindler recognized the unprecedented methods of cognitive anthropology, in his
introduction to Stephen Tyler's collection of papers in this new field. Spindler stated that,
"The recency of the field is obvious, although the earliest publication represented is 1956,
the majority of the papers were published for the first time during 1964 or later."' The bulk
oftheorizink and application of cognitive anthropology Is less than ten years old.

tJ
Spindler supported cognitive anthropology as a new. theoretical focus and significant
departure from traditional ethnography. He asserted, "The last decade has been a most
seminal periods In anthropology, Among the developments with greatest potential for
changing the' future shape of cultural anthropology is ...Cognitive Anthropology."2
Traditional ethnography was to be revolutionlzed by the new research methods, and field
investigations of cognitive anthropologists. Spindler's foreward concluded that, "When we
read ttle papers in' this volume and the Introduction by, the editor, we are led to the
conclusion that -anthropoloof+,n4Y undergo ... a drastic reorganization of its methods,
theories, and even facts." . Professor Spindler, furthermore, observed thit cognitive
anthropology is a recent development and not widely understood. The field is new and has
branched into four major emphases.

t

4
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1. Componential analysis`
2. Ethnograpfty
3. Ethnoscience
4. Semantiligialysis

The nature,. scope, and, significance of these emphases will notthe developed as their
assumptions are subsumed by the major tenets of cognitive anthropology.

ts.

MAJOR TENETS OF COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY

"NEW" FOCUS. Ethnographic investigations by cognitive anthropologists are significant
departures from traditional, ethnography. The focus changed from the material (overt)
phenomena of culture to cognitive (covert) concerns. Tyler stated, "... cognitiv,
anthropology constitutes a new theoretical orientation. It focuses on DISCOVERING how
different peoples organize and use, their .cultures. This is not so much a search for some
generalked unit of behavioral analysis as it is an attempt to understand the ORGANIZING
PRINCIPLES' UNDERLYING BEHAVIOR. It is assumed that each people has a unique
system for perceiving. and organizing material phenomenathings, events, behavior, and
emotions. ,o$ "Culture" Was 'discussed as a cognitive construct by cognitive anthropologists.

Cultural materials are not the source for discovering the nature of a given culture, rather
they are the "by- product" of a culture. Tyler'continuad, "The object of study is not these
material phenomena themselves, but the way they are organized in the mind of men.
Cultures-then arenot material phenomena."5 Ethnography, therefore, involves the discovery

'of: the covert, cognitive constructions. Charles Frake reiterated the theme of cognitive
anthropology, "An,ethnographer should strive to define objects according to the concep(ual
system of the people-he is studying. Let me suggeSt, then, that one look upon the task of
getting names for things not as an exercise in linguistic recording, but as a way of finding out
,whiht are -in fact the 'things' in the environment of the people beingstudied."' Theifocus of
cognitive anthropology may :F. characterized by two questions:

1. What material phenomena are significant for the people of some culture'?
.2. How do the people of a culture organize material phenomena?

Tylei contended that cognitive anthropology differed from traditional ethnogr.phy in the
categorization of phenomena. "Where' earlier anthropologists sought categories of
description ,in their native language, cognitive anthropologists seek categories of description
in the language of the natives. Native classifications and categories of material phenomena

.

are sought in order, that the "cognitive world" of the natives be illuminated.

Native language and terminological systems are studied to discern the cognitive system,
"Nearly all of this work has been concerned-with how other peoples 'name' the 'things' in
their environment and how these names are both an index to what is significant in the
environment of some other pebple, and a means of discovering how these people organize
their perCeptions." Order may be imposed'upon material phenomena in many ways. -
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Cognitive anthropologists clai.m to have discovered an order of perceptiOn for native peoples
whereas- traditional entlinog,raphers imposed an oider:"Thete are, then, two ways of bringing
order out of apparent chaos-impose a pre-existing order on it, or discover the order
underlying it. Nearly al) of earlier anthropology was characterized by the first method. By
contrast, cognitive anthropology seeks to develop methods which can be used for discovering
and -describing these principles of orgartization."9 Frake qualified the leap from language
system to cognitive system by stating that, analysis of a culture's terminological system,
will not, of course, exhaustively reveal th* itive world of its members ... "J° He
continued his statement with a neat contradicts tq his qualification when he remarked,
" ... but It (methods or cognitive anthropology) I certainly lap a central portion pf it
(the cognitive world). eultuially significant cogniti features must be communicable
between persons in one of the standard symbolic the culture. A major share of
these features wt "undoubtedly be codable in a society's' mbst 'flexible and productive
communication device, its languige?" I Language systems are alleged to be the avenue to
cognitive systems and structures. .

Cognitive anthropologists study the material phenomena of a culture as it is revealed in the
speech of an informant and use these linguistic items in mapping the cognitive system.
Linguistic items,' together with 'their relative use in varying- contexts, lea4 cognitive
anthropologists to the discovery of cognitive structures. "The items and arrangements of a
structural description of the language code need not -bit ,liomorphic with the categories and
propositions of the message. Lingulsticlorms, whether morphemes or larger constructions,
are not ..each tied .to- unique chunks of semantic reference like baggage tags;,raher it, is the
use of speech, the selection of one statement over another In a particular siofio-litiiiistic
context, that point to the "category 'boundaries on a culture's cognitive map."'-` Methods of
cognitive anthropology allow( the researcher to conceptually experience and describe events
as the informant experiences them.

./ .

"The intended objective of these eventually to provide the ethnographer with
publicnoniniuitive procedures:fiis-ordering his presentation of obierved and elicited events
according to the principles or clasilikftion of the people Ile is studying. To order
ethnogriphic observation solely according to an investigator's preconceived categories
obscures the real .content of culture: how people organize their experience conceptually so
that it can be transmitted as knowledge from person to person and from generation to
generation."' 3 Verbal behavior is the source from which cultural anthropologists claim to
"get Wide the human 'black box' " to discover cognitit t systems.

ANALYTICAL MODEL. Formal analytical methods are applied to elicited verbal behavior
in order that the informant's category system be discovered. "A particular set of data'
?elating to some semantic domain must be exp..ined by their relationship between units

',comprising that domain-not by determinants outside of it. The problem of external .

determinants is delayed until internal determinants are analyzed ... A formal analysis is
complete then the relations among all the units comprising a semantic domain are
described." 14 Verbal behavior is used as an inroad to cognitive domains. This focus,
moreover, seems to deny the validity of the-investigation of language systems in language
and culture studies.

2
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Cognitive anthropologists seek to revolutionize traditional ethnography. and render
anthropolosy a "formal science" rather than a ' "s vial science." According to cognitive
arithropoloy,ists, ethnography will have become a formal science when a general theory of
Adture emerges.

"What we need is a more limited notion of culture which stresses theories of culture. Rather
than attempt to develop a general THEORY OF CULTURE, the best we can hope for at
resent is particular theories of culture. These theories will constitute complete, accurate

descriptions of particular cognitive systems. Only when such particular descriptions are
expressed in a single metalingaage with known logical properties will we hive arrived at a
general theory of culture "15 Traditional etlmography, a social science, 'must be
!evolutionized in favor of the formal science of cognitive anthiopology.

r
New research methods had to be devised to separate cognitive anthropology from linguistic,.
and ethnological' studies in traditional arithropolov. , new fieldwork techniques and
methods have had to be devised. Most important among these are techniques of genugavi
eliciting'and methods.oeformal analysis. Controlled 'eliciting utilizes sentence frames derived
from the language of the people being studied. The aim of such elicititing is to enable the
ethnographer to behave linguistically in ways appropriate to the culture he is studying.'

Traditional ethnographic methods would not satisfy cognitive anthrOpologasts' search for a
formal science of human behavior:

r
"CULTURE" TRANSFORMED. The concept of "culture" is traiisfornaed, by cognitiv
anthropologists. Frake explained' this transformation, "As Goodenough advocates in a classic
paper, culture 'does not consist of things. People, behavior, or emoiions," but the forms or
orOnization of these things in the minds of people. The principles by which people in a
culture construe their world reveal how they segregate the pertinent from the insignificant.
how they code and retrieve information, how they anticipate events, how they define
alternative courses of action and make decisions among them."7 Organizational, structural,
and perceptualproeesses of informants become the toeus in cognitive anthropology. '

Traditional ethnographies- do not provide sufficient data to supply a substantive base for
crossCultural comparisons. "1.. if a culture is the unit of comparison then we must
compare whole systems which are bounded in apace and time or demonstrate that the parts
of systems we are comparing are justifiably isolable. Sind most ethnographers, are not
sufficiently complete for either of these possibilities, the whole comparative approach based
on substantive variables must be abandoned if our, claim is indeed cultural coinparison."18
Tyler dicta traditional ethndgraphy. but does not delineate the particular maladies that
under ed the comparative method. A

The theoretical tents of cognitive anthropology return to Bastian's search for the psychic
unity of mankind. "Cognitive anthropology is based on the assumption that its data are
mental' phenomena which Can be analyzed by formal methods similar those of
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mathematics-and logic.,Each particular culture consists of (set of logical principles Which
order relevant niaterial phenomena, To the cognitive intliropologist these lova principles
rather than the inaqrial phenomena are the object of investigation."19

Frake summarized the advantages of cognitive anthropology. "... a strategy of ethnographic
'description that gives a central place to the cognitive processes of the actors involved will
Contribute reliable cultural 'data to problems of the relation between-language. cognition.
and behavior; It will poin't up critical dinteniions for meaningful cross-cultural comparison`,
and, finally, it will give us productive descriptions of cultural behavior, descriptions which.
like the linguist's graminar, succinctly state what, one must know. in order to genera,le
culturally acceptable acts and utterances appropriate to a -given socio-et.\0oglokeittext,"',

Ill: HEURISTIC SIGNIFICANCE OP COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY

THEORETICAL ASS. LIMPTIONS. Robbins hurling- Indicted, the assumptions of
'componential analysis specifically and cognitlie anthropology- generally hi, "Cognition and
Componential Analysis: God's Truth. or Hocus-Pocus?" He addressed _himself to the
objectives sought by cognitive anthropologists. "Anthropologists syho have advoCated the
use of componential analysis and similar formal methods as a way of studying the meaning
of sets of tennis seem to hay i had-two contrasting objectives. Their first and more modest
goal has been to specify theTonditions under which each *din would be used. The problem'
has beeft.posed in the following way* What do we have to know hi order to say that some
abject Isla be -called by a given term? The more ambitious objectiveofitheet hod is to
Use it to lead us to an understanding of the criteria by which speakers of the hull/ya

'themselves decide what term to use for a particular item." 21 I will discuss the second
objective as it deals with *het thrust of cognitive anthropology away fiom traditional
ethnography to a perspective dealing with the cognitive fun-On:nu of informants.

The second objective presents a significant departure from traditional ethnography as the
"psychological field" or "world-view" of man is sought. "It is a long and difficult kapfrom
an analysis which is adequate in the sense of discriminating which term should-be-used to
denote an objec to that particular analysis which represents the way in which people
construe their world"-- The single-most significant point toconsider is that' capabilityst
cognitive anthropological' methods to- reconstruct the individual's cognitive structure. I agree
with Burling, that goal Is highly unlikely If possible at all, "... I will doubt whether any
single analysis tells, us much about people's cognitive structure, even if itenables us to use
terms as a nativecdoes:'23 The gap hitween language and the-human mind-is too large
ahysrto leaf, without,substantive proof.

LINGUISTIC RELATIVITY. Cognitive anthropologists have renewed the issue of linguistic
relativity posited by Sapir and Wharf. ,Burling stated that cognitive anthropologists are
endorsing some of the blues that zed the Sapip.Whorf hypothesis into disrepute. 110
SapirWhorf hypothesis did not claim a direct corrilation-tetweelt language and thought as
Burling suggests. Burling maintained- alai. "The hope that we could sdmehow use our
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knowledge of language to gain understanding' of the workings 91 the human mind has had a
long history. Whorl's -ideas have fallen into diuepute largely because the relationships whitili
he -dgmed to see between patterns of language and patterns of thought could be'checked
only from.the side of language. The language patterns were there to be sure, but how, except
through iniuttion. could one tell whether the patterns correspond to anything else."-4
Whorl is denied by scientists, who, like Sir' Karl Popper, clarlit that science must be
disprovable If it is to stand as science. Orly. Whorl's ideas are'not disprovable but this does
not deny the validity of -Whorl's hypothesis.1Whorf discussed the parallel dewlopment of

-language and thought. advises cognitive inthilopologists claim a direct link to the mind of
through -language. BuJing questions this logical leap. "... when an anthropologist

undertakes a semantic analysis, is he discovering,some 'psychological reality' whichNpeikers
are presumed tohaveur is he simply working out a set of rules which somehow take aunt
of the -observed 'phenomena? . It is always tempting to attribute something mere,
important-to one's:work than a tinkering with a rough set 91 operational devices. It certainly
sounds more exciting to say we are `discovering the cognitive system of the people' tharito
admit that we are just fiddling with a set of,rules which allow us to use terms the way othefs
do.' " The claims of cognitive anthropologists do not fit the research in this field of
inquiry.

The disparity between-research methods and vast claifns is too great NI Burling. "I believe
we should be content with the less exciting objective of showing how terms in languagetare'
applied to ,objects in the world: and stop pursuing the Illusory goal of cognitiVe

-structures. :6 I contend that cognitive anthropology is 'visionary in its claims to be anew
field of inquiry - it is a specialization within cultural anthropology at best; a fad at worst.

_-Anthony Fr. .Wallace wain us about being aluped by inflated claims. ' "Fads in
cultureandpersonality, as in other fields of endeavor, are - sometimes difficult to distinguish
from new specializations....A, slmilat observation may be made with _respect to a number of
conceptual, schemes and research procedures 'borrowed%from other disciplines.... Their
incorporation into anthropological thought is regularly accompanied by inflated claims that
they are universal theoretical Or methodological solvents, and students flock to try them out.
Enthushism_wanes when they are recognized as being useful only in solving partitailar kJ Is
of problems. and they assume the humbler but more enduring role of sgTecializations,.t"-1 I

--questibn whether cognitive anthropolpgy. has sufficient theoretical justification tc'survive as
a specialty at all.

IV: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

ThEORETICAL FRAMEWORK. .Cognitive anthropologists have not generated theories
based upon sound research. Claims and postulates posited by cognitive anthropologists seams
to deny the validity of other fields of inquisik Generally, theories emerge with the synthesis
of research findings and investigation from many fields. Theory is, "... a conceptual schema
that we invent or -postulate in order to explain to ourselves, and to others,, observed_
plinotnena and the retitionship between them, thereby bringing together in one structurs

e the isinsapis, laws, princitiles, hypotheses and observations from often very different
fieids."4° Scintific theories -serve three main functions:29.
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Cognitive. anthropologists claim to provide empirical evidence for the SimWhorl.
hypothesis. The position of anthropologists and the Saptr-Whorl hypothesis are not
identia. I will develop the nature of the lutiruistic relativity hypothesis by discusung its
historical emergence. major tenets. and demonstrate that the tenets are noi identical to those
of cognitive antfiropolotry.

Benjamin Lee Whorl has generalis beta credited with the lingiusfksraolvity ,hyokohesss,
That hypothesis has been v.mously Idetlitned as the SapirWhorf hypothesis.
KirrzybskiSapir-Whorl hypothesis. the httrutstrc Weltanschauung hypothesis. as well as the
linguistic relativity hyportjesis. whore's rrotton was reflected in "Science and Linguistics."
"... the "P r d r5 pies.ented Ill a kaletilt.sct :plc flux of impressions which has tit be organized
in our ml We cie up. and organize it into concepts. and ascribe significar,s as we do.
large* hecaeise we are parties to .11.11 agreement to organize it in this way an aereemat
that holds throug,hNut our speech community and is Codified _in the pattern of out
lariguage.-3 .An inextricable relationship between the language spoken and the thought
processes of individuals was alleged to exist.

*DEVELOPMENT OF THE LINGUISTIC RELATIVITY HYPOTHESIS

Linguistic relativity grew from the denouncement of the psychic unity doctnne. Marvin
Harris identified the psychic unity doctrine as the belief that. '... the human mind is
everywhere essentially similar.-31Underpinnings of thcpsychic unity clisc ne are further
specified as E.B. Tylor 1 Ittbii supported its assumptions He stated. " t facts collected
seem to favor the view that the wide differences in the civilization and mental state of the
various races of kind are rather differences of development than of orktin."3- Felix ,

Keesins. moreove equated psychic: unity with the proposition that, "... all human
groups .. have t same pulenthil for evolutionary development. though ome were further
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.

Cognitive anthropology theorists seem to bt in a dilemma. on the one side traditional
ethnography is indicted 'while some theorists, like Wallace. build upon traditional
ethnography In one ..4.Ne q,lalrlh are not AlbtallthlICA substantive proof while the second
rase denies the "revolutionary" nature of cognitive guthiarpology .

The disadvantages of t.lignitive anthropohin may be highlighted by reviewing the
assumptions and indictments upon other human scientists.

I. Cognitive antluopolugists deny the validity of traditional ethnography as
inktaken in focus, -

Cognitive anthropologists impute structure, in the human "black-box" that
behavioral "punsts" will not allow.

3. ,Ctignitive anthropologists claim to have discoveo,d cognitive strUctur of
individuals whereas psychoanalysts compare and contrast norms of ,bel vior
(verbal and non-verbal) to discern "dysfunctions" and/or "pathologiei."

Cognitive anti inv:otasts seem to deny the strengths of other human scientists wl 'Ie
endoaing Oleo weaknesses. file ease cognitiveanthropologistsseent to be one of ideal m
gone to seed. None would deny the v "ue of understanding the function of the central
nervous system with its complexity of sum:tures. But wishing and theorizing the discovery
of these functions does not render that ideal a reality,. Bad theory and bad science can only
be achieved by vast claims that remain unsupported by investigative methods.
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Increasing iereilltural Communication:
The PEACESAT Experiment-,

A Study in the Social Benefits of International Interactive

Exchange by Communication Satellite

John Bystrom

Intercultural Communication is carried on daily via satellite within the PEACESAT

demonstration system. Individuals in the Pacific Basin converse together although they may

be as widely separated as residents of London and Tokyo. More important they are widely

separated in experience. An exchange can involve discussants from a village in Papua New

Guinea, a small Pacific island, a native village In Alaska, and the modern urban centers of

Wellington and Honolulu, the latter the size of Boston or Cleveland.

The PEACESAT Project (Pan Pacific Education and Communication Experiments by
Satellite) should be a harbinger of 'the future when professionals, administrators, or citizens

located in many parts of the world wil be-able to confer together with ease and low cost.

Today, it is the only international educational satellite network. Its structure and operation

should be of interest to the student of intercultural communication. In daily operation for

three years the system interconnects Institutions. In eleven nations and jurisdictions In the

Pacific Ocean area via satellite. The object is to study the application of communiwtion

satellites in meeting the social requirements of remote areas with limited industrialization.

HISTORY.

The PEACESAT Project was initiated in 1969 at the University of Hawaii. A pilot satellite

communication system in Hawaii began a demonstration in April, 1971, with two ground

terminals, one on the island' of Oahu and the othet on theisland of Hawaii, using the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Applications Technology Satellite, ATS-1.

The experimental system gradually expanded,with locally financed and operated terminals in

New Zealand, Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Kingdom of-Tonga, Anierican Samoa, Saipan ill the

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and' at the South Pacific Commission. in Nevi

Caledonia. Under a grant from the Carnegie Corporation to the International University of

the South Pacific (Fiji) terminals are being constructed in six additional South Pacific

nations. When completed this wgl provide a regional educational network linking the centers

of the University in addition to the broader international coverage.(See Map.)

Management of the experimental system is on a cooperative basis. The project participates

with health, education, and community services to actively test the value of satellite
communications In remote areas, and to learn the best methods for communication between

people of diVirie cultural backgrounds. The premise is.that knowledge of what the user can

apply, accept', ind pay for is essential to fievelopment of future systems. The ground

terminals being used each cost under $7,000 U.S.

Despite age and limitations of design, the ATS-I.satellite is well mated to project objectives.

It has the wide area coverage suited to international communications rather than spot beams.

It has sufficiently high power and the spectrum assignment to permit the small investment

on the ground.
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The published object lims of the PEACESAT Project follow:

. to determine what communications-can be developed to- improve health, education,
and community services in the Pacific with the availability of -low -cost satellite and,
other communication links.

to conduct a series-of -pilot conununicition activities both international and US.
Pacific, in wheat satellite communication, is applied to health care, education, and -
community programs; n develop, and support feasible -new approschei to the delivery
of health, ,education, ,and community services invohfing the application of
,amummication techniques; to identify commuikation 'barriers; to measure user
acceptance- of the new, methods; and to contribute to an assessment of future
-telecommunication system' requirements in the Pacific Basin.

SPECIFICATIONS

system specifications were set to encourage educational communication in en
International setting, both to produce evidence of user needs through the actions of the user
himself and to illustrate a new kind of international 'system desIgnid to free up
communication among nations and people. The most important of these specifications
follow:

I) TWO WAY COMMUNICATION from all locations is standard with terminals
capable of sending and receiving.

2) %,..NO PREPARED, SOFTWARE is needed. Dialogue-is, the,key to utilization and
the learning experience is the product of interaction. -

3) MULTIPLE CHANNELS are potentially available at the lowest cost In dollars
and spectrum. it

4) LOCAL CONTROL exists in each Instance since terminals are owned and
operated by institutions

5) SCHEDULE DECISIONS are the product of 'agreeme* nts between senders and
receivers.

UTILIZATION

The functions for which the system is currently used can le:divided into six categories.

(1) DECISION MAKING -CONFERENCES involve administrators at several locations
participating in joint discussion, on topics of value to the management of enterprises for
which they are responsible. Specialists in agricultural practices from all parts of the Pacific
Basin meet regularly over the system. Others who participated in scheduled exchanges are
Health Directors, newsps?er editors, municipal government representatives; librarians,
eduational administrators, and a variety of citizen groups. The reaction of participants and
onlookers is uniformly very favorable.
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(2)'PROFESSIONAL ANDIN-SERVICE TRAINING was expected to he a major function
of the system because of the wide differences in educational resources at metropolitan
centers and the more sparsely populated areas such as Saipan; Niue, or the Cook Islands.

This expectation. had ,proven out. All locations require trained personnel for health,
education, and conunuitity functions. 'Remoteness flomcenters .of learning contributes to
obsolescence. The use of long distance telecommunications rather than costly travelhas the
potential for Major social benefit. The distance from'Saipan, the health headquarters of the
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, to Honolulu. a major medical center and center or
training Will* US, Pacific. compares to the distance between Stockholm and Teheran. The
system has been used effectively. In ttaining, exercises involving nurses, librarians, and

agricultural extension agents. As this Is written an International personnel management
serninir is in progress. .

(3) CLASSROOM INSTRUCflON, a third category, has included enrichment activities and
complete courses using the system. In June, 1971. the world's first course ofiristruction for
credit to be taught regularly via satellite was initiated. The students in two geographically
separated classes successfully perticipated in structured 'taming activities using peer
teaching. The students played learning games using voice exchange to identify and overcome
barriers in interpersonal communication. The class pointed the way to low cost instruction
.via satellite as well as to methods for reducing English language dialect barriers to
communication. a

Since thii.first class the system has been effectfvely used for instruction many times. There

WAS joint participation in classWork by elementary students in rural Alaska (US.) villages.
the Suva (Figs) schools, Wellington (N2.). and Honolulu (US.). A college course has been
taught 'successfully involving three universities in three separate nations; a joint staff was
used and students received common credit. Students and teachers report very favorably on
their experience and there is evidence thatlearning takes place.

Yik

(4) COMMUNITY -DEVELOPMENT SEMINARS have as their purpose the support of
organized efforts to improve the social environnient. It was expected that these exchanges
would be slow in developing bemuse a mutuality of purpose among widely separated local

groups would have to,be recognizedfirst.This expectation has,proven correct, While used by
organized native minottnes.and such groups as Parents Teachers Associations, lawyers, and

environmentalists, use of the system has been small and degree of eflectiv,eness is uncertain
for the moment.

(5) CONSULTATION AND REPORT ARRANGEMENTS include such activities as research

support, epidemic. control. and Others requiring real-time communications and quick linking
of often unpredicted locations, This category was foreseen as a high benefit one, and there
have been many exchanges which demonstrate the high..promise of this application. A

-smoldering epidemic of Dengue Fever has been followed for two years as it worked its way
North from New Caledonia. Diagnostic consulting, test. arrangements, and the responsive
movement of men and materials was facilitated by a communication system that linked the
National Institutes of Health in Washington. the Pacific Research Section in Honolulu. with

locations in the South Pacific and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. Experiments are
planned to use the system to voordbiate "research and extension management efforts of
marine and fisheries personnel throughout the Pacific and to investigate oceanographk; and

meterologisl phenomena in the Pacific Basin area.
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(to USER NETWORKS designed to serve high priority so0a1 services represent a major arca
ut interest, The tarn network as employed here indicateka degree of central control and
.planning. a group of designated users, and a special purpose which is determined by a limited
area of communications coverage, a political relationship.'an specialized functions. A.
netwolktsses the terminals; of the system selectively on ' scheduled basis. Under
development is-the University of the. South Pacific Network, t minas linking centres or
branch stations of the University located in a half dozen countries. The U,SP is one of two
multinational Universities in the world.

Gradutilly evolving today is an etwerimental Health Network. The hierar liC31 structure and
differentiated functions of the health services, the defined message cha els and,massive
requirement for continuing education, dictate a strong communisation gem. Health
services demand a continuing two-way flow of messages among facilities t. operate Most
effectivity. The ideal in the Paeitle is an "intercom system" which links the dical office
spaces and health service facilities found in one-quarter of the earth. The-pro a design of
this communication system should grow out of the operational needs of medical a's d health

N
personnel.

Networking plans ',have been formulated and agreements are being negotiated f an

experimental two-way network of small island radio stations, which-will allow stations to
ungulate as well as receive programs. and for the networking of twenty-one libraries-in the
Pacific Basin using satellite links and mailed microfiche. An extension of the Univeisity of
Hawaii ALOHA computer network experiment is being discussed via satellite to include
terminals in New Zealand and other South Pacific locations.

/ IMPACT

What can be achieved with the PEACESAT demonstration? The real impact of the
experiment depends on continued satellite use for several years more.

sr:

The demonstgtion,- it is argued, is an essential step in the process by which more
comprehensive solutions to the communication problems of the less developed areas of the
Pacific and_ Asia can- be determined and agreed upon. The project is producing a condition of
awareness hit is vital to long term problem solving. To the administrators of health,
education, and community, services within the area of demonstration places in the

liereandnow a solution to existing lack of communication capability. To industry it
contributes to a more realistic sense of market needs. To engineers, technical and-social, it
makes man -the measure for future actions instead of the machine. Most important,
PEACESAT' can produce justification, for future international communication system
planning. With experience, it is easier to recognize barriers to growth and to mount-the
strategies needed to overcome them.

CONCLUSION

Telecommunications planning in the world is not often viewed in terms of the total needs of
a society, if it was, the high priority which developing nations feel for improved health and
edumional opportunity would be reflected more clearly in telecommunications
development and in the application of new technology such as the communication satellite.

4 -
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The °-development of mass media systems-radio and television broadcasting - --has occupied
the attention of those who would apply telecommunications td'new nations. In fact, to
many, the word t ommunication is synonymous with broadcasting. However, if the trained
leadership, of a nation, its administrators and professionals, are to receive the information
support needed to deal with national problems, effective telgeommunication systems,
extending easily across national boundaries, are required.

Is there any wiy in which the benefits of space communications can be applied 'promptly to
support the social objectives to which developing nations assign the highest prioritythe
operation of modern. health care services and the production of trained manpower? With the
PEACESAT experiment, it is hoped, experience will be generated to support the proposition
that telecommurdcations for health and education services are of critical ithportance to less
developed areas. If an effective. system for sharing long distance telecommunication
transmission is developed between the education and health centers of the Pacific nations
and territories, the demonstration will have important implications for Asia, South America,
Africa, and the less developed areas of the world.



THE COMMUNICATION OF CULTURE THROUGH
FILM: FOCUS FORTUTURE RESEARCH

Moron IL Ruhly

The communication of culture through turn should be an area of interest to the intercultural
communication scholar. Increasingly, film is being used for (earning about cultures, as well as
for communicating between cultures. In this essay the writer will sumntanze.a few of the
views on film use, examine four distinct areas of writing on the communication of cullure
through film, and in conclusion briefly set forth some reasons for concentrating future
researelvmainly in-the fourth area.

The film medium is one resource often suggested for use in a wide range of intercultural
education programs. Neil Hurley speaks from his experience using films for intercultural
understanding, "Our education must recognize that the 'image' is the worldwide language
which can unite men-in the depths of their being across all known barriers of sex, race, class.
nation, politics, and religion."1

Perhaps the most explicit statement. however, comes from political scientist Norman Wet,
"Supporting the need for film. I would argue tfiat.the nineteenth-century triad in education

teacher. book, class is mtmoded.....In short. the arguments for more effective use of
educational films for teaching and research are the same across the smut *crences. I llis an
important substitute for experience that students tart not readily have. 121as a t.omparison
between cultures and between specific items within .vultures, and 13)as a method ot
combating functional illiteracy and the avertun to print. increasingly t.omincrnplace in
student populations.

In addition to expressions concerning the t,'aitic if sing film tn the tezt.h iboultather
cultures and in the preparawn of people tOr ,intert-ultural inc tleie
examples of programs involving film. flurley3 has found Tsv7i7e tilrth vie partiorlath
"illumiliattng" as he uses them for Chilean and American rcprocut
variety from feature films w and, alt.l.uu inn slm ad.iorea tom an
Italian novel. They run nom fiLiion to du,umentary ter ailegorY. Hurley itowever toes .101

tell the reader why these trims were s.ho.,en ,Jver other, or what ,tlite,t1%,es

irying"tu achieve In terms ,31 .:Liut-ailon. Thai s. ib !or he
films is riot clear.

Equail> JP:CV4 .hc sciek.tivn .ilms ug.gesteu ,01 Area ,Lurung ti ue-.:911".

in the polittk.-:, c onomac - ..ulture. rtic_ :lost rt.-gionr hat ippear ,n ,ent;ut
,:ontrat.ted by the Department if .he Atatny,1For he ,thns ;tuna atone n,..tuue
an N.B.C. ielevitiun prudut.tion, ssariment IndLt. a !Urn lirtitunoa he '_"'titre
SILsionary Society. UNICEF UT nought Jul tie

Satvapr Rd!, trilogy, lktional cries prt,jul.ro atryLts:a Iv a 1.01e ,t he :ni.u.441

province of Benpl

Flow-nal film. ,ut.11 as the Ray 'nlory lie ,itat he n 'Atl.:1
.,ultures that are 'Icing ascii ai nierg..atitur41 _arrununi..4rion A.pu,at

with raoal reamon White and EiLu.k ,tudentz, eparaie Urn)
esslon. The two groups ai students /hen _arm ILM.112N 4:..tiott., .--4t..tt

11.1M lhatikt be lawn. This meeting Aus ,epurre0 U Live Ct1W.0 ensivns Artvi,k, rtiarim.
and the faLulty fel:matte& aw ,heir awn :131.10111.11T1; It?taiut note ,:cast rt1-;:n '. :a "I rift,
it on Ulm.`
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TRANSLA I1NG THERAPY TO THE CLIENTS CULTURE
Paul Pedetsen

The normal barrier, to 4...,tuate ,ointliormatitus air iiitvu,i(lekl tt> llrti iontital
lvurtsclipg, where p4.1rologn.11 anxiety ribtorts the ine%.sage, Counseling ..ointratillk4
are fUrillet utmplh.dted When either the ourtzelor, the %Ain:1st:lee, the puWem of the
situational ,oritelit ,..orne,.. from "anotbes-,ulture Mental health professional.,ould benefit
from apetialtted training in ....tossi-ultutal ...irununi,ittons to tianAjte tiwn tberApanti,,
message into the language of (heli....lient's culture,

Cultural ihiferen,es are pervasive and inestapable in ow plural smiet). Beyond tbcnbarc
obvtoin "triternationar and "ethrib.- differen,es we are defined by munspier'ivir, 44.ording
to Out work, vex, lift '11) lc and 'beliefs wlm.h functionally resemble ,uliutes in shaping our
value assumptions. Counselors deal with persons who belt.ing eta uluAtelS 0100101 individuals
fri groups that define the individual's identity .We might therefore reasonabl,v expe+,3 mow
attentim to the ways in wlin.11 cultural values affect nfeni,ll, health deliver) s)tellts m1
inure attention to croN..ullural training of ,Liuseluts for several reasons (1) Developmg
.ountries ate.. as 3 illrialt.)11 of WCii:1111.!4litiflo uth4f114*11011, 31Ittcli 1114CglitU( lurivining
attracted to ap&i.tive4 mental health servi,e models (2) !mei-national ..oritai.t thttnigh
prole3sina1 mental health .1.,soti.itons., litetatute. anti KrhOlkh rs be,,t; ruing mote frequent:
(3) international 4.volaut thimugh the increased potautial .hint, 110111 Whet
% -..ultures Ea becoming more likely. 1,0 Menial health service, arc beorning mote exat)
available to less affluent populations in our own N..let) w1u,lt repic-,cnta varielv of othir
cultures: IS1 Ethrinc grovps and popitlationsin out N,141{:ili .01e bi:,osning molt:
mli.o,fas4.1.Aus of then unique identity and arc demanding That mental health delivery
systems 4,..A,nutzolite speoal needs. (6) Finally, to the exieit th.it we 4orhtt,lez tole, 41
k;t1lEtt(C,. we might even 4.nsufet the postfnli!, that all in J

"1n KA-cultural" vontext

An iniet Antal model tn,ludes ihice le.cIs aiia1,1,-1. when: inn:tutu:
in the to,uiivlitig the 1113i and mo,t obiion, golcuution,,i
between reure, horn diitetent ,ourottc, ptoviJe a vatic() view with
komplerneut 4(0 .,,itithut what 4,1141: 391C1. C!sp1:4,1 persons from ""forcigir- oaLitilltt:',4 1.
bc ,ornehow Jttictent au! we a,,ept itiCil ever/ though we fiLt) dl:., ice with
them, At ,A leAci we ,tie ttiYl.g ,4;w4rlvd to inie.kiliulat ht:tweet; ofirn,
group, within kiiat own ,outitt) who have then o Ail independent hetitap: ontlat) to
Avicoly, pi, national talu,-,...114 iairk.us ohm, pimp', 41( .0414h:tint, tot 'united te,,r,olike,
wall that en,outage ea,.li poop to develop oaltura11) lo Jctir!c and
identify mamber,lup of eadi ilium interest };troop At 41 thud .inJ in4 ,nbiitc Irve1 their is

differentiation of wleo fo way. that reseilible ,ultuie. in 1114IniaanliS unique 14141t: ^4) \With,
WC are .54.A.Cp144, dirletens th341:$:n 41.1i".41AC% and pet,orr, who
-.,bould- be more like la, We ate like ti to sten:0yr: Itn:10 a, dcvloni, float "one'
whit .ultuxe than legitimate members of in 3111:11..3itte To the el.icrit that
we jernjjui 4,4finkig inn) 11,1 01.0i 010414.4,111UV 40) ul 1110t: 11114.74: l.rciv, %C AC 111C1)

1* II-dll:40 of differerki.-, artd prefer thc 4,34:01)pe tit mu own nurtd to the
expesimed teJlit) sot per,nal eAvonntet In all three kvel\
dlllcltrm e. inipoNe hornet, on curi,elmg,:ornotuni.atiow,
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The notions of "healthy" and 'normal" *lush guide the delivery of mental health services
am not shared by all persons horn every Git huge and may betray the ulturally encapsulated
enunselor to 'tectonic a tool oi tn. polttn.41, or e.sinamii values,
Etlintkentiti, notions fend to dbtott yaluea, allowing the ent:apsulated
counselor to assume in his ..urruntout.ations that others do or should see the wuild as,he or
she sees It. The y data which delint the-task of cotinsebrig an lake on a Willed meaning
in teinfoicing modal stettotypes o.zitaut pimps, separating yodriselors Mini the sywal
reality of thiperson twat another tailture..

Systematic study of the titter relationship between uultore and personajity has. until fairly
been the primary cencern of arAfixopology. Cultural diffehnees affect the

THEORY of merit* health services in a number of way's. The literature is polarized into
two oppoong ways of looking at uultute in relation to petwnality (Caudill and Li
One position takes the view that theti, is a keit description of mental health
observativii b oh-A:wed by ultutal distortions whil.h thirst be bridged by some universal
definition of aoeptable behavior. The position assumes that we know the meaning of health
anti welldiusted happiness whatever the culture tat origin, A ...onttasung. postutin views

dilfeteiiscs as dues to divergent attitudes, values and assumptions whish
diffetenhuts One t.ultute lt.atta .,mother in a relativist framework, In the sitind altemative
each socto-s.ultural tiOntext defines it:: own nom of mental hearth, .

Anthtepolgssis have genciall) tended to, Like a telattstA, pkolivn In Liashi4ing and
a-AggkozIng psy,..tiologasal plicnsiniena. Idennt)Ing devIation as %VILMA!) unique, allowing
multiple notions 01 ackeptable. behaviors to_...t.i.ekbt with sine anothet in the 4.1osst-ultural
mliution and examining cath sultuir ALN onilgutation, Psythologists, with few
exseptiowt have, on the othrt hand, tended to link sosnal 4.hata,tertsth.,, and psythologkal
phenomena -sith a inintinuin of attention to mten-.ultuial daps of differentiated ..ultural
value, ( r) awned that only with the ict,ent emergerie of st,ial psysitiatry as J
tlit.tplitit: babe ,.,,,r,tentali ote5enatioris been apphed to the intluerme of sooal and k.ultioal
iasiors upon psyi.hopathologiwt sy'stern., Either et of .i.surnptio... makes its 4...r.

, iatired demands on ....ecutate t:ornmunication eu,i .-.1.11turally..

Cultural stificienses afte-..1 the PRACTICE of -iental health setvises in a number of ways_
k an& slas Jitter have prodused a "deli ii hyputhek.- (explained but not
)uppoited by Cotiorand firma, 197) %lush a,--sumes that a peaVit) OMMUnity t.
liKurt.2.11i/rd and that the kW-organ/Anon pre'-eras tt r9f In various foitriN of denim. The
implislion is,that ininozitk-s are .)oinettow riot wily drift:tent in their ultural values but
inferior by somparpon to Wlute. muldlesla:,s %Juts. Contrary, to the def.stt Itypotheats.
;IMO II4071) dk..etAcrcd that JR-fru:nee.) between tate, tot Mental tetatilaton were not
!elated to ethrits membership. Havingliurst (1970 identified ses.ill 1athet than etbnit.
taaor) as dificienuating altieverrient while Macke (111"11 point/es abundant evidenue
that there no -independent etlei_t7 iti) Minis ratal group membership on a. iiiernht

'Aelnevement.,

In an attertir deal a,rloopriaielv with dittetriu.t.-s, Flaugher.Campbell, and Pike
(14toi coitsluded that t.ItY41 Attention must be given to the Luierion data of pm& live
otuli), set.ivitzmg that unp...3,eived and unt.oritiolled oatnbutattorvs of itillueikes tin

-1
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criterion measures may be fully as determinitive of results as the predictive measuresleing
evaluated. Freeberg (19691, for example, describes many of these "unspecificliases" in the
use of tem.. Psychologists have so far failed in the task of identifying the sources of cultural
differences in a setting where counselors must necessarily' communicate with persons from
different cultures.

Helpers who are must different from their helpees,..in race and social class, have the greatest
difficulty effecting constructive changeS, while helpers who are most siNtilar to their helpees
in these respects have the greater facility for appropriate helping (Carkhuff and Pierce,
19671 Mitchell ( rg70) goes so far as,to say that most.White counselors cannot be-part of the
solution. for a Black client since they arc so frequently part of the problem. Williams(1970)
likewise asserts that the White mental health worker cannot successfully counsel the "Black
Psyche:" Ayres (1970) and Russel 41970) describe an implicit or sometimes explicit bias in
the counseling process itself that is frequently, perceived as demeaning, debilitating,
patronizing, and dehumanizing.

In cross-culturarcounseling, thereas a great danger of mutual misunderstanding (McFayden
and Winokur, 1956), less understanding of the other culture's unique problems (Kincaid,
1969), a natural hostility that destroys rapport and greater negative transference toward the
counselor (Vonttess, 19.71). Thomas (1962) points out the danger of confusing a client's
appropmte cultural response with neurotic transference. Middleton (1963), Woods (1958),
and Trent (1954) suggest numerous other sources of difficulty for the White professional
counseling Blacks. Ignorance of one another's culture contributes to resistance in opposition
to the goals of counseling.

Some of the research has attempted to relate personal qualities of the counselor to
cross- cultural effectiveness in counseling. We might expect counselors who are open-minded
to have less difficulty than the more dogmatic counselor. Indeed: Kempt (1962) and

6
Meuano (1969) find open-minded counselors to excel in supportive understanding and
cell-explotation usually associated with counseling effectiveness while RUsso, Ketz and
Hudson (1974). Allen (1%7). Milliken (1965) and Milliken and Paterson (1967) discovered
that prejudice or factors related to prejudice were inhibiting counseling effectiveness
when assessed by counselor supervisors. Contrary to these findings however, Foulds (1971)
wund dogmatism not to be a factor in communicating the facilitative conditions of
counseling.

Cultural sensitivity relates to an awareness of indigenous resources within the other culture.
Torrey (1970) gives an example of why urban Mexican-Americans fail to utilize modern
mental health services, even when available. The westernized systems are irrelevant because
they are inaccessible-, are inhibited by a language problem, are class bound with the quality
of treatment dependent on the individual's class, are tulture bound and insensitive to the
indigenous waild view, are caste bound relating primarily to the ruling Anglo community and
because the indigenous alternatives are more popular. Saslow and Harrover (1968), Suchman
(1964), Sprang (1965) and Byrde (1972), Morales (1970) and Madsen (1969) likewise
describe the types of problems and .resources unique to the various ethnic groups but
frequently overlooked by Insensitive counselors. Each, life style-provides its own structures,
rules, and mechanisms to cope with aggression and anxiety, and while they may differ from
one another, they are able to promote and preserve mental health within that particular
community (Iviechanle.T%9-,; Glazer and Moynihan, 1963).
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It is useful to compare counseling processes as we know them with functionally similar
means of communicating help in other cultures (Torrey, 1971). Both therapists _and
indigenous healers use the process of "naming" in their treatment. An attempt is made to
eliminate the "unknown" element of illness. The therapist must know the right name to
label a behavior appropriately. The effect in either case is to lessen the ambiguity of the
crisis and identify a "cause"that will allow the crisis to be explained in the culturally normal
order of things. Both systems depend on the personal quality and credibility of the therapist
to establish rapport with the individual seeking help. Without the cooperation of the person
seeking help, either system recognizes itself operating under 'a severe and sometimes
impossible handicap. Some kind of a coalition between the help:giver and the help - receiver
must be nurtured to develop an effective relationship. Both systems depend on the client's
expectation to get better as a result of working within this relationship. There are ways a
counselor can raise a client's expectations through demonstrating his own legitimay and
effectiveness as a help giver. Demonstrations of prestige and status are used to increase
expectations as are expensive equipment and elaborate ceremony which serve to heighten
expectations. The magical techniques of divination have a functional purpose much as
training and certification of skill serve to display a counselor's credentials in the community.
Any counselor who has tried to function in a culture that refuses to recognize his ..redentials
recognizes the importance of his being accepted in his role as help-giver to the effective
communication of help.

Reviewing the literature leaves the reader with a dear impression that psychological services
in the mental health field need to become more sensitive to ...ultural differences. The
criticism is not limited to members of radical groups. who, like Jerome Agel (1971) desribe,
therapy today as a "commodity" and "means of social i.ontrol," but leaders in the field like
C.H. Patterson (1972) are also not hesitant to point out the need for change in an activist
mode. It is no longer radical to challenge the traditional mental health delivery systems. The,
general public is almost too ready to assume that special populations are being victimized
even without seeing the evidence. What is radical and unusual is any attempt, to ,hange that
sysfem, to introduce cross-cultural communications training and to radicalize the liberal

rhetoric of mental health professionals.

The' American Psychological Association reports on a Conference on Patterns and
Levels of Professional Training hi4d at Vail, Colorado. in July, 1973. One of the
recoinmendations of that Conference was that offering services to persons ,ulturalty
diverse backgrounds by persons not competent in understanding .ouch groups should he
regarded as unethical. Training and continuing education i.oursework on the special needs of
different religious, racial, ethnic, sexual, and ei.onvinii, groups was re,ommended foa all
prolessiotial psychologists. It is apparent that cultural sensitivity will play an nloca,ingt:,
Important role in .the training of counselors. While the preceding pages have tevp., wed 'arge
numbers of cultural studies on psychological problems and personality vaitable, we are oath
beginning to look at doss-i.ulturally relevant pradwes in "how to help" persons from ocher

cultures by enlarging the fiseld and focus of cross-cultural counseling.

There is evidence that counselors and thervsts are ,ultuially conditioned in that respop.,:s
and th3t counselor education programs may actually be ,ontributmg to the encapsulation
process. Cultural .differences between ,hent, and counselor. impose spectJ pio'isfem:,

communication on the counseling process. demanding special approaches to 0, er..ulru,
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DIMENSIONS, PERSPECTIVES, AND RESOURCES
OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

Vernon Lynn Tyler

THE:4Am mtENsioNs

e yotc.w wit!, Aki he An pcqle corranurucute, understand what they Jcel, t.-'r all tunes

1.44,,c, and there rnigirt not exist any causc for "ini,corrnnunication."
tiy we cinnot know all things about all people for all time. A second choice, or

possibaity, . would be to learn and OW that which Werth to "turn people off or on," that is,
ALM> 6ir tcrxh theta, These are 4:ofitlitiOtts we sari know through experience and research,

and (bey represent the basic approach of thematic research into intercultural

commirpcation.

TliaiES are the HOW and the WIW different people DO and THINK as they do. Thematic
dimenslons, may be defined as composites of closely related-and-mutually affective attitudes,
percepiroos, 404 cititatzlia.m.ri which underlie the roues and' Influence the beliefs,
communications, and behavior of members of a 4.-tilture, distinguishable similarities and
;Own!, es which make a difference, These deal only, with the most-Signilicant pluses,
and et'kilttkilithr* between. within. 4.4 intO cultures (which, fin our pupose. ate defined as
cornini and unique identifiable ways of thinking, living. and-communicating of and by a
,s0fiveopiet, Mute ClOtelk: detail is left to,the genius of other disciplines

N EC ENSARY T R1 MS

A prism, or grid, or map %shish he 4:14midchi for each phase of study in intercultural
.,-.,..yromurocarions includes each of the following cyclical plrases, They are almost

instantaneous in mos, cu...urtorltrices and can he simulated, They are considered here as an

aoiral menial p ces' The speed and response vary by cultural circumstances hence the
wed its pie *line perspeo ;se at ibis point

CONTACT OK ENCOUNTER The
mother person, iff a VOW! cyrittOL
Met044 emoviona4 reci:igniz

hieldth ti !space eferrwrits

n who resmive, a IT age encounters it in
nation or enironment, or to some other

dICutpstafttr--,,ibe degtec
tut 4W:4;i-city.

JO-At IION The ityWn fC,..ril.ing the inesage imitates. refloat upon, modifies, or
csen rerws, stye rrit,:44ge because of lice. or mental or physical preconditioning.

for rumple, sari td tealie.otb era Ole

Ja.SPONSE ittlt.910001-$.0t di,,,;(*Uragertiell, results in further messatelbeing and
14:41111100, fir in irejecironi. A pc.otive are netotAe response takes pLue to..!,011)e degree,

tolurtotirrol; .e but none the less rat,
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4. REPETITION. As the message is ,repeated in the mind and analyzed, the feedback
potential causes bodily reaction, verbal response, and further focus on direction being
given to an anticipated outward or overt response to the message received. (Example.
the "huh?" or "what?" so often asked by children)

5. EXPANSION OIL ADDITION. The message is mentally "coded and decoded" and,
correlated with other thoughts or reactions which are immediately modified. The "ifs"

or implications are added to the message and its interpretation, representing
potential repercussions or other feedback. (The guard goes up!)

6. MODIFICATION, IMPROVEMENT, OR REFLNEMENT, The
feedback-TO-the-message-giver is "shaped" by anticipated feedback-FROM-the
message-giver, and is refined by unconscious reflection of cultural-iliores, faith, and
anticipation. And the process continues. Again, this is an almost instantaneous process.

There are times, in intercultural circumstances, when the process is deliberately slowed
down, to "think it through," step by step. It seems to rbe intercult
communication's phenomenon because contrasting cultures "think differently,"

This cyclical phases process is best used as a prism throhh which thematic dimensions
are perceived because of the variance between cultures. Compare, for example, the
quick response of American businessmen to the more deliberate patterns of Asian
commerce, often resulting in "miscommunication."

USE.OF THEMATIC DIMENSIONS: CHARTED CONCEPTS

'The ost simple, or complex depending on use and ability conceptual elements of
intercultural communication can now be considered. The chart which follows will outline
"directions," "fieI4," and "dimensions." The third dimensional perspective is that of
cyclical phases, already reviewed above.

One way to focus on the applications of the chart would be to color each of the horizontal
directions and fields, and the vertical dimensions a separate color. As the elements meet,
shadings and depths of color would be used to distinguish each culture or affinity group of
people.

Another way would be., to use musical notation (rhythm, melody, etc.); or recipes for
cooking, for deigns andva tterns for sewing these too could serve as models.

The point of the chart is that "themes" or ways of thinking, living, and communicating
differ from one culture to another. As each of the significant similarities and differences are
identified, and ways are determined to, account for and deal with the meaningful data, the
process of intercultural communication IS facilitated. At the other extreme, offense results
because of oversight, ignorance, or even purposeful challenge.
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Use of the chart and its %Amputations le o improved intercultural conqunications.
Extensive %.ulturespeolp, research will be required to %.omplete the 3.ornponents XLI,,ps; chart
fur ,.optrast cultures. Thcre are man) libtaii4eN sslimi what was xsanted to be oammurikated
was the revese of what,aually was wpiniopi,ated bet...lust the thematic dimensions of the
experience Were overlooked or nusuntierbtood. Interoltural omimunkative, diplomacy has
considerable distance to go.

CHART OFTHEMATIC INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS DIMENSIONS

Direction WITH I N(Inclusive/Comprehension)

ETI-CULTURAD

BETWEEN INTO

FIELD 1, EMI IL III. *INTER- IV.
A. B. C. D. A. 131- IN-

' IND1- INFRA INFRA- SUB- B. TRI- TRU-
DIMENSION -, C. MULTI-

I. EXPER10-
Cultu rat

21 ENVIRO-
Cul tural

3. MECHANI-
Cultural

4. ECONO-
Cultural

4
S. LINGUA-

Cultural

6. PSYCHO-
Cult ural

7. VALU-
Cultural

SOM.
Cultural

9. EDU-
Cultural

10. RECRE-
Cultural

t .

.

1 I. CONFL1-

,.._ _ ....

t

Cultural

12. 'DEFENS-
Cultural '

13. SOLU-
Cultural

14. TRANQUI-
Cultural 4.

15. PARA-
Cult ural "
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IND1-41,1,TORAL itIxte-nifs from INDIvidoals through 'kraal. grou

Chautoenstio are niudt alike ott.ers in -the vulture but 110C some vadat*:
within groups, luh m vor:e fr4lICITL4,Jkqetref VoN2:41.0.11)*. acid the like: These

ma) in&ate individual inuospe...tion next results alter a encounter, with
emphao.s. on the inteKultural o.tinmunt...attort

Group hataaerbiii.'s are identitiable to titWeis 01 roles tamillei. sex, status.

so.;atiqta., age 'ay.,dititzetitrated from othei cultural groups Regional dtaleos
are goodtx.unpit% of the fridiA:ultutal

INERA-CULTORAL. (Depths within culture.. r1t degrees of iniensity emphaq.,
uniquenos): Eu.ruples. Amenart ,:ompeutrvenes, -race

INTR A,CVfiTtgRAL (Breadth. kcope, dimension, rxdtoikino)
%.orupteherithene .. of a people and their :Aire.) Example% numbers attendtng
spares 1u:owns, how mild) jargon of ...4.111i as.tivitirs kommun k-Jt s usually

under siwn

SVH(ritrao).CIJLTURAL, itliblers of "polio of groups" of the indi....ultural
10%. statue, Itioir expe4tation.i., demographic and other trivironmentai

elements in patmulari. Examples, -isesternep." or "'food pro,eNwin,,," polm,;:41

tr.idtil,1,1rAro6

III INIER,CLITLIRAL tContinunkAtton BETWEEN utes,peopleq

Cmpatisom ate made pertaining to kommonalitl. diSIClentrs, degters and
,i.ope of eultinei z thew interfaix infet4Ct with ea.:h.:411cl,

An arkiumptik-Pn kzs often nude that the mote rtrultiladtura! COMITIOMC411104 sir

the tees W;ely it is thin tntercullatati ini014LICIn can fasotably take

plut fleyeart hand trine-41cm often change that ratio,
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7tt INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION ANNUAL

COMMUNICATIONS INIED CULTURES

IV. IN-TRU-CULTURAL.

Mute and more, In our "shrinking world,"tthere Is INTRUsion of change agents into
cultures, such as new or modified ideas, things, and people by design, invitation, or
otherwise. Each case is interculturally "loaded."

These intrusions cause some degree ofreaction and progressivelLmJdify ernic (major)
and etic (minor) cultural themes as these develop in given cultures. Examples: troups
overrunning countries in war, advertising, music, foreign language. Dimensional studies
are scarcest in the intru-cultural aspects.

DIMENSIONS OF THE FIELDS

So little culturespecific data to aid communication are presently available that the
dimensions outlined here are but a series of elements to form a basic outline of the areas in
which we need to work..

Many sophisticated studies, such as those Included in the Human Relations Area Files, deal
primarily with cultures as they were. What is needed in intercultural communication is
Information concemhig what probably will be. Past communication should be studied, but
future communication is vital to us. This Is a central concept related to thegfindings and use
of the studies and coding here suggested.

'I. - EXPERIO.CULTURAL. (What Takes Place)

Experience is consciously or unconsciously communicated in facts or events, (rear2or
assumed) and in individual, interpersonal, situational and/or media (print, radio,
television) circumstances.

The events or "happening" of the emi or eti-cultural are now joined, for our present
purposes, with the ihter and/or intkcultural. That is, people, things, situations, and
symbols come together. Even by \their presence' people, things, and situations
communicate, though the verbal or written symbols usually predominate.

Examples: women shopping, being interrupted by tourists; Individuals trying to
understand foreign news magazines; multi-cultural conference phone calls. Each
represents a new or broadened intercultural communications experience.

ENVIRO-CULTURAL. (Where and When It Takes Place)

SOrne things, to be culturally acceptable, are to be communicated only in some places
and at certain times. Children's talk and play are examples.

The gen-cultural and the space/time considerations of environment and culture
'Influence most communication in some way. Each has a significant place in

communication and understanding.
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INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL CONIMUNICAIION \NM. Al

3. MECHANI-CULTURAL. (With What It Takes Place)

Technological elements ha%e 4.4.inununti.atise withni N.7tWO:, %.

machinery, technological advances, the press, mail and systems, juj
transportation. Each has some effect on the sending and ivi.eistg ,ncssag,es.

Machinery can wreck a message If it is faulty or unacceptable,

4. ECONO-CULTURAL. (How Life Is Sustained)

This involves food gathering and the use of processes, Y.vits. sy-lems,. and .'[her
methods of subsistence. In most cultures, these take ray more time and euvit hear
the U.S.A., and often -have much more social or cereinoula) value.

Thus, in an intercultural communication, the econo,:ultural elements often base

significant thematic ImportanctExample. birthday cakes for peoplt of ditteteiit ages. or

in countries where cakes are real luxuries.

The sustaining of life is integral to Al cultures and usually has a 1114:411irrgiUl. {"face te.

significant communication.

5. LINGUA-CULTURAL. (Conununicative happening.)

This is the heart of intercultural conurturtication. Any thing or ,oriihriOn at..11 mt4:41,0

a transfer oPfeelings,,deas, or assumptions within, between, or into cu!cuies
linguacultural element. It has varying degrees cif success as a conseyoi of nwatta$
from and to people. Suffice it to say that language. broadly defined. is al 14.1,. :tli tu r:11

tr. PSYCHO-CULTURAL. (Patterns Of Thoug)lt)

Normal to. extreme thought processes of individuals in cuirures In,:luJe lops-, vr

ideal assumptions. emotional reactions (fear, toy. etc I and ocit
perceptions or beliefs. These. of couise. dittet front culture to anvil and

affect communication.

Examples: how "enemies" are treated las brave or deStakieJ), t Ult.(VO Ct4

7. YALU-CULTURAL. (Importance And Worth)

What'is valued or revered in one culture may be least nopoitatt or iii....ri,equen
another: *trey or promptness being examples; Religious values and brItartk,r, and

their communicatOn, are usually of great importance. Religion. of course, is pal t arid

parcel of each of the thematic dimensions, since tt ts 6exitra to eakti %Niels Jiasi.

culture, even If it is a "dormant" area

Terminal (most _wanted) and Instrumental (how to get) saint. and rho ssi.ibu'is are

"signposts" for coniniunicationiesearcheK ;IA expertsi
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INTLRCULTURAI COMMUNICATION ANNUAL

The siesayiagiatil epreserits the ....haslet configuration (yaops and connectuie tints) ol
ITriati44, . that behavio: depends im past well as anticipated esents. The

6,-,41110.1 \nuAton. tar experimental plirposea. ischori by the investigator rather than the
Auttiect tttat a goprint on the continuum marls an externally conceived concept to
which A NIA* t must respond. A iiiiject in an yrperlinental situation is often required to
witiaii/c a terling Or belief that has only ranpin, tf any, relation to his evolving cognitive
continuum, there are cognitions corrimonu a culture in population that can be used as
Beal ut stopkioints. These be elicited through testing after the cognitive
modes of a particular culture are underst od by an investigator. A solution to the ambiguous
and often unreliable 'nature of that employ a criterion type test (made up of
mans taken from 'statistical data usua ly collected in one culture) is suggested in the prisent
inquiry. fhe'recommendation Tay not solve the problem of how-to validate attitude surveys
in cross-cultural research. but does Suggest iinore reliable method.

EQUIVALENCE IN CROSS.CULTURAL ATTITUDE AND-BEHAVIOR STUDIES

In cross:cultural contexts the field:for-testing persuasion theories has been greatly expanded,
but NO has the latitude of interpretation been expanded. After, problems t n test design,
interpretation is the problem that, plagues the experimenter in cross-cult ral studies of
attitudes, behavior andTersuasive techniques. The problems of design and interpretation can
be minimized if and when more rigorous attention is paid to the planning of cross-cultural
research. The question for cross-cultural research can 'be stated in the following way: Can a
persuaslop 'theory be made operational in other cultures without altering the logic of the
theory' krzeworski and Icing believe "cross-national analysis requires research procedures
that involve caution in order to yield validity In a more differentiated setting."2

If a theory is to be tested cross-culturally, certain adaptations in the testing of a theory must
be made, that is, the test of the theory must fit the culture. The extent of adaptation to
bring about a fit is the most worrisome task in cross-cultural research. "The critical
problem," according to Przeworskl and Teune "is that of Identifying 'equivalent' phenomena
and analyzing the relationships between them in an 'equivalent' fashion."3 The caution is
eminently clear while the practical application or actual doing, 'Aess clear. In crass-cultural
testing the criteria selected is ultimately the choice of an irwestigator. There is no short cut
to the requirement that an s'ivestigator must have at least an_ethnographer's knowledge of
the culture in which he conducts-research. Suppose the same attitude survey concerning,
poverty is submitted ,to individuals in India and Japan. Do the items of this survey measure
attitudes in an identical or equivalent (local definitions of variables) mannerin both
cultures? Are the indicators of poverty the same in both cultures? An instrument for
attitude mea,..ement may not yield very validaesults if, in fabt, the instrument is the same
one tded In western cultures. According to Frijda and Jahoda, "Different cultures use
different category syitems to describe similar phenomena."4 Because 'content variables
rarely exist in comparable places across cultures, it seems useless to pursue a cross-cultural
study with, the expectation that these variables will be manifest in the same way (verbal
description) or for the same reasons. The substalice,of cognitions are manifest in a variety of
symbolic systems of which language is only one system. A more useful approach requires an
investigation of the structure which "refers to the systematic way in which aspects of
content are organized and interrelated."5 Description of a culture is not an end resalt but
rather a pre empirical requirement.
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A t eview ccl eXpertMet11., oft m:fl."Ntel.1111 tt, satiats if,Ulti4J fK:1111:011.5(Utf:A the iiitki,e,,itsit,

,i,,,,uniption that 4,z1t--1:Nicrtr) can be cla,,ttett h) sane ortnrotblii;:d nit;=kgse. Pete; G.tlett takes

issue with studies 45 the one by Smarr and Smaito who rlptt,.ttcd J sscteinsItaeired
t,411-06:011titithItuftfugttstut,i) 011011 !R&M t.litl.4C11 in Delhi and ..onipared the data with
the result? of the previous study amortg American ...Whiten., The only ....onsession the kullitic

in the Smarr in -smart study was a translation of the questtonnaire, . The teStiltS rat the
yuesttonnaire presumes "that jilt tang of statements available to Americans was cyuaiiY

appropriate, t. Indian fubjects,"7 and that "the meanings of these statements were the sante
in America'anu lntlja, and,hence that the choice of a .1..dernerit was indicative of the sailiC
orientation 'in both vultures."8 Evidence of differing, meaning sy-,steirit in cross.cultoral

semantic studies i .hallenges the assumptions and results of the Smart and Smart study,

'tars, Ati 1,4

colieu sonducted an experiment to measure the self.esteem of Arabs and'Engitsinnett and to
test the general observation that Arabs have an inflated self-esteem, A,first eXperirne,111'
deterimned the "extent to which Arabs.andEnglIshment esteem thernSehes telative to their
persona1 ideals."9 Subjects were Oven pile of cards each of which contained-an English
adjective from which a selection was required to describe a personal Ideal. Other adjectivcs
could be writien In on blaiik cards. The one immediate cilticism of the expetiment Is that
Collett usell'English as the medium for response. Even though all subjects were conversant In

English, the presumption that the same vontslenerate the same expestattons lot bilinguals

is questionable. Paul Kuhns' experiment on the infOtmation processing of bilingual subje..11,

indicates thit. t 'words (charring to concrete, manipulable objects were more likely to elicit
siutilai responses _in the bdingual person's two languages than abstract woids"10 The
unplicatIon for Collett's experiment is that as words become Mote abstract or refer to
feelings, a bilingual comes to Nye different expectations for fie, l,t of paired words, It tv

useful to assume caution when leading the results of an experinwrit attloq btittlplatS
,p, utilizes an affect neaning system of one language.

From the first expeinnent Collett took !went) aSSo voids inoA frequents setecrcji av

,descriptive of the ideabself among English and Arab subjets. These s.voids.:wetc rated sty

subjects in sqconti experiment' designed to elkit reel eonirmultms, lioult% of the
experiment soul-limed the general expe,tatiun that Arabs base a MON Itallatea

than Englishmen.

. .

There Is a persornility trait foal at.t.OuliieJ for in Coiletrs OFtelifaMt, Etnglishiren may not
report 4 1:overt sense/ of selt.esteem. This iehistans.c may be'pati uhulat 11:41ftttlf aftet:01 a

modal English, frerivonaht. Malt. In addition, sompatison of the goals and telults of tire
experiment feVe4s-oa serious. disparitY. In some DIM-.Ni, Ittr) le:masks Collett Nary.111.0 firs

paper 'will argne-that,the icquileniellis tor an idsotuaptiti.sZience ale mote easily
attention to 3tructutal rather than content vat tiles "if Ills experiment ts not Wttittatat
content variables for the.very design assames a contmqn Meaning system

o5Yruullutat eAprgyneolaftop has polatizedsome other investigators on *bat .....ristitutes an
appropriate test. The use Of_ translatc.l Amettcari-deZed testA has been challenged ,,
pounds that !tau; of the unganal may hot measure the sant thing in a IONIVIL cu tore,
Leonard Gordon12atgues convincingly that s.titsitus:i !CMS an more Valid than slottiori
tests. The latter tests are devised without prior theonnng and tndude items-gained from

statistical daia.,fronithe culture In which the test originates tOriAtUCt tests 10411110 prior

theoriting. that ts. a pheninneriori such 1.56eff-e6teefp of respect-for authority is measured 4
appropriate items. A comnuct.test is bolt through the followingstiTs01 pro;x4:,,

I
tryr
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so INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION ANNUAL,
_

The purpose of Mc Grimes' study was to elicit student attitudes on three subjects. "a) iThe
Cold War. h) the Cuban situation, and c) nuclear:powered submarine visits."27 The

uasvc communications used were pro _and or arguments for__ each issue wluch were
collected from speeches and newspaper editorials.

The knottiest problem concerned the ttanslation of the attitude scales. The problem of
translation. as mentioned earlier, is not easily solved where an American-designed test is used,
to translated form as he instrument. The language consultants, according to McGinnies,
"almost invariably disagreed over the proper translations of both the attitude scales and the
persuasive communications."28 The Japanese tranlators used a "hard" style of Ittitten
Japanese rather than a "soft" style and the Japanese psychologists concurred with the
choti?e. However, the experimenters thought the "soft" style was more appropriate, but the
Japanese opinion prevailed.

McGinnit..s' experiments among Japanese students do not offer conclusions, but do suggest
areas lijr further study. For example, the one.sided versus the twosided persuasive
communication was tested and the experimenters found some evidence to support the latter.
Japanese students seem to resist the hardsell approach of the one-sided argument. The
resistahce may 'have little to do with the fairness of presenting both sides of ati Issue, but
may he traceable to a Japanese personality trait,

"Modal personality structures of foreign subjects may be inaccurately manipulated by
American-designed tests. Knowledge of a modal personality structure can be useful to the
croskultural researcher. Testing in foreign cultures for confirmation of theories such as
Dissonance Theory may require alterations in procedures as well as value,judgments on
results, If results of tests for INw3nance, Theory in a foreign culture do not match results of
an American subject group, an experimenter may choose one of two alternatives; (I) He
may simply assume Dissonance Theory does not work in the foreign culture, or (2) He may,
it' knowledgable in the foreign culture, review the procedure of the original test and make
licratiuns in procedure and interpretation to flt the foreign culture. After a cultural fit of

the test has been assured, then he may assess the results of the test. The validity of
oosscultural reward' depends -heavily on *the second alternative. Experimenters should
mixtrnim their efforts to assure equivaleve in cross.cultural experimentation.

0
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s4. INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION ANNUAL

ch nne! between the. mteractants will increase as a function of the extent to which one or

more of the interactants is aware that display rules exist, and even more so to the extent tt

whiCh these rules are known.

The study of display rules is beginning to interest a number of cr ultuial researchers. For

example-. Friesen] 7 has shown that emotionally aroused Japanese. inhibit much of their

facial behavior when in the presence of others, but when alone they display expressions

recognizable to Americans. And Boucher has work In progryiss aimed at delineating some

of the parameters of display rules In Malay culture. Practical'applications of Ihe results of

these and other studies are beginning to appear. For example, a number of teachers of
ioreign language are incorporating nonverbal behavior into their syllabi, with one element
although not usually identified as such -- being display rules. During the summer of 1974 the

Eist-West Culture Learning Institute in 'Hawaii hosted participants from some fifteen

countries in a three-week program focusing on nonverbal beha,v1Or and cross-cultural

-interaction. A Major concern of the program was to develop an awareness In the participants

of both the universal and culturally-determined elements of emotion expression,Aand their

effects upon cross -cultural interaction.

The results of studies of culture-differences and similarities in emotion expression should be

of particular interest to those persons engaged in training persons for asojourn in another

culture. Many such trainers for example, Peace Corps trainers have already shown an

interest in nonverbal behavior, and have often included instruction on how to read and
produce the gestures and bodxbehaviors of the new culture. A worthwhile addition-to-any-

such training program Auld be a discussion of the problems of encoding, decoding and
modulation of facial affective behavior. The fact that there are universals as well as cultural

differenceis-in such expression makes the problem of potential misunderstanding particularly

acute. A person is sure to see fafnihiar facial behavior in another culture, and given no other_

input, he is.itkely to decode that behavior according,to his own scheme. At times he will he

correct, but at othe4;.times he will not be correct. Porewarning of this difficulty could help

him to develop hig sqnsitivity to, display rules so that he can still use the very. important

mint of coniinunication with less chance of Misunderstandin

And finally just as a major impetus for much of the previous-work on the nonverbal-behavior
of emotion has come from members of the mental health professions looking for more and
better diagnostii7 and communicative skill, so the modern trend toward cultural awareness in
therapy and counseling should surely stimulate more research into the cultutedependent

elements of emotion expression. Successful psychiatric intervention depends to a large
extent upon accurate assessment of the affective state of the client, and the ciosscultural
counselor is at a disadvantage if he does not know the display rules governing facial
eitprission in the client's culture. A unifying, theory, such as the neurocultiaral theory,

should help clanfy the imam by identifying the physiological constants and cultural variables

. of emotioir expression, and thus generate productive research leading to practical

applications.
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0
LANGUAGE AND ETHNIC DIALECT RESEARCH. Hebrew ftsteners fated speakers:',A9b.

SittNe lokvel' than that Tiehteu :Anse and the pewits r-C114:14:41 for Arab listeners. Al/ reactions also evolved when the switch inAed a change from Sephardi o. style
Hebrew for Israeli listeners ( Lambert, Anisfeld, and Yeni.Koshlam, 100). In an ethnic
lit stay Tucker and Lambert (10o0) compared the effects of southern American style

English speechto what the linguists call "Standard Network Style" English and found that
theSouthem Negro had-more favorable impressions-of speakers who used standard English
speech. t

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CI ASS DIALECT RESEARCH. A.person's speech. carries class markers,
as reported PlICICIM and 011em (1955), Harms (100,1%3), and Labov (19bo). Williams
(1070) revealed th:it semantic differential type responses of school teachers to children of

,,varying social and ethnic dialects factored into two dimensions. the confidence-tagemess
dimeriston and the ethniciq-non-standardness dimension He concluded that teachers made

, scrolls judgments on factors such as speech and appearance. Several others have tested the
accuracy of so-dal class attribution based on vocal ones. Pitman-Land O'Hem-(.1955), Harms
(1%1, 400). and Moe (1072) conclude that most listeners can-correctly plate a-speaker
into Ilb social class,

Sex and Avribution

Perhaps Addington, (1971) lias provided the most extensive description si the attributed
qualities of male and female speech. He mantilulated the breathiness, tenseness, thinness,
flatness, Ihroatiness.oasality, orotundity, pitch, and rate of male and female speakers and
charted the reactions of auditors. For example, listeners perceived breathy male voices as
youthful and artistic while' they perceived breathy female voices as feminines, beautiful,
polite,- effervescent, and shallow. He concluded'iliat "vocal manipulations or females were

, more effective in altering personalitfascriptions than were those of males (p. 495)."

Dialect; Sex and Attribution

Both dialect and sex apparently should influence attribution. The literature cited above
suggests that standard English speech should elicit more positive stereotypic traits than
foreign accented English speech and that males should elicit slightly more positive ratings
than females. However, a sex-by-dialect interaction appears to influence minority code trait
attribution. Both majority and` minority linguistic codes rate minority code female speakers
more positively than minority code male speakers. Three studies attest io the positive
stereotypic ratings elicited by the French or French accented -English female speaker, as
contrasted to the French Canadian male (Lambert, Hodgson, Gardiner, and *Fillenbaum,
1960; Preston, 1063; Latimer, 1972). Moreover, Preston demonstrated that subjects rated
French -Canadian female speakers as generally more confident, intelligent, and ambitious
than English Canadian females. LaliMer compared Canadians' reactions to 12 accents and
female French accented English speech rated higher thani0, falling just short of the ratfpg
attributtil to the Oxford English accent. .

4
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"'

The revie tlf rlie,Inetaturr ts. the A:tni.eptual ts.smew.olkfos .4 Net okight rese31.11

hypothestts. -.some ot are slor.-dtrestton.il *vast's, others ale The'
non-dueotforui.hypotheses ( 1 and 2) relle.1 the liteutute suggests th.st

If.tenets mall ropond differently to .liale.ts of Emilolt as %ell ,ss the sex of .he spe.sket.
Spedfi.: rese.n..11 proje..ts revteued ab,sve As.; provide the hoes 'tail the dtre:tional
1)ft:silk:nous found In hypothes-es.. 13. , 1, N. These direction.11 hypotheses
Treaset th.it female Enghsh Fte4..11x,cented English thale.t speech elmt mote possthe

re.sction&.111:111 the remaining. dialect -sex treatments.

`
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ATTRIBUTION HYPOTHESES. lIzed on the conclutona from the literature
zevww, the following set of attribution liNpjtheses were advanced:

111 There will-be a significant dieren.,,e in steteotuts. attnbution between dialect
English speech,and standard American Enelish speech,

, s
11-, There -% "be a significant difference in stereotypic attribution between male and

female -speech.

11<e will be significantly more positive stereotypic attribution to standard
'American English speech thau to French accented English speech.

There will be significantly more positive stereotypic attribution to standard
Arqncan English speech :than to Spaniskaccentedtriglish speech.

Tii.ete will be significantly more positve stereotypic attribution to French
accented English speech than to Spanish-accented English speech.

There willte sigtificantly more positive stereotypic attribution to male standard
English speech than to female standardEnglish_speech.

There will be significantly more positive stereotypes attributed-to female French
accented English apeech than to male French accented Englisli.speech..

HS 'Thereere wind:be significantly more positive stereotypic attribution to female
Spanish accented: English spe,ch than to nib e Spanish accented English speech.

Procedures -41

SUBJECTS. The subjects (n=140) were students enrolled in'theinter-disciplinary and social
sciences courses at Oklahoma .ollege of Liberal Arts during the all semester, of 1973.

SAMPUNG PROCEK1.RE. ven classes, (n=20) from, the population of interdisciplinary
and soc knee courses, were domly selected for this study. Six randomly chosen
classes-of the en received the exprimen al manipulations while the.seventh class served as
a control group. A one way ANOVA er the pretest. attitude means served as the
randomization check. In addition, the ho yneity of variance assumption was checked
utilizIng the F041ax test steristic.'NeitIvr reached significance (p (0.05) so the sample was
retained. '
TESTING PROCEDURE. The 'manipulation, involved opirationalization of a treatment
audio far played at 1.5 IPS and at standard volume netting on a *ollensak portable tape
recorded. The exPexitnenter (a senior stud ent .who Was- unaware o1 the predictions) then
distributed a responsebooklet, including the attribution scale.
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Variables

ATTRIBUTION. THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE. By definition attribution refers to the
application of traits of the objects-of out social world. Accordingly. subjects responded to
one of three sets of five-nem stereotypic trait scales (Lambert. Hodgson, Gardiner and
Etenbaum, 1960; Amsfeid, Bogo, and Lambert. 1%2; Anisfeld and Lambert, 1964; and
Gardiner, Wonnacott. and Taylor, 1908; Ryan. 1972). The scale has been used to-measure
reactions of auditors to both _French and Spanish accented English speech and recommends
itself for the purposes of this study. It was especially appropriate for this ,project as this
study and it pretest (Ryan, 1972) ware designa as tests of the generalizability of the
Canadian findings of the Lambert research team.-

The items-on the sets of trait scales included those-items which loaded on stereotypic factors
underlying standard accented English speech (Appendix A), French accented English speech
(Appendix B). and Spanish accented English-speech (Appendix C) in a prioffactor analytic
study-( Ryan, 1974). This process yielded scale items of high-power and reduced-the chances
of concept-scale. interaction factors which more than -Compensated for any lack of
comparability between sets of scale items.

The stereotypic items adopted the form of seven response option semantic differential type
scales. Positive and negative poles were randomly ordered to avoid potential left or right
response-bias. Coding ranged froth negative-to...positive such that a-score at the negative.pole
received-a numerical value of-one and a score at the positive pole received a numerical value
of seven. The attribution-score of each subject under each treatment condition was summed
prior-to analysis yielding a-range of possible scores from five, to 35.

DIALECT AND.SEX: THE 'INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. Adopling Ithe matched guise
tedmique_(Lambert,,Hodgson, Gardiner, .and Fillenbautit, 1960) one trilingual male.and one
trilingualfemale _instructor from the University of Oklahoma bothencoded' a two-Minute
persuasive speech three times.-First, each instructor encoded -the stimulus speech in standard

- English; then,_ in -French accented English, and -finally, in Spanish accented ;English. This
procesi yielded six experimental -variations in- the message: one standard' English male
presentation, one standard 'English-female presentation, one- - French accented English- male

esentation, one - French accented English female presentation, one Spanish accented
nglish male presentation, and ane-Spanith_accented_English.female presentation.

In order -to assUrO the reliability of -the treatments, several students from the research
population rated each -foreign-accented English- dialect tape on two six ,respcinse option

\Semantic differentill type scales. The first scale was ,anchored.by the concepti 'standard-
Inglish' with a coded .slue -of six. The second icaleIlwas anchored- by the concept 'not
;identifiable' valued at- ob.. and 'identifiable' .valued at-six. A- critical- mean. value of 4.3"- or ,

. i above was obtained on eadt scale measuring: the :reaction to each treatment tape. The
4.standard 0.130 criterion correlition"was used for evaluating the-result-of Spearinan:ranit order

I

coefficient`betwien the .accent scale and the identifiabjlity scale reaciionsito each accent.
I 'Stimulus tapes which- failed to meet the -criteria Wert rerecorded and retested. The six
i treatment tapes were of- two-minuteduration-at 3.5 tP§ utilizing a- %Alen:A portaLle tape

,
recorder. r
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AnalYsis of the Data

An 'after.only design as adopted for the stereotype attribution study in an effort to lower
error due to subject f,tiguc and-sensitivity to scales.

\A two factor (3 x 2)-analysis of variance design was used -to test the main effects to dialect
rind sex predicted in hypothes6s. Directional tests were used to-test fob, the simple effects
predicted in hypotheses 113.5. Schaffe's tests were used as the POST HOC technique to
investigate interaction-effects and non-hypothesized relationships if the main effects reached
significance, The 0.05 level of significance was used:for interpretation of all statistical results
of this study.

Results

ATTRIBUTION RESULTS. The data analysis-supports four of the eight research hypotheses
predicting the influence of dialect and sex on stereotypic attribution.

The first hypothesis stated:

H1 'lime will be a significant difference in stereotypic attributiOn between dialect English
speech and standard American E9glish speech.

In order to test this hypothesis, a three -by- two analysis of variance was calculated on the
influence of dialect and sex on attribution. The dialect main effect was significant (F=7.92;
df=2, 114; p.<.05; see Table 1). On Ole basis of this.test, the null li)rthesis was rejected,
and the research hypothesis was accepted.

The second hypothesis stated:

B2 There will be a significant difference in stereotypic attribution between male and
female speech.

In order to test this, hypothesis, a three-by-two'analysls of variance was calculated on the
influence of dialect and sex on attribution. The sex main effect did not reach .significance
(0=.02; df=1, 114; 0 .05; see Table- I). On the basis of this test, the null-hypothesis was not
rejected.

The third hy.potheiisstated:
,

113 There will be a_ significantly more positive stereoty#ic 'attribution to standard
Americaii English speech than to French accented Eugliih speech.

: In Order to. test this hypothesis;.a t-test was.used to compare reactions to sti'nclatd Amirican
speech arid French accented English speech. The t-test found a significantdifference (t0-438;
df *78; p.05; see Table 2). On- the.basis of this test, the null hypothesis wis rejected, end
the research hypothesis was actepted. .
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FABLE !

TWO BY IIIRAE ANOVA OF DIALECT AND SEX ON ATM BUTIPN

SOURCE,

BETWEEN

\DIALEcT

13)C

DIALEc X SEX
1NTERA, \VON

WITHIN

,TOTAL/

SUM OF DEGREES OF MEAN F P ATI() -

SQUARES FREEDOM' SQUARE'

- -

647.48 129.50

343.36 2 17.1,68

:40 1 .40

303.72 2 151.8;

2471.$6 114, 21.4

3119.35 119 = 26.21

TAE 2
\

t TE,STg:BE.TWEEN,DIALECT GROUPS'ON
STEREOTYPIC ATf RIBUTION

; 77:(42s

7.00*

GRO MEANT STANDARD 'MEAN2 STANDARD t

DEVIATION -DEVIATION

ENdLISHFRENCH

ENGLISH-SOANISH
.

FRENCHSPANISkI
..,

25.i

25.13

21.03

6.23

6.23

4.05

.21.03

23.40

23.40

)4105

3.77
. .

3.77

7;88*

.34.3i*

:
. 4;56*

---.b.1 _.,.
*P .05 "
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The fourth; hypothesis stated- .

11,1 There will-be significantly More positive stereotypic attripotandard American
Linglish-specch than to-Spamslraecentedimglisii speech.

..,
,,,,, .

In order to rest this hypothesi(, a t, test was used to compare the attribution teactious to
stsnda-d- AMerican English speech and Spanish accented -English speech. The t.teia did not
show a sigr ificant difference (t.1 3.1, dfr-'8, p}.05, see Tattle .1), On the basis of this test
the null hypothesis was riot rejected.

Airo The fifth hypothesis stated.

Ils There will he significantly_ more positive stereotypic attobkpion to French accented
rniglish speech than to Spanish accented English speech.

re
In order to test this hypothesis, a ties! was-used to compare the iCad1011S 01 auduorh,tn
French accented English speech and Spanish accented English speech. The west found'
significant difference -in rite opposite direction-W-4.5r), p >.05, see Table On the
basis of this test, the null hypothesis-was not rejected.

4'
The,shrih hypothesis stated: .

. '
1 There will be significantly more positive stereotypic attribution to male standard

English speech than to female standard English speech.

fn rder -to test-this hypothesis, a t-test-was used to compare ore attribution elieitedbymale
sta Ward English speech and' female standard -English speech. A [ -test found a significant
dif rence (tt=6.04',' df=38; )5; see Table 3). On ,the-basis of this test, the null ,hypothesis
was rejected, and the researchpypothesis was accepted.

Therentli hypothesis stater:

117 There will be signifieantly more .positive stereotypes attributed to female French
aceenteriEnglish speech than to male French accenied \Englishspeech.

In-order to test this hypothesis, a -t-test was used to compare the attribution elicited by e,
female French acoented.Enga speech and male French accented English spc*ch. Thettest
found a significanCdifference (t=4.14; df=38; p K.05; see Table 3). the'basis-of this test,
the null hypo,thesiiiwas rejected and`the research hypothesis was accepted.

The eighth hypothpsis stated:

H8 The will he significantly mord positive stereotypic attribution to female Spanish
accented English speech than to male Spanish accented_Eqglish speech.

102
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TABLE. 3

t TESTS BETWEEN DIALECT -SEX GROUPS
ON STEREOTYPIC ATTRIBUTION

GROUI'S MEAN! ;STANDARD
DEVIATION

MEAN.) STANDARD
. DEVIATION

ENGLISI1*MALE. 2735 4 ,99 22.90 6.54 6.04*

FEMALE .

FRENCII MALE- 19.5,0 3.07 22.55 4.32 4.14s
FE ALE

SPANISH MALE. 22.90 4.00" 23.90 4.28- 1.36

FEMALE 6

*1}(.05'

sf
D
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let ,frier t tst !lea h!.ptheK 4 I te-a us. li.sd to :flunpare the tobtitrou chafed by
emile Sranish_aented 1 ugh .11 trk,t..th t SpJfir+ a...tented Engird! "trevell. The

t test diti show a agnintant doh:write it- 1. ;t.. dt..;h, p> (15 We TAIL' r tin the ba-siso

of this rest. the null In r 'thesis was

Codeltisttut

This study has .1einnitrar:d that one's di4k.t illatlellue' the tcrevtpe, by
t.tandard-taii.di di speech 411tta Ig11111,,a1111> Mole Nteicotylv, than

tench and Sp:Inisli attlmted Enejish spec.', In fur/11. SpJnsir attended English elitited_
-7.tenificantlt more

f
posittte '-aeteottpes than Ftenth.attented English speech. The negatest

pas elloted bt rien,At and Sparnsh 4%.cnted English ,pewit appear. to tatintide with
the steteottpit. leaatotts 111,401111 %ode tltembMs to 1111110tit) rode speech patterns isr-;
studies by ,Ainfeld. 11opkt. Lambert (1)b2). Limbo t, Anisfeld. and Yeriluant
(10i. [other and Lambert (1969), Williams (1970). and %Plants. Whitehead. and'Mulet
11971).

4
The ditiereute In-the quality of sterettly pi: at tobution between the Spanish and the French
dialects deserve, note. (.--;antrary t..-piedittin. the Spanish attentedInghsh dtalett elicited
significantly note positise reattions than litti the Cientli at..., ended dialeLt. The piediction
was based on Ryan'. (1972) finding that Fienh at...tined female spin:tit clashed higher
ratings on expertise, intelligaite, and qualifit anon than did the Spanish accented
speaker who was patched as timid. hesitant. _weak, passise. and. unclualigled. These
dIfferemes emerged old> titer item analysis and, it should'be rioted that the study did-not
lind any overall sig,nifitant diffelente in stenoty pit attribution between the two dialect
groups.

A dialect by sevnterattion sinular to that found by Lamer (1972) appeared'm respect to
stereotypit attributran Ntt_irding, to Lanmel, dialetty--ses interattion existsin situations
whew male ttandatd English speed' eht.its mom positive pteteotypes-than female standud
EiVish Teeth. wit le'fcmale thalet..1-EnglNh-speetiteln.itsmole positive stereotypit mourns
than male ;palest Englih speech. In this study, standard English male speech elicited-
signititantly more positive ateleotypit leat..tions than Female standard English leech. while
temaltrfrentli at.crtted-English speet,h clitatet1 signifitanily more positive stereotypes than
male french j,;ented English speed'. A sinuial noignifitant relationships held-between
female and male Spanish accented English dialect speech.

This study ha's demonstrated that group. related language tharatterisno. influence the
reaction of listeners. The findings support findings of prior research and untribute by

_adning-signifitant detail tt, knOwledge_in the area. The stud.), aiiu stopsshort of delineating
the exact Implitation of the speaker's language aaracteristics on the listener's
coMmunication behavior ,Suth an endeavor should be the_fotus of-subsequent studies in
sociolinguistics and communications..
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./lEYONDTOLERANCE:. '.4
'World CoMmuni9tioniftchnology and

, _ TbeLoetilCulturitIStauctiireS tif-Man.
I -- 1.,S:\1 aims--.............:

1

S7 4
'-4 '

Evetyoneilas the =R#ght to Commiinteate.

.

Tjrose six words. spoken in that older, piiimpt ,affirtnative, statements from persons of
-widely different- cultural backgrounds: But. as we.atirmprto look more closely at.illatx,latm.
almostimmediately,_questions arise. These que4iopS are, interwoven with our view of

ourselves both as communicating members in a bo.dcx.-111tutalsiouti, and,as individual human
comraunicatots.

.
% ":

When -we 'sa at evelyone 'has. the 'Rig/ o Co. nmuntc..ate,-do wv:mean only those "good .
.

'people-like us" who ,live nearby and.conimuniote with us frequently?01,.clo we include-on
an "equal rights"-basis allthosysfiangers-who [lye out of,earshot on- the other side of the

4. 4
' 'iiiorldl By.eteryone, ciin we mean alt of the ftearly Cow billion 'people who share the

li.lsourc4of-this planetivit i<lis? .

'!\ `'
4

In-a ',Itight ro-Comm nicatc, must we mean the arr, Right in the sense it-is used-in-the
1 pniviiiir' Deckira tti of Human. Rights, passed 'bythe United Nations on December 10.

'''' T948?;ti -a: Right-a 1,ideallied-statement ott'how ik,rigs- might tie' insome.alternatwe-utopia?
Might that Right be a long-range goat of MankWShould-a-Right to-Communicritebea*.
fur( nentarmoral clOim-embedded-in:cultural-pratdicetcommunityiryqminunity around

-- the '*Id9 Siitiiildit be :embodied -in a worldwide systenvolpoSit)ve law with world-courts?''" Or -Silo* :we -ioilent that the-question is so 'complex that mere,earthilpgs suiih as we cannot
develop Arovati to it? Sbi.,,,old there be an unrestrained, self-- `determined: unquIstionable
I4ght-NOt to k.:.`ommullicate?

v.
IF-,,

.
«Adtd i4iii of" utnart communfattrit? Do .we espouse one of the hundred' available

definitiilis of 'corinunicationl Do ie vievw communit.qtron from a une.way mass media--

peo&c.Tte'' potOtt we to examine it from a.trvo-way interchange perspectivp? Must we .,,
".daiie dkinumtoationin anew way? _ .,

.
a .

,
.1

1 - '`i, ,,,,,r,
litiderlying all a: these probes is atibilier sets of fundarrienta'l qaeSitioris relating to the
telalt-eitiltp'hetWeedc.orpmunication-and:cuiture. Large style interultural communication -is
iiela.iiVely my. thitg 'pn this planet. ticav much of it N Lou mut-Kr-If cultural diversity -into
be auitained:,whar is at appropriate balame between intiakoltutal communication and
interelifilliralconurarniOtion?

..
-'1, ,, 0 , 4

Mori gerfenilly;'.iirki.st we answer our present questions aboutrnterGultsiral and international
-

:%Vartmtiniotionliiibte we develop a multicultural world' view'! r is it possible to-assess the-
i.-ri' impact orsvoirrlorardpunicItion technology-from-a monocultural base? - 4

ip
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a/Taw.

,.These ate but_ a few ut the siriestionl that arise- wberiwe claim that eyery one has the l:tight-to
Communi4:ate, A new years ago. it was fashionable to say that we shoul be olerant of

Aim all. those other people who lead -tare misfortune to-diff r urn ourselves
were mine to be pitted than sc..4ted. And it we butheied to study the matter, we
emphasized the, etiors they nude as they tried to communicate wttli,uson our terms. This
tolerant- view is'a part of our recent history still evident in ..ullectionskm intercultural

communication.
-

The -Right of each human to Communicate depends on the Right of All 'Omens- to
Communicate with-cm...1i whet. To-live together '41.0i-mterdependent-woild requites that-we
take a giant step BEYOND TOLERANCE'. ,That step is made possible by World
Communication Technology, and 111.16-necessary by the tension thit arises between-that
technology and the tructures of ... ommumtation andtultine ut eachlocal communitz.

'WORLD-COMMUNICATION TEC' !NoLbcit

May 11,e 1974. TODAY,rs World Telecommunication:Del. This event is sponsored by the
International Union (ITU)jin Geneva, the oldest of the United Nations
specialized agencies. The-IT[; was formed in I 8o5 to deal with.the thewnew-technology of.
the telegraph, The movement of messages across lemma( frontiers in -Europe was a new
problem. At-the TrenthiGerman frontlet. for instance, atelegrapb_had to be typed out, hand

acros) the tiontier and re-transmitted. a...'ostly process. Thus,:bash: agreements-a
:equipment niterfaci-standards and messagehandling were worked:.fut. From-these modest
beginnings, a world..agenty de,veloped that-Is instructively students .of ..iummunication- for
severaLreasotii. '

;

In its-century lung history, theinternational Telecommuntcation Unjon,had evolved_froin
limited concern with telegtaph "technology to include the many _other commuti:cation
technologies. drat- have followed, in Tat titular. telephontaadiu..television and satellite. AsAt
has,done- so. the ETU focus has shifted frum-tcrntem with particular items othardware to a
coneern-witlworld communication, networks.

As you-know, as*. as three communication satellites-provide the bast. capacity-for a world
c6miounication network. Stich a net;orki,can handle two-way voice, such as telephone,
television broadcasts., facsimile, ant, datarransmmion. In-other words, a.woeld.network is
forged from what used to be considered even a .year or two-ago, a collection-of-separate
technologies. The ...lunge is subtle but significant-and I think-is reflected today in the curious

. fact that the INTERNATIONAL Telecommunication Union sponsors-the celebration of a
,WORLDIelectinuunicattOn pay.

The theme-for the celebration this year as- telecommunication andtranspottation. I cannot
think of a more important theme for intercultural communication. For as soon as one
recogruzes-thata worldletecOmmuritcation network-exists and ?perates,it becomes,apparent
that a second world network also exists a world transportation network. That: network

- also-,has, its II, .N. agency, the International Air Transport Association:headquartered in
Montreal:
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At present, we are likely to take the operation of both the world Jelecorumunication
network. and Ore world transportation network for granted: Quite usually, we place an
international phone ball to Mexico City tar Ottawa or Singapore or.Pans. We tune in satellite
live- television -bradcasts of special events of world interest- wherever they occur.-We travel
to an, airport.aml fly of-flu Tokyo or London or Delhi-without first asking if those places,
have ..irports where the plane can land. Curiously, travelers often speak Lot-of city Raines
but-of going-into'Haneda, or Heathrow orPalam.

For the peison interested in communication among persons of different cultural
%backgrounds, tire two world_communication networks-that I have -identified in my Most-
recent books-on communication as-the TELECOMNET and the TRANSCOMNE Upose basic
questions. The.,ci-spacity of both- :networks is'deniand limited. That is,ihe capacity can be
-made to increale as needs' are-known. The' energy crisis, however, places a-restraint on air
travel probably a temporary one. The-critical matter is that it raises the costof air. travel.
At,present, thethatice of a 'Round-Trip-World airticket is in the -ball park of a_month's salary
for persons wItia-earn around S1 -;000 or-moreTer_ year. The satellite by contrast,tends-to
make tlistance,all but irrelevant m, -terms of operational cost but not yetan. terms.of.charges.
As telecommunication charges are reduced, the future prospects are that more-of-the worlds
people will: beiabla toafford-it, and telecommunication will become increasingly important
fit Interubl I oral communication.

Two. based operations, provide convenient exampteS of the transconmet and. theHonolulu
I

telecomne4silie,East-WescCenter over- the- coursq"-of a year'brings some 2,000-persons into
meetingsandienferences in Honolulu, mostly from Asia - and -the U.S, mainland. Almost all
arrive by jet; } enter through the _gateway of the Honolulu4ntemational Airport, stayend
communicat, interculturally for a few weeks, months or years, and fly -home; By contrast-
the PEACE AT Network ,(PatiPacific Education and, Communication -Experiments by.
Satellite)-,,,p pvides a- two-way telecommunication link for decentralized meetings or
teleconferi:nees among persons at a:dozen locations_ across the.Pacifk.. When-one realizes that
some of the conference meetings that use the telecommunication and transportation
networks consider the same problems such as population, ocean- resource-management,
information sharing. etc., one-comes to ask in what senses these two networks are equivalent
or_ interchangeable.for the _purposesof communication.

The fundamental question is to what extent telecommunication network capacity can be
traded for transportation network capacity ,when the goal is purposeful human
communication. Rather thartask what-the "Ipss" would be-by- telecommunication, we begin
to inquire what purposes are better served, can only-be-served by telecommunication. The

. answers that de4lop clearly bear on bath the quantity and quality of .intercultural
communication in this world:

,`The -world communication- networks -telecomneCand trapsconmet have taken shape
recently, in-large part since, 1970. These structures lia4,grown in response to the demands of _.

trig government_and big business. At present, these networks have,grown -so laige that they

'-a
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are beyond -the capabilities of any single national or_ regioncl.grouP to maintain or manage.
Thus, world agencies and world consortia_such as Intelsat-have-come intobeing. They are no
longer international. they- have-become-worldwide, global, planetary.

195

The communication network structures have several important charactensitics. First, they
are Centered in- the northern-hemisphere. Second, a wall number of large cities serve as
regional communication centers and these centers are linked by heavy trunk lines. Thus, it is?,
comparatively easy -tol-tone; or-fly to London if you live in_New'N'4)rk, tionolulu;or Hong
Kong; it:is less easy today if yon-livein Saipan, or Tashkent, orscoloinbo.

I

The. point is -that *her; you live in the world -deterniines your access to the two
communication networks. They are uneven in diitribution. Is the -fact that some
communities are out of the mainstrant,a-desirable development?-Forinstance,,should: we
support the development of ':cultural sanctuaries." That access pattern does profoundly
affect one's Right. to Coininunicate:

LOCAL CULTURAL STRUCTURES

Those of us wh^ work at the interface between culture and communication often wrestle
with-statements of the relationship between communication and culture. Since about:1970,
three important-and probably irreversible trends have become noficeable. , .

The rust trend is related to the growth of worldcommUnication technology: the emergence
of a -globallcomniumcation-infrattructure. That infrastructure is increasingly unaffe,cted,by
earth distance. It moves- men and messages with such ease that the travel, Or
tele.commUnioation dime isliut-a:fleeting moment when-measured against the hours anddays
ima,seventy five year human life. We rapidly approach a time When any-two or sever4,men-
anywhere in the world might in afew seconds telecommunicate With each other, and Within

A a few hours might -transcommuincate with-each other,,at least at an airport coffee Shop in a
neutral city. The first -trend_ includes an increase in_ the-number of contacts, and-theVariety
in contacts-among and between--the people of=the world.,One should note the experience o1
telecommunication planners. As -they increaselong:distance- capacity and-reduce-charges a
bit, user demand increases. Those, planners consistently underestimate demand. There-is no .

known way, for example, of estimating the demand for lorigdistance, reliable two -way
telecommunication,

A second trend is the growth of WORLD ORGANIZATIONS. That growth has been evident
s nce.aKout 1945,,and has accelerated since about 1970. The United Nitions itself is good
example. So are its many specialized agencies. Add to this the multinational,coMpanies such
as IBM Mitsubishi and-Phillips. Considerjhe groWth in religious:service organOilons such as

the Mormon Church- in the Pacific. Finally, observe the growth in ,professional- academic
associations_such as-the newly-globalized,International Communication Assrlation and the
Londonbased International Broadcast Institute. These orgardzations_depeOcin-:thworld
communication infrastructure. Before it listed, they-could-neither organizeinoroperate.
shall'mention the U.N. University a bit later. .1

a
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A third trend -is- toward BICIJLTURALISM. Up to this point. I-have been talking about the
pull of world-te4,1mology toward a world community, a world - culture. The global outlook
seems - dominated by the 'transfer, exchange, and interaange of INFORMATION. A second
ptill is-toward a, revival of the local ,riltures-in the small communities of man. This ,part-of
the ibicultinal readjustment seems to center on small human ASSOCIATIONS family,
neighborhood groupings, ethnic enclaves and the like. This cultural resurgence has been
evident in many 'kinds of communities in:the world the neighborhoods of Singapore, the
Republics of; Russia, the tribes of Nigeria and alsoin_multicultural,Hawaii.

Others have put the matter somewhat differently. Futurists Theobald, McHale and Clarke
f' recast a -political world of two,levels: a world government- and. many local governments.

nthrorologist lioliannan- speaks of a two-story culture. The upstairs culture, a

technologically :facilitated worldwiew, a global culture-to which many men-contribute apd
by which all -men 'are affected; and in sharp contrast, a.downstairs culture-ofIlie,little, the

_local, -and the community specific pattgrns. Others such -as U Thant have been concerned-
; with-a fragile o thodoxy of nationalism as ans pulled-at the same time.in two directions,

The-point that emerges, is that as of today it has become BOTH too narrow and,'too broad to-*
concentrate on internationaVand intercultural communication? Yet, we do not know &iris

, possible- to deikeloR a, multi-cultural worldview and what the consequences of such- a
perspective might be-.\

I

.

Before -examining ke matter of TOLERANCE and the unthought of possibilities that lie
beyond it, it will- be helpful to consider briefly where we are and how, we got:here:I am-, . am-
aware of alternativeexplanations and-respect:them.

..-

Accordingto "bigbans" theory,-our universe-began some thirteen billion. years ago. Out
star system, which -Co astronomer Carl Sagan suggests-is in the galzictic.boondocks,Adok
shape about 4.5 billion years ago. More specifically, our planet has a life- expectancy ,of.
about nine billion- years, and itlis now -miodle aged. For-abont,two billion'years, some form
of life has been suppoit4 on earth.SpecUlative anthropology suggests life -sontewhat like
ourselves has been supported by ear* resources for about three or four million years.
Probably, Itlias been possible.for man to communicate with fellow man througnispeech
and-gesture for about a half-million years. With interpersonal communication,-as Dan-Lacy
notes, hurnan_history begins.

I consider the beginning of interpersonal' communication to be the beginning of human
history because we, humans so

human
our capacityfor communication as that

one thing Whicn defines our- kiman uniquepess. Washoe and-Peter and HAL raise -new
questions about the communication caphi(city of HOMO 'SAPIENS. We ,believe we
communicate each other into humanness. We communicate our cultural heritage. We
recognize the multiple 'links between communication and culture. We become aware that a
change-in communication structures results -in, a change in 4Itural`structures. Significantly,
it is nolon,ger- clear that cultural structures change.a_ world communication infrastructure
very much.

,
Dan 'Lerner and many others presume that up until about 1750, the local cultural
communities of man around the ,World were remarkabk for their similarity. They were
largely agricultural commimities,,anci cities were mainly trade centers. While the technology

.11
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(1°'of writing and tea ing aki,s:to 3000 fit . , it, was an elitist development. Onlya,few-menand
fewer women learned -to readand write. Only after Gutenberg developed the printing press
about 1450 A.D. in- Mainz, Germany, dtd a next important. technology-Lome into bung. Not
until-three-hundred- years-later in-England, abort 1750, was the "penny. press' to begin the
print revolution/ that-continues to this day. It is' no accident that -the printing press-and the
industrial revolution came together. From 140, -telegraph, telephone, television, cable,

a computer and 'satelliOvalong Oitith,train,:car and airplane, came-m rapid succession. Forged
together, these technolLigies' constitute a :global. commui ieation nifrastructure. And, since
'about 1970, that infrastrticture has led ko the development of a post - industrial society,
which Robert Theobald calls the tommuniattion. Era,

In.tOday's world we must examine the rest icnce of human cultures. Are the little local
cultural structures of man -comparable to -hrid flower, _capable- of tolerating only -a
limited change in,conditions? Or are they more like:the hardy weed that will-burst through-

400" the first crack concrete ? --Or will they in the future grow in ways-which combine their
uniqueness with: lie winpu ts7

BEYONo.TOLE Nc p

I

As you -know, in, English the term tolerance has three usual meanings: first, to show
sympathy, or indulgence for beliefs and practices differing frolic one;s own;second,-to allow
deviation from Some standard; ,and -third, to-assess-the relative capacity to thdure oradapt
physiologically :and psychologically -to unfavorable environmental factors. I would like -to
deal briefly with each of these -in turn.

The first meaning-of tolerance, is acted out_ by some persons I should imagine in almost every
community of the world: It is--the perspective of the pers.on .wholtands at the edge of a

traditional cultural group. -He- notices that others Outside his group differ- from litinself and-
.

others he knows. He applies the high, yirtues of hislroup to-those quaint strangers from the
outside. -He feels-sympathy-fOrthem because theyhave-not had-the golidfortune to groW up
in-the same-cultural setting as- he has. As he- is-with children who:hay.;_not, yet leatned the,
"right", way, -he is indulgent, bria small scale this is probably -notan intolerable:perspective. ?1,i
But When' it is:packaged in televhiff programs, and when thkse programs are -sold below cost;
say to Singapore, and when these types of Materials constituteB0% of Singapote's television-
offerings, thenil say that-expression of indulgence is beyond tolerance.

sometimes suspect Amerreans emerged- from -the U.S. melting pot half-baked. This
condition of sympathetic indulgence on -the'world scene -leads to a tolerant attitude toward
cultural difference and diversity that masks the-imperative of cultural-diiersity-for human

`survival. Tolerance as sympathy and -indulgence from this point -forward is itself beyond
tolerance.-It diVoits:-,the right -to communicate..

The second meaning"Of:tolerance- focuses on a perrnissatile deviation from a sta dard, The
standards 1n-question, in the,case offiuman communication stems from the 'policy', rules and,
regulUtions that national- governments impose. An examination of ,such regulatiop. from a
world -perspective reveals a_sit--of mismatches that leads, -for- instance, to -the,U.S.1position
that, direct world .satellite broadcasts ought to be put in service-as soon as possible -to
,gtiarantee a free flow -of information, anethe Soviet 'position that they will of:necessity
shoot -down-those propaganda satellites. As we hear it,on a:thirty second television spot, and
as filtered through American perspectives,-.the Soviet poiltion is made to appearridiculously
beyond tolerance. Yet, wheniconsiderediwthe-perspective,ola,right-to communicate. and
With due concern for Meal cultural= deVelopMenGlhe.:matter appears Ina, different iight.1 j 5a \
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A third meaning. of tolerance is closest to my concern-here: to assess the relative capacity to
endure or adapt physiologically and-psychologically to an itinfavorable,environment factor...
Io.return-to -an earlier point, from about 1750 onward, a major imbalance has been:evident
In human communication. loyal:tot arises from-a-traditional:form of cultural transmission.
More clearly, it is-embodied in any, one-to-many -communication-system. The matter does
not seemierious so:lon&as an occasional public speech. is delivered as was.the case in early
Greece. ft-becomes more serious, when 'this "unquestionable".modelts-built intifth cltool
structures of the world in one-to -many classroomstructures.

It becomes .even more serious when the -model is built into national radio, and television .

broadcasting and print media. It becomes intolerable whenit-is amplified-into worldwide
direct brOadcasting which only four or five,"sources" can afford. Itisfar beyond tolerative
when television -programs made-to- command attention and selsoapn America are resolcho
other world broadcast outlets at_a _price calculacl, to-suppress the development of local
television production- capacity -long enough lo,cdqition viewer preferences; after which'
prices cap be-raised:While such tharketingpractices are,smatt Yankee business, supported by
AMerican cultural. perspectives, 31. has on the larger scale an effect unanticirfated and
uMvanted.-ObviouSly, it deprives- Anfetican viewers of the thoughtful-look at' the_cultural
ways of othei people that _television. in _particular. can 4'acilitate, :providing that first
produetiodcapacily is developed in thesmall cities of the world.`

Article -19 Of the:Univetsal Declaration oriluman--Rights,claims thaveVeryone has the-righ
"to-seek, receive, and impart informatiOn."Tii .the-last 20o Years, an imbalance,-has-arisen
between-theleceiVe and impart, functions. A-U.& teenager, for instance,-information
others determine-he "ought to seeks' while in-school forseverehours-per xlay;-that same
teenager spends an ,additional several -hours receiv.ing-radio- and television program.that
command-his attention-An sum, not only for teenagers, but- also-for younger 4dren and
adults of all ages, the ,human receives information Mainly, transmitted' by 'distant -and.
unkx,tpwn sources. Over the years, there, has been a corresponding reduction imppporfunities
to :impart Information. The institutions that capture- the attention of hUmans'of all :ages
claim the time necessary Sou the,niaintenince.andAevelopment of-the small local- cultural'

,---structureS -of man. The diversity and' vigor of such- local structures appear vital- for the
survivalof man.

. 4 ,_' . ..
KO -Waldheim,has recentlysaid,that we are busy developing a,communication.technology
that may ihave consequences we neither foresee nor desire. Others have echoed' his
obserVation

4',..
.

..,-
. .

I think we\ have not yet- fully foreseen. the consequences of .a large,scale: one -way
communicatipnitechnology. The factory. assembly line ditilittle to-enhance humanness. tn ,
time,.1--expeet we shait,cottr'io.similar conclusions about -the mass-media and the empires -
-they Impose. - .

A receive/ Imp ct imbalance can be 'reduced by incteasiog.*.rwo.wAY communication
capacities. -I talq it- as.a centririask-of persons interestedin communication and culture to
work 'toward co ecting a 200 year long imbalance. Tranceiver,technology:makes It possible ,

to do-so. Along at,path, it will be:necessary to move,fromln intercultural,international
perspective on to multiculturaLworldview.,

1,tz
tf.
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On-May 13, 1974, the first meeting of-the Universtiy-Council, a kind of-world* ide board -of
regents, wet in New York City to begirt a set _policy for the new-UN 'UNIVERSITY. The
goals of such a. new world institution ate many, Among them are to-develop a world
'knowledge base for the study questuins of importance to.all 'Mankind, and to enable
multiculturaLgroups of scholars to work together in regional. institutes located in many
.places around the world,to slevelop that knowledge base.

For the first time, THE UN'UNIVERSITY OFFERS A WAY FOR US TO MOVE THE
,STUDY AND-PRACTICE OF INTERCULTURAL/INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION
ON TO 'A -MULTICULTURAL WORLDVI EW. I N, THIS-WAY, MORE THAN ANY OTHER
YET AVAILABLE, 'WE CAN WORK TOGETHER TO DEVELOP A CULTURE -FAIR
CONCEpTION,OF THE RIGHT OF MAN,EVERYWHERE TO COMMUNICATE,
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'CRITICAL REVIEW OFRECENT LITERATURE:

William J.Starosta
Assistant Editor

Intercultural anskinter;lational communication is cliaractcnted, as an area of audy, by
diffuseness of definition and an-expanding array 'of centtal interests.,A4.urdingly,rroAnmew
can possibly covet even a-major portion of the available recent literature which some' in-the
field might find relevant to their work. it is of probably greater urgency to-focus m some
depth-on-a few topical area., and to treat them critically, than to-skim tooJightly over the
cntire"spectrUnuof available work. This permits. consideration of. (1),subject matter proper.
(2) colifrenc'e of the author's or editor's. treatment. (3) the significance-of, the work, (4) the
contribution of the work to theory and to-informed practice. and (5) definitions and_purnt
of-;,iew -Ofthe-writer.

Topics emphasizedon the present reveiw are. intercultutal. Communication. Developmental
Communication (Informatirin Diffusion), and Media 'Capacities (Symbolic and
Instructional). Secondary attention is given -to -Nun Verbal Communication, CrossCultural
Understanding, Methodology and TheuryRuilding. Topics overlooked,for the present but-of
concern for succeeding ANNUALS- include -Interracial Communication. NonMestern
Rhetoric, -Intercultural Training and Workshops. CrossCultural and International
Communication, Sudo and Psycholingurstic Theory, Tourism and Student L.whange.
International Business and Organizational ..e'ommunicatton. Conflict -Resolution and
Propaganda, Journalism and Mass-Media, Dialect and other more spectalizedinterests. The
selection of topics is based upon a sense of most pressing need and upon the research
interests of the_ reviewer.

Various criteria operaNd in the ptocess of selection. Works were selected winch advanced
some further end than simply to propound abstract theory or to report largely undigested
data. Items,selected represent a inure-even,Mance of theory and application, or.else-are of
marked heuristic value, Recent works are featured except where an older work remains the
bestavailabld statenient- of-its type. )

Reviews are structured to facilitate-comp.oi -Lin. to highlight hurries and treatments of ideas,
to' suggeat appropriate levels of ilassroom applIcation and to evaluate the coherence. of
collectiOns (or to feature items' of special -interest- within- collectruns wheltthis is... re
appropriate). Themes and treatments are occasrunally cross-referenced4or the convenience
of the reader. especially in cases where-one-anthology deals with a number-of tortcal areas, .

Textual references, refer to other items reviewed. .
i

. ..\ .

'I. INTERCULTURAL__COMM UNICATION

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION. A READER. By La;ry A. Samovar and Richard E.
-*Porter (Eds.). Belnionts.Cal,: Wadsworth, 1972.-pp. 343,-paper.

_
'.

The stated purpose. of the READER, is that it should-be-adopted-as a cure text., containing
both theoretical and.practical knowledge which is "linmediately usable" for the-general, ise.,

a'
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undergraduate reader. Where n is not employed as a ...ore text. a is meant to assume a
supplementary rule fur skills and,niterpersurrah.ommunicatiun andas_a.colle..tion tit
Yesource mortals. The arghology is--dir wed- tuwaraniceting a winpelling prapariattneed,.

unifersynding. which will lead to "renunciation of force" in dealings between-cultuies. The
editors stress, that to meet su.,It a goal-the ideas the...ollgoion mustbe able-to be put into
application.

An assessment of the edition must include five observations.11)-The collection is timely. in
that many teachers. trainers and-students alike arc seeking a.statement as to the parameters
of intercultural communication, (2)-Erceellent sources are tapped, although insufficient
effort is made to transcend the essays to produce what llarms.(1973) refers to as "synergy;
or the pooling of ideas -to-surpass the worth of the ideas standing in isolation; (3) The
materials, -while offered in-the search of ready. application, offer:lintel!' anything in the area
of-workshops or training, lade 'on-counseling! and include some byethnulogists who
professionally and chronically refuge to ,goneililize their findings to that stage 'where their,
ideas permit applicalion, (4) Too -little is said-about methodology, whereas to deal
cross-culturalideas one must:have some nott000f technique and tools ofenquiry,nd-(5)
The collection, in spite of flies strong effort" of the-editors, does not- provide a consistent
definition of ,ierins and does, not .play contrasting-liteas:from-the selection-sharply enough
against each other, to wit: Sitaram's position is refuted by Price:Williarits;Sledd answers

Nuestions raised by the preceding Buck article. inconsiste.gcres in 'ilte Unarm article-pass
withOut comment; and the fact that Smith -works front a definition of intercultural

-communication as usually referrring, to pellucid goals and .diplomatic missions" in
eounterdistinetiott spy, otliet,r*finition offered within' the_collection(most define this as
"international") simply is not pi:tinted out-for the "general" reader, who might miss these

points. The editors repErrt, but do not-often enough critivally analyze-what-they present.

More specifyally, in the overview aunt, Porter defines intercultural cdfnmunication -

vartanet intliperception of social objects or events." Knowing therange and type
of variance- tobe encountered should facilitate communication. The early versions of culture .

assinitlators, were premised on dus belielas -well, but morerecent thought-(as presentertfor
example at the ICA New OtleallS convention) seems now tofavor "attribution of-meanings"
to those evnierkcs. sought by Porter (Triandis in Hoopes, 1973). Porter treats attitudes,
social organization. thought patterns. roles, langurtee, use of since andlime, and-nonverbal
patterns as near cultural components. Ethnocentrism, which cratesintercultural barriers,
could have liven discussed with reference to "social Judgment," "anchoring"- or.
"ego-rnvolvement," with ties to past-literature.'- ,
-In-general, the article sets the stage for much of whit Is to-follow.

The Sitaram article defines ,communicattun in part as "the act of understandiilg andbeing
understood." a view which-has often come under close scrutiny WITHIN cultures, needless
to add BETWEEN'titem. The editor's introductik to UnklUon perception cites Berlolo
the effect that sniamng is never "transferred" (in "hypoderthic needle" fasluon) but rather
elicited (the distinction Is crucial). Thus. calling intercultural communication largely an
"art" obscures the ,dyadic or, group- nature of the exchange, and-allows effectiveness to reside
exclustvely,not only within the "mess*" btiteven-within one party to..tke exchange alone.
Mutuality. Ought to be stressed more heavily in definitions to be consistent with attempts
aster in essay to establish just this point.
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Rich and Ogawa.offer "positive response" 0' a guallor.oner iacial exchange. and substitute a
plura 61a. terminology foi*Sitaram's "InajOnty rinnoray.". A model Is offered tor(quae)

Inger/misty) combine 4,.143. 404 1.ti.:41 caoulaiations, the duel dr.i whack of which b the
iteglkci cif Aokeicit'7. warning that issue, salience carimean-incne than rue in scaneforuins.0
footnote reference to kokeach notunift$ianding, ,

* .

.
Unit -II-Price:Williams shows 'how accepted standards cultic " cultural artifacts" anti how

methodology and meartingleside in cultural premises which generateithem.-11allowell cotqes
Closest to raising thefoint of "salience" in showng perception t4" be an active rocess,
backed by plentiful .persuasive examples, Wedge shows how nationtia organization colors
perepptions.of ether nations and corporations, Perhaps heis too polemical ininststitioltat
there, is no substance to the i _gative corporates image abroad as wielders of too mugh
influence whert-IT&T, as'atrexample.-ranks welfabove-moit NATIONS as,ari,international
corporate concern. Wedge rightly ,ants to change atuibutions,as weltasti-te thing itself 4ft
Solution to imageproblems, V ,

Unit HI on -language could-have mcluded-artieles
,_

(Norton) or excludcd them-(Glenn) with
equaljusinication. The grouping p somewhat arbitrary. The unit argues with effeetlehe ea*
for language telauvism. but -fails to suggest suftleient application...Howl_ and`Glenn's pieces,
taken 4.5 nleill0J01040..PiliVide important insights, but the grouping oftlie uncles dissmates
any -fix Lis, .

-.

Unit IV. On lion verbal elements, beams withstaternents thpt gesture ,_use of space. pOSIPIC.
Louth andlcoritoriality arc culturespecific behavior. As a,reader of descriptions.ofsiksuais.1
on ini,.:!_vtbli for audio-visual displays to see HOW: various-cultures squat, ,protrudtV the
tongue, or nod for yes (if they do),. The use of the verbal mode to bear -nonverbal
characterizations abounds in ironitls when, by Johnsons own logic. the medium -of "verbal
symbols" is not meant to-explain "nonverbal Tuning" Incidentally. the unit shifts from
nonclehberate to diet-sun-Al use of *MbUlbill_withoul ade,quate_waining from the editors.i
_Becomutg, a more effective intercultural-I:ormolu-cater, the_go' allall.lnitli. is attend that is
sersiceable lot all work is done in this 'area. Mead brushes on 'Dawson> idea of deutero
learning too briefly, not dwelling on that which miters on masiT.ainniunications have
stressed with greater impact. A PERSON -LEARNS MORE rpm AN'ENCOUNTER THAN
CAN BE EXPRESSED IN A SURFXCE ANALYSIS-OP THAT CONTACT, Otte may, -in
effect; learn to icope with other encounters which are more or'lest analiv'us.to known
situations" aN,A ..ltiPa allitge" representative. This pellet underlies all-intercplutral training.
The unit as-a whole examines 'how symbols,"cliange-hands'betteen cauies (Mead), how
"miscommunication" is best avoided-(Barna). how preconceptions-blind a/ foreign observer
to objectrvii truths, about America (Wedge)=and Asia (Min)um). how blowing one's self
helps-one to know others (Stewart). and finally identifies cotling,arempts to comprehend,
proximity and metalanguage as intercultural communication variables (S unit),

7
.

The.final unit (why the last?) ,14 dedlflted to resea.ch,Rather tharry irt;iat-methodology In
any depth (Chu Alone does so) the section speaks ,more to the point that "intercultural
communication presents:1mile ..rtan.swetedquestionsand unresolved problems than there Are

11,1 ,
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answers and solutions." statement which may. he IIIV011ifCti t that `.*to overcome this
difficulty, we 'will have ttysi:ek out _answers, through the ty pc of tescatth charautcrized by
the etudes in this book," ($amovat and PO to ). I 4USPC t that 4113Wel% will_come,it they do,
not by 'slaying within. homework.; "effatucterued' by the attitlerput'hy TRANSCENDING
such:frameworks.. Ilk 'Hecker aril, lc *Rives whete research ought toile conducted (diffusion
and mass, media iu .particular)..the Rut*. essay pofes symbiosis (niutual benefit) as an ethnic.
and Bonen calls -fur collaboration between national researchers at every stage of the
research..I finthrnyseffin stiongsyMpaihy with these points.

.
,

The Cidlection surrigths: strong essayists-with:Important ideas write with a cerium sense
of scoPe kid,sincerity; But mucheould W dopey to substantially increasethe impact of the
anthology. It is suited to-and-very well reirifectby us primary audteneein the undeitraduate
elNroorn. 'but n doesenot go far enough towards being actually used and applied. The
coliection_doesnot build to that pkiilt,WiletC ittritiscends itself.

-INTERCULTURAI. COMMUNICATION', Hy LS; 'Harms. New Yotk. Elmer and Row,
. ,

197;kpp. 176. paper. ., ........
. , .

INTERCULTURAL CO, IINICATION. designed for "the beginning student of
intercultural communication: appears to have been written *from the -transacuonal
point.ofvieW. implicit nu_ the- text is-the belief that intercultural communication is a-docess
of interpersonal (dyadic or small groups) fare to face exchange which is fostered-by an
investment of the communicator in sneka_Way that he ts-w. Ming to change JUM.Seg: as aiesult
of his contact (non.authontanan), and that he comes to the situation with: the -hope of
surpassing results which could beachieved alone (synergy and serendipity),

.Those chatacterizations usually reservecllut distinguisfunghetween mass and irate
communication . (one or two directional, ete..1 now divide "interpersonal" iron)
"cross-cultural." The result is a focus on telecomnets.(telephone, ete.) and trinscomnets
(transportation)-to the Jcgree that these ,forms permit dyadicciildsinallgtoup interpersonai

,exchange. The overall point of view of the author is that the predicted "intercultural
communication. revolution" will be characterized "by coopciative..nther than competitive,
modes of communication," 'A

TO n
VIL

..'
II-

The treatment grain issues SS , consciously,dedtcated. mote -to the raising of questions than to..-
their final resolution. When a point is leached. (definitions ,as one example) which, could
neaSsitate a lengthy digression the reader is:told"these differences do not worry me and
they should not worry you." This format, while it hat the advantage of allowingbreadth of
sweep,for -the new inmate -to ,the flela.-is ar. tunes.supetfloal, for .,the reader who is-better
acqUitinted with4levant issues.-

. - . .

The- reader is told that the exercise of the thinking -function involved in,..intercultUtal,., . . ,
communication Fould result_m-the-evolutionaty increase in the size and the problem solving
ability of the brain contrary to present fields. Even if somehow. tiueoncreasing dependence
on cytiernetics would do much to counter such a happr.end. Likewise, transoceanic
telephone calls are uniformly called "intercultural", Yet, vniii.an ap?hution of the terries
"homophily" and .lieterophily."Ixsedripon the degree of-likeness bet communicants.

. .
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411,1 ire ctrcr arc 1,splk..44 Mole IiarnapIlAuus ire -tho-salltaglikati nal-Whet/y,
telcsision.btAidas-ts for the djselopment ref I9dian villages ate "one and

-hem.: it.- .011001e 1;.a the tspc to.-0,$), oinclobuta,,,immuni,411.9.. whi;lt 5.$
hoe " Vet, writers soul) 4 Palmer of Chltdren's Television -Woiksh.Viante.o. Qom

and Bruner (Gethnet.ort 197.1,tilemonshate thus televimonuan Inc made to applosonate
most of the 1(116 intetpersonal wairtiurtharsork. and the forum-style-mem:manor& so
charactcifsti, eaf the Indian developnient-effort-(and wen orile tows S4,1114tralr's'MASS
MEDIA AND 1,*ATIONAL DEVELOINIT), involve the direct ptcsence of 4G
interpersonal 4ouniutil4;AgaV Alain. "fears .1nd-hatreds lem ts,i,-emeige when

nations.peoples And n4tio are in diren...ontas:t with each Act," says the author. as onereflconni
or his ackunvacttgd ".4u14,0 oPtifnistit." That ra.151y eases ext4 to tefute this .uaulusio
(Porlei and'Sarnotiai ii loupes, 1473) as well as so sopzitt -Itis,pmillon is -Gal ItitlIcited,
to Jf,altt sini,e "reseatat.shows a sitting elAtiortship between thy. developnsent

imiation Willies arid a.,.ountay's econonni. diselopntent,;" why not then spike it a .

pifiry _ even- throt letence to'Ll.rner ts the text (bawd-on
PAS., IN-0 OF TRADITIONAL SOCIETY,Yarguittore for Itte'til4 As CORRELATE, td n
CAUSE of devel4inepts. Jelin C. -*roll. Everett M. Hops) and Joseph. Klappet, amok

..many Who write this sublet:1: Ar(r sumaicious of the ufalins for Finally.,
triterperscoar ...ontaLt is repeated') jo4 fir.tet un4crat.inding between whores, This
""1114t I r-1.11"del 1-01Thair dIPlamA,y. but what of mteckational bee4ness?
'Rotert T. Oliver Jahns .UIJI "talk examliates kunilta" boes,not the value; owe hts
neophyte teatler.thrse and-Other- citralifters1

. L, .

"Surprisingl. the reader is told -that 'print in the form of Istetatule 0 not generally
consideted 49 e....K9t4i p41rt ,4 intehultoial ...ominetZatton." TZ,Itoy amid Plemsliarid.,Matx
and 1.130 N'ruitt, IlteAlIc press eflIlle waild's.,1;tveloprog-naGoits ai4doetters.apparerilly ate
passed may with this ..oniment onseyot4 eat ideas.al.tom

10 mention. prop.i6atida wan p4ist4s. Choa: of topp..s-Iney-b-eite.tificii by an,
FS of expediene. belt the feaelei mug wort) KJ iy.enisn Guta.fell when:

est-elss..whete.
I-

The .1'flovr- :....tdriiple Ale kPiesentafis...; q 'Awns *hid; tiaublca-the piesent-reeder, The
text had tQpy points in compensation:

- rk-t

,

The "finv....:llscpt 01' setendipitytnidsynetgy etc a lialuslaLind wrnmendable outgrowth of
fite_.iyft)tit'S Ifloiril of viCW, wm1111.1tIAllail is ptavos.orni41) argued As .1 natural right"
(whi4h* some lfittagenies lia-e begun to question) and the student a permuted. to.thaft-a
UN.Tesolbnon to aelneveihisgoaLthe autAsn satiotiimcs -unstable InErigualt.,..frir dicoty ni a
simplified' biv. functional pre wntatilm on "black ANL" and. the audio; looks 'to the
future...as is auras:tensile . to identify both-Probierits and:tipper:mimes.

* .-..
Tlic salient* points of-the,w.osrk ake the-writ:cm fix pioblents as welt a.% possibtlities.lhe Glues .
on -sr-nail:poop ,Ind dyadic. systems, the "teniattve" appro,34.1). the informality of the._.:

presentation, the rebelling against Anthony-lied ..v.ortinionit..ation; the ow of leading
'questions antf.exerctses.and thelle -142,1,11 ell spatticity, '

. . .:

.

;
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ea a i-ender *di Art-N":j,, 101, Ele4 boa 4M_
4e_tt_41)4,..t1-1 ,101 tir"-,4-an

Tttr,ltuvii» 1040.4 tila

r11-51.PlitrUsai. .duets e;

yriaphy y411T,:ity thM attttsitk, TAW.;

TION. By_ ,111/ayilI S., oiroca 0.4).
Kul .4innolAr 11 `EtiItia.1101),

z 4-
I '

4:04111 Sttit7CoTe of ItEffi.)INGS IN INT.ERCULTURAL
..COMMLNItAtleN b playett. the r-rAe itt n-Nornt 4ears as ..-ouidiriator, ugorrrotion

Vrttili:itsg- and -,014-tutm.N41,0;11 .fot the tbe
yietrodi,5- rablis:ation »Fj CIYAIMUNIOLI. Viihnne, I of READINGS (May. Intl placed an
011 414,, on &fining gye=relationship'bemyeen .,oarrnumb.arnin any! ultuse anO.,

pur4talg.ist residt% ititenott.o.it-Nonailiatukation workih-ps. Ateention to training was'
, ,orne*Iral 19?;,), retained an interest.iii theory- and workshops.
*uppirment,ed kr a- ,k.m. vat-..ouqe syllabe theArter,% uj top!

been Or4. Lot Lie,Ileutiva reading....mcsaure -ontinued,Toi,the -further: di*sernination. of
we.,..vir, thq,icatai .1, AlOrd SevItailie 411flecliviw.a.1,11u;,S.CricidilUrl,of

theory, in-inters atiplat %onunniuariori. Tb
;re-left;- for eoitivarnit.in sornetit hot-f, runt,

ides- dedn.oted: to Vie koult...t ork.lroPs

ate 1-Lid, article crs..e %olle..,tayros anaticrupt- ti answer the-question. %me thi we go horn
here? That 01$4 1r,:e4stitTi IN raised by Porter .and Samovar (I.ISTERCOLTUP.AL

:()NiMastICA:114.).4, A -2.f.A.D6R) helps_ le deternune that proffered response -will tie of

41-114;051 19 vita ,Stoclent Spee..h.-Commtion.ation. Inter-idtaral %.ornmorm.ation, say the
mfb-Cfletftt, ttictling 15-411ilbuKtiqu ball4Y10E .,unung froin-another....ultute,-

a..point ioro,f 4.0 bream 7142Ildis% Wit 4,7$ubjeuliVe,..ultule7 and "attribution.
theory': Lifer in rig. Put ter- and Sarnowar, opt-io examine "Interuiditirar .,.uplias1-

tol.c10%-0111u1,41- CYC1115, 4-4istirn.tion.tbaLis not entirely,Jeat tit t e essay-, -P

111C:Mplut thr attn.le ,severalfuld, (I)_ It aims at 4 fo,.usc.elheoryboilting,, pica

wiltekniust ,not.go onarisweredit- the field he-Joile integiataTaildjo,advanue.(2),-11
Lb7ix mt7k4.Q0.-0,4 vuitate testing-of MI0Wita-vinniUMt.413411.
and validr...y 4 ihcoleu.41 3latementl. (3), The text makes a %-rith-al_point whirl, is" ;rot
stressed m Vie surrimary that -theory must yield' method% If ri As-1.4_4e of-value. Rogersrhas
*tret...ed.stich a pupa in,sefeien,-e to,both "middle -.wow_ theory and to 4s-uffing-Jt "data
niitiers" who abandlin the ,pienuse5 viben they !rave finbhed then -exploitation-1%1er*,
I97,1 I. (4) The authors :len make -the point- that-statements-ate 1)ceJeti criphuit under

what.iart..urnstam.o, Inter yield -ptoduatre'results (ay fie:0 and
setcntirpu3, Hating. 15073). (5) Pot ICI-.1rid-Salliknal: explain)(lw.new 114rnel of lefctericam4st
be generated-a% r ,toutt ,.uhutes. It bewares equal!), ritteal; 1,-believe., to 41
-11121 IMPACT SHOULD RI. CONSIDERED AS A FUNCTION OF pa, arc effects
permanent?. is a June of outlook transferable' ate "geepct Cffe..1.5" evident' (6) The essay
goes in to advo,,,ate -the ,.rearion -of 4.ultural data banks or inventones su..11 arohose
.orpnixtc:1 by V. lay nti Tylci and ,for more work. (rather -inspel.ifkally; in the area of
-tliffusnni of 4nrtovat(offf-

I

a
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fite Mang arts, le which follows 'discusses in general terms the difficulties involved in
daising a suitable instrument to Jo ,other- culture- surveys. Three suggestions ire -the main
fxus of the aiticle rust, to devise an au. (foreign, structurall inqttument to be tested
emicalb. secun f. to use back translation. and..thiid, lo-use-bi-nattonal'collabot4t.on. lithe
article comes to 4 .-011aasti.lti a is that `atite,,Intalcultural difficultses of
erosscUltur.11 tesearci, tend lo-be ielatd at, the establishment of-cquivalence equivalence
of Subjects:-.fist*eltinstruments, and test conditions.":
The artivir by 'Daniel's pertaining to 'Black commnicallur draws directly those
4onclusions l'eached,rnoke.lriductivelelscWhere by Ashante-to the effect that liviiig-within,a

. dominant culture titres not ,prevent the persistene of a separate, &Soria .illack culture
(Gabriel- et al . 197:9. Daniels makes a crucial point in his assertion that the question-of
MOW to teach Black con4munication,:ts premature. The preliminary questions are "WilAT,

. WHO. and- WHY" and hi' teach. His own analysis touches primartly on "why" and,
secondarily. t)n"what. " . . ,

. - ... r,.. . -,; , kil . -4

"Why" is already mentioned, in. that B1 }k culture is. separate fr.-
.

rn the broader cuiture.
"What" to teach...lust include that "Illack"communic.Itionnever.has c`ontent 3 4Abbervientto
fOiln," that 'Black" is ''an attitude of mind" anda-set of "primary assumptions': (NOM),
intangible causat(on), that 'Mack cominunicatiOnss ascientific, subjective and, denianding-of
appropriate methodologies-for study. - !.

0
., .

Of the articles -in- di wilt:010a the Triandisarticle:goes faithest_towatd ineetingilie'cntena
set up within the rmaindet-of the anthology, ILemphasizes "isOpitirphic attribution" which
is explained thetneti,..illy at length, with some examplesToniitted- in the-interest of brevity.
Mtribution theory reference to -ilk- culture assuhilatur (which stands to be bulsteted-by use
of attribution theory), a -model of interactive-respunsi..;based,upon "(4 the personality of
the, subject. (2) the . ..'..ore and (-3)-the social setting in which the behavior takes ow
which &Wax, Porter and.. ''arnovae.s call for theory building, and (too little) on
differentiation as.I.fanction a isomorphic interaction. set a-strong base fur Triaidis'splea

`..8eulture training" to "Increase a- person's ability -to selectliont-the sociat environment
the coils that- tliti..,Otlier uses as causes 'of ids interpersonal- behavior. " ,

.-.: Sr.
-.., : -, .

The List dim) related much: is by Alfted G. Sinith (COMMUNICATION AND CULTURE,
N

. 1966). lie views-all cultures-as "pulyi,ultuies," "Pluralisms-,or "confederation"of.. -. ., .,-
sorts. One must therefore identify dimensions, by iyincir to tileaSUIC variability between
atitural groups. and ietcrmtne nwdcs of relations within and between groups. The
discus.sion=of channels-is to me the most intriguing-concept of-the entire edition. Notpnly is
there a difference M. cultures acc:nditig to.availability of channels as .one gleans from-work
With comniunication.of Innovations-in-that .traditionaLcultuies.pussess interpersonalimedia
and technological society mass media, but even within icAnologically _advanced cultures
"channel switching" (formal and inf.wirial) occurs as a function of need. Finally, "third-
,:vir are" "brokers" are cxamthed in the akstract without' resulving,thepoints so raisttLA
point on the "opening -and ,Josing" of a cultureisome-othevis noted briefly and ilisanssed,

i , as a part of the pluralism distais.aon. The'L,birograplo on pluralism which accumpaiiimthe.
essay-is-most Impressive. . ,

.

11-
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-INTERCOMMUNICATION AMONG -NATIONS AND PEOPLES. By Michael H. Prosser-
Vew*York. Harper andRow, 19734p. 008 (asstste.d-by -William J. Starosta),

Met', cr -
As assistant to the editor of the 'INTERCOMMUNICATION eollection I will refrain from
must vue Judgments about the anthology,. The collection from the outset posed a-numbez,
of nts. avadabte essays were often repetitious, definitions Were-not-used consistently,,
some o what was written-was orintle cortsequerice-whileutiterMaterials were too narrow to
permit trer generalization or aRlicat.ion.. The--final logic of selectiu.r included. -(I) ideas
of substaitce (2.) on topics which could be aped to be central tothe-studl of intercultural
andAnternattonal ummumwtion (3)written, insofar as possible , by nun-American autb. rs-

and(4) arranged to lead hunt theanabstracttufi) 'through nuddlegange theory to case
,Wifirin subjectmatter units. ,
. Some two year's .perspective demonstrates, that, along . with certain strengths of- the

collection, weaknesses are also present. a few of the theoreticalpteces- arc Tpo abstract for a
general auilierree,-the-,coriectton may be too diffuse, and definitions. are not always clear or
consistent. Samovar and'Por ter call diffuseness of definition "a strength" (l972) and,Harms
says problems of definition "du not ....amen': him -and neither should they concern the
reader" 41973,1...Indicating that a,-problem with-definitions is-nut- unique to th4vulumebut
runsibroughoutallofthe intercultural work.sberelitreviewed.

Prosser makes his point of view clear in the preface. dtaloguels a substitute, perhaps-the
only 'substitute, for battle. tike Harms,:Prosser-presents-himself as "a_cautions optimist," as
seen in the prOgieb-51011 of essays to h times'. abetter future an-the final unit. The-editoi's view
of communica- non as something one dues if-he wills or not,(a-,position taken by- researchers,
in -nun-verbal communication as-well) isjou.bro4for sume.who-prefer to view."intent" as a.
necessary element. 'b.ut the process orientation of the editor definite strength of his
work.

. .

lictliodulogy is never separated out ms a unit distinct from the rest. of the-Ottion in the
belief that most of the Niters selected dived atid-defended'appropriate methodological
tools-for their own essay. A new edition might reconsider that choice, and might then-opt
Pox a dIstinctious cnvmethods and tools.

.Tfie essays,m .INTERCOMMUNICATION-arc-gener..dly ,:urrent, some-one-half of the e ...ys
are "drawn from book- ..litapters or from lesser =read Journals, and the collection is aimed (hi
party at an audience more advanced than -that of.uther available alternatives -(advanced
undergraduates). No other alternative, as of this-writing, o'ffers the breadth of selection that
is given in this collection. Tire anthology introduces the sophomore to views-of The sense,
ratio, Symbolic meaning, public upinrdui, charismatic leadership, conflict resolution.
developmental communication, communication fredoni-arta concludes 4vitli a statement on
'how or whether truercommunication serves to integrate thase elements involved in the
process.

4
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When:such-A:variety of' tOpics cannot-, for any.reason, be-Worked into +single course,.! have
known several- adopters who -have selected particular units tube -o relevance to narrower
courses (social thange,,intercultuiatcomiponication, internationaLcuminunication) and such
a-use might be-where-the collection has its greatest. potential application.

SPEECH COMMUNICATION. By William D. -Brooks. Dubuque, Iowa. William,C. Brown,
1911-and 197=1._Edition11..

-411.

' The final two ehapteis_erErooKs!slext-center on matters of interest to those-m_intcrcultural
communication, ParticuLrly the chapter un Cross-Cultural Cummunication, authored by W.
SteVen Brooks, is- intended to-impress upon lylie bask communicatiorrkill.5 course student.
(I) the iccreasing frequency of interpersonal intercultural contact; (2) the inherent
comnitinication difficultiesorising froiuch 64int.h.Lant113),the omnipresence-of cultures
and subcultures-and- their isolation -from. each other.

4t.
.

Credit is given in a general _reference to -Edward T. Hall for some of Jhe msigjits of the
chapter -(and some of the exarriples). while an article by -Chest:bow- and =hens -from the
Prosser Collection provide other analysis and examples. In balaRce, the chaptet offers
nothing that is unique, and; is. more +-collation -of available sources than- an-original -thesis. _

Suggested exercises for the chapter: highlight the three points above, as.ilues the sl,ghtly
more intensive study- of the,Wortien's liberat ion-sUbculture in the final chapter.

EXPERIENCES IN, COMMUNICATION. By Wayne Austin Schropc tat.). New- York:
Harcourt, Brace, dovanovich,-1974.

Included in the Readings section of the Schrope text is -an essay by Edward T. Hall and.
W "clamFors 7-ilVii.)iCTan ".1 tercultural Cummunication'." The article is anecdotal, as is so
charcteristic of Hall's wit 1,, and is directed to the businessmanlium America who most
rely on overseas c:or ts and transactions (with examples from Japan. Latin America and
Greece). .

4

.
--7(._ ....-.

c. ,
Many of ,the CU iples are so time-worn (through various and sundry borrowings and
retellings l that the, initiated reader has a sense,of DEJA VU, or of cottons/home to see an old
Mind Perhaps (ye ,dense over familiarity does'nut weigh soAieavily un the student who is
giving her first onsideration -to the magnitude of the obstacles -.tit be surmounted by .the
cxecitive who commonly called' upon to Jo-business abroad. Presumably, this is-Schrope's
hope.

The piece is preceded by the warning that symbols take their meaning THROUGH PEOPLE,
and alit from any Intrinsic aspet attic symbol itself. The mote important task wouldhave
been to trace the implications of this theses as cultutal diversity increases, as a contnbution
to the literature on semiotics.

INTERACTION: AN INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH COMMUNICATION. By .Fted L.
Casmir:Coltimbus, Ohio: Charles E.,Merrill, 1974;pp. 21=I.

Casmies work is a refieshing attempt -to revitalize the skills_Zuurse literature with insights
provided-In-part from -the work In intercultural communication. Although,the text touches

;
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on many topics, the reader can sense a faindiarity with theines,iecurrent in literature in
intercultural 6.)mmuni...Ition. (I) CISM11.5 COMMUIIICatIVI1111.4e1 takes cognizance of social
groupings as 411,J0111,Le of meaning in communication, -(.2) non-linearity of intent and effect
(stressedirst in infOrmation theory but later-in systems,analysis) is,inentioned-repeatei.,11y,
(3)-non-verbal communication is the fo.us of one chapter, and (4) the referencejo "change
and -to "change agent" in- place of "persuasion" and "persuader" is a direct link to
innovation diffusion-literature andis,to be commended.

The work is well integrated. While it does not separately treat "intercultuial" or
"cross-cultural" communication, it dues -Much to -ready students-, for More. specific texts
which will do so.

INTER-CULTURAL EDUCATION IN THE COMMUNITY -OF 'MAN. ,By John E. Walsh.
Honolulu: Univ. of'Hawaii (East-West), =1973; pp.,

Edwin 0. geischauer:in- the foreword =to Walsh!s volume, _points Out that:international
understanding through - education is an' imperative, and that the educator must move beyond
questions of-desirability-or feasibility to design-a-blueprint- forlaction. The-text, in somewhat
general terms, provides-such 4.sketcli.

-.Walsh -says -that each indi*Idual must becurr.c fainiliar-withtWo cultutes.lirst,he isborn into
and raised accordinglo, tbe guidelines,of -the culture or-his birth, sek.ondly,:he must join the
faintly of Man, taken lenern.ally. kt.oritmon 'language, analytic skills and interpersonal skills-
will. be included -in -the new-intercultural education. The-underlying values of the universal'
man include a deep appreciation of creative synthesis-between cultures, a belielin common
elements olhunian-nature and a trust in the nun coercive evolution,of new k.untaos-between
cultures.

The ideas ma; 'be-unaduevable. The -important point is -that they may serve,as an ,ultiniate
goaLforinterunderstanding.

* THROUGH NAVAJO EYES. AN EXPLORATION IN FILM, COMMUNICATION, AND
ANT1-11kOPOLOGY. By S. -Worth. and J. Adair. Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1973).

The .authors describe rn detail bow they Aaught_Navaiu'Indians toilm=their-own k.ultine, and
-how the-tesietant materials-were analyzed for a nun Navajo audience. The result is a graphk
and persaasive testaiement of., the Saint-Whoa language relativism hypothesis phrased;
.however, in the visual mode. The thoroughness -of the authors provides methodological
assistance Tut fieldreseat.liets ni antlitopology,.communii.ations and-k.ognitiVe.psyklology.

IL DEVELOPMENTAL COMMUNICATION (INFORMATION DIFFUSION)

Joseph Ascroft, an Journalism-at-the University of-Iowa, made a statement at theICA New
. _Orleans convention in 1974-that typifies the view of many of those now'int.ntlie-study-of

intercultural uummunicatiun -to 'the affect that. "Intercultural cummunicatiunis-the taking
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of technical assistance -from g__source and translating that assistance into innovation in
another locale." This view -stems from a perspective premiered, perhaps, by Lerner,
championed -by YNA:. Rao and consummated By Everett 'IvIiRogeis.

COMMUNICATION OF INNOVATIONS: A- CROSS-CULTURALAPPROACII. By Everett-
M: Rogers,and F.,Floyd,Shoemaker. New York: Free-Press, pp. 476. .

In some respects-the public has seen this work before as:DIFFUSION OF- INNOVATIONS-or
(in -spirit) in MODERNIZATION AMONG- PEASANTS. The- presentation-is straightforward
and at the level of "middle-range theory" centered on, one-hundied propositions whichihave
been subjected to,empiricaVconfirmation. The book-is previewedAtlength before each unit
is 'treated in detail- The impressive aspect of the book is that it so obviously reflects a,
familiarity, with 'massive numbers of 'fieldwork studies which, in the normalcdurse of
matters, would -be _read hi- isoiation- if at- all. The_resultantireatmenivwhile as some- students
rematk is "dry," is of great import. The book did not,, .GIVE. the world the terms
"hrimciphily" -or "empathy ;" it Ilid_nor mandate-1.4st, that:the intioyation.should bg seen,to t
have a relative advantage, iicir didYit even for- the first time-stress -the role-of interpersonal
communication. in ,the diffusion- of innovations. But, for many-readers, ,the first salutary,
exposure -to such concepts corneS 'fitroogh_ this text, and Many date their first `known
instance-of "hojnophily"-to Rogers and'Shoeinaker.

Some of the especially strong features of the book include, `()) The propositions are
organized-A& an appendix-with-studies_Which confirin,fail-lo confirm, Or contradict- them.
(2) The treatment -revises earliej- modelS_orinnoV-ition. sequences to-consider, for example,
discontinuation of innovation. '(3) The book goes, into-research- traditions, change-agents,
collective adoption, communication channels for innovation and authority innovation
decisions in-a-deptIt or- manner'unfaMiliar to me-eliewhere.

.

I have used this book for,graduate-and undergraduate - courses. Graduates recognize- the depth
of the integration presented, whit undergraduates appreciate 'the--organized-structure the
book imparts to an otherwise:hard-to-grasp-area of study.'Only-a,monograph. done.by. Y.V.L.
Rao for the United Nations-has-greater-breadth while '.still- achieving clarity of presentation
(Rao, 1274 Those students Who are deterred- by the SlO.95 pricetag reduce their
"dissonance" after reading the work and conclude. there is no alternative -for ,the same
purpose.

It is perhaps this-very lack_ of an altynative which tends to bother-,me. I am-reluctantlo see
the generation of new ideas' and approaches stifle&-by a text which- contains TOO MANY
answers and models. The strength of the -book, 'ironically, is also its weakness. For the
moment,-1 predict,-it will curtail-creative thinking in, the.diffusion area, through no fault-of
the authors. My-reservation in recommending the.book-is-that- the apparent_ completeness of
the-answers contained therein Will-deter the asking of heuristic hew questions.

In sum, the -book is -an excellent and -comprehensive treatment- of its subject and a fine
resource-for student -or- planner - ihich`blends theory alacase in-a-highly-coherent-result. .
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MASS-MEDIA AND-NATIONAL -DEVELOPMENT: THE .ROLFOF INFORMATION IN
THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. By Wilbur Schramm, Stanford; Stanford -Univ. -Press,

':1964;-pp. 333.

The -fit st agitval expressed:for- this= text by Lemeran -1964ropened-the gates-for all of us
to try to -(44erstand) jonimunication in development"), by Gerbner ("provide(s)- a
'sound bas planning mObililation of human .resources through mass
cointhunicatiorii")td by 'Ely.'("sh.(24,0e read-and used by all:enlightened planners who-are
serving developing nations ") has, lost its relevance .with the,advance of education in extension
programs, birth control planning.(McMill'an, -1973), communications departments and With
the burgeoning new interat irilntercultural-communication (QUA,de,v,Flopment).

While it is true -that boi)k is still readable and concrete,. it no longer represents an
adequate foundation- for -underslanditig communication and development. :Its mass- media-
orientation gives too little attention to, _interpersonal linkage (Liu, 1971). -While -the
injunction to make Media "as local' as possible" and the concern.-that- message quality
deteriorates with length ofchannerbeatindirectly on;this problem, the-ydo not confront:the

= problem-directly.

In essence, the textlaisesfundamental'questions suitable,for a first enquiry,-but no longer of
much .import with the ,further advance of media-theory. The field has "taken -stock," '"set
prioiities" and-has-thereby outgrown the-text,

COMMUNICATIONS AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT. By Lucian W. Pye (Ed.)
Princeton: Princeton Univ, Press, 1961; pp. 381-.

By contrast COMMUNICATIONS AND POLITICAL; DEVELOPMENT remains a very useful
collection over a:decade after its first publication. Among the, considerationslaisedinclude
the characterization of society, by -degree -of -communication development, an abstract
statement on the rule of communication (interperonal) and communications (mass)-in
political development, the 'borrowing of deutery learning -from Bateson- as a-variable of
renewed importance, case studies anda=(stili), excellent statement by Pye-on-the nature of
communication aryl the domain of communications study.

COMMUNICATION AND CHANGE -IN THE DEVELOPING. COUNTRIES. By Daniel
Lerner-and Wilbur Schramm (Eds.).-Honolulu: East-West-Center Press, 1967.

This collection dates its inception -from a- 1964 East -West Center- wnference, where
participants saw-the utility of uniting,statements-on developinental. communication theory
with,case studies from-three countries.-India, Communist:China and the,Philippmes.Millikan
sets the stage-for-the collection-with a-brief remark oil -how environment has been expanding
for,pretechnological -peoples, necessitating the creation -of a "propensity -to innovate" among
the World's-peasantry.

Much ofthe work, in-developmental theory is abstract. every society needs commniunication
institutions-(media), communication must survey-the environment, raise-aspirations, teach,
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socialize, etc., the press .plays a particular role' -in development, is communication .usually
vertleal or holizontal -in developing states?, and what .uf possible "multiplier effect" of
media? Even solutions, such as,the use-of "a planned 44-nanne" for change, are abstract. This
is why the format whieh includes ease studies -is so almal to the total impact of the
anthology.

As a first introduction -to.the theory of de,velopmental eennmunAcation the text retain_s a
great residual value. Problems ale identified, solutions- are phrased in general terms, the
playing of Lerner's views on ,Westeinization.againstinayyatulah's sharp -rebuttal' provides
notions-of models and ethies, for the- undeigladuate -reader, and thelheoretical statements by
Schramm and by Dube retain limn insight seven, years after initial .publication. -It -is my.
su,spicion that wocksliy S.C. Dube- -are too seldom - tapped in spite of their depth of insight
andintensityi.

-COMMUNICATION AND-DEVELOPMENT: A STUDY OF TWOl/s1D1ANN.ILLACES: By
Rao.-Minneapolis: Univ.-of Minnesota:Press,1966.

A text !Audi-Andy be used-with prohtts that cur ?,Rao's village studies (referred-to,:by Roger
l'ye-and-othei-s). The text isless valuable-fur its methodology, as the work Often-generalizes
beyond Waat rile data given-should apparently demonstrate, (maybe because the work grew,
out of-a larger dissertation) than-for its-sheer volume of ideas. Methods"-tire devisedta test
level of abstraction' and empathy, InfOrmation_ bearers-are elassified-in a speculative-system
by rote or posit4on in the village, and crucial points are dramatized concerning whether
papers, -films or ANY mass media haveian impact in the-village. ...

A second inlportant dimension of the study is the developed/undFdeveloped'aspect. The
study ,bc44,:, the question of causality betwen- villagesdevelopipenLandcuminunicatiOn habits

the village, but even- if put as correlition- or cons:ornmItant variation instead- of as
antecedent-vaila3le, the.resnitis_exciting. The,cm,tIon Orrhe,reduction of Ilmehtemls gap
with,,development, while not- docuiriented, tO- the satisfaction of a 're4deP" critical of
-methodology, wilhuake fascinating study fur fultirelesearchers.

IS
,fr

Rao's book-is altogether_ readable arid graphic in its,,presentation. True, a,,too meagre supply
of data is stretched -to- answer a Lou vast-array of questions,int- the question; temam-crucial
and engaging. If the reader will. aacept the book as an heuristic effort with- intuitive
impression presented as -proven fact; -it-Lecutnes am excellentlext fur-undergraduates-who
wish to understand-rural communicatilm patterns,

THE PRACTICE OF MASS COMMUNICATIONS: SOME LESSONS FROM RESEARCH.
'By Y.V:L.Rao.-Paris: ONESCO,Departmenr of Mass ComMunications,1972.1

This item and- the last-by Rao-remain-current because of-the-nature of then specidation. The
wotk for the -United. Nations is -the single most- comprehensive overview of the field of
developmental communication that L have encountered, and, -is ,inarred- idly by wholesale
unmarked quotation without_ specifically giving due credit except for a seneralmed
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acknowledgement irh-the preface, This account is Imperative for those -with porn:dram
leanings. and ought probably to be required rot any one with an Ariterest,"tti the area of
communication and development. The style' of the essay itself deserves study by those who
speak. to an international audience.

. USING COMMERCIAL -RESOURCES IN FAMILY PLANNING COMMUNICATION
PROGRAMS: TILE INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE. By Michael McMillan (Ed.).

-Honolulu: University Press-oqiiiwaii (East- West), 1973.-pp. 140% S2.00.

The text, a byproduct of a 1973 East-West Center 6onfereiht'un -..unneio,theboutes as
available for use in population .planning programs, does much to explain for the pulicl,
maker how lie should go- .about- enlisting -advertising agencies and market:research firms to

.; conduct planning campaigns. Not only is a- general' overview'provided which shows the
surprisingly great -degree of reliance that some governments., already make on private

td.1411e commercial agencies, but the-text is sttongest-iwoffering CONCRETEsuggestions-for type..
of-advertising campaigns. .

. , I
, The book is a well-sounded; autlwrilativP, convincing treatment, of its subject matte'. it

would fit wekinto .t.training-,program, a population policy consideration or a A murse in
developmental .communication. The-great Irony of the treatment is that the United States,
creator of "reach-and-frequency" campaigns; is well-behind some twenty -other developing
nations in the marketing of contraceptive nuterials: Literacy, rural attrtudes.apd delicate
subject matter fail-to prevent-an enthusiastic iesponse-to scientifically conducted, population
planning campaigns. -,..

COMMUNICATING -FOR CHANGE WITH THE RURAL DISADVANTAGED: A
WORKSHOP. By the National-Acailemy of-Sciences. Washington, EXC., -1972.

The workshop results' are summarize& in the introductory section of the book, and
elaborated an by the individuals from around America -who are gathered to share then
:Allem:aces in working with the "other advantaged" of America. The essays are-generally
graphic, -well illustrated and- very straightforward. The net impact -nf the work is to
demonstrate that "comnionicatiurr,gaps," poverty subcultures andlanguage difficulties need

.not occur only as planningproblems of the "Third. World," but-that the_same,problenis are
most presiing '(and yet unacknowledged) within America itself,' The book is a WL)filii
supplement or even a core text for intercultural communication courses, and is 6rticral.
reading- for students of developmental-communication.

MASS-MEDIA AN6 NATIONAL INTEGRATION IN-COMMUNIST-CHINA?.)3y Alan P.L.
Liu. Berkeley:Univ. of California Press,_194).

At the outset -I will note that I have always found Liti a fascinating -writer. My first
encounter with his work was ,a monogfaph; THE USE OF TRADITIONAL MEDIA _FOR
SibogRNiziNg -IN:C6MMUNIST CHINA (Center for -International Affairs,,MIT, 19(S),

"acquainted me with a- writerCbf insightful ,and engaging ideas. While -Ltu wishes to
avoid "needless duplication" in the present wprk, the reader would be well served by a fuller
reference to work already covered in,the,earlier essay.

Communist China has taken certain policy steps winch are instructive for the rest ,of-the
developing world. -It- has-stressed interpersonal _communication acid -has attempletEwhplesald

.1 3 f*
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.
what Liti terrns"nkase" of the mass Mediato the traditional peasant. Liu may be-too
adarnatil in liis.belief that Colimmust,empliasis oft ITILL4Altliattunliasted to t neglea,of thc
laying of a' proper,...oninuirmations intrastra.t.orq (a- viewsliared-by Pool irt the prefa,.e), but
thepositio is bolstered by detail, statistio- and ,.leaf Liu presents the s..hult.e as a
policy fluctuation between tpettetration'andldentiflcatirin."

Set against this broader examination is the spe..ifh. message that a government may
(legitimately of illegitimately) seize folk, Media-1.W indoatination purposes. Sth.lianassive
propaganda effort based' upon one-sided appeal (theoretkally suffioent in the abseme of
cotinter;propagaiia) was-hinted to haveTailedin China.

...1.1;-av4ount-by 'Liu -ts the-best study _Available of, ,..ummunit,atiorrand national
integution. utufulnuly strung 'in ast.,eatment of main and interpersonal inedia,And the
best supplementary text might be Lita's own earlier study. The books._ singly or to
cornbination, round out- wtheory coarse at the- cadge:level-quite admirably._ .

.
//

'MEDIA 'CAPACITIES (SYMBOLIC AND INSTRUCTIONAL)-

MEDIA AND SYMBOLS. THE FORMS OF EXPRESSION, COMMIINICATION AND;
-EDUCATION. By 'David E. Olson (Ed.). Chicago. Univ. of Chicago-Press, NSSE 73rd

eabook,-PariL 1974;pp. 08.

COM WI ICATIONS .TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL POLICY, UNDERSTANDING THE
N 'CULItURAL :REVOLUTION: By 'George Gerbner. et allEds.F.,New Yoik:
Wiley-Interscienee1973; pp, 573r

The-Olson oll..vnun sets out to demonstrate that varmus media mpreseitt morp than
tedinulogius, faulitating $!artain 'forms of instrw..tion wink being ill spited to
edm-ational,requiremetas. The:essay lisIo in...luded are well.known-pi the field of massmiedia,
ps3tehnlogy and instructional systems. .

- 7 .

The anthology bungs together the best of learning theory. InstmaiOnal media', formative
researuli and, theories of sy as.,position and ..umpetency, .and oreates as a-result an

-extraordinary, di abstrau, view of the iiet,esstty to suit /instrualon .to th'e "available,

4,ornmunkations to.hnology. The .mplementalion of the suggestruns tnpained in th4,
k.ulleolon will mean a total ieevaluation edu,ation, a rethinking- of what is 4U11.3bie'
,,Lnitcrit in ediration arnLan effort to bring-out potential as )etlatent in t14-appli,..ation-of
communications medialorinstructioni.

The uolle..tion is- strongest in its ..uri.sideration in a parttulat symbulk titiTdi
as anend in-itself. Likewise; the ..onsideralion of the media as a_so..ial adjuna. depending-on
cultural assumptions, te...etves adesuato stress. The collealun is-of great importan,-; fur
graduate instrualun to edu...al.on, instruaional te,linolog) antfinternational-mcdia, and as a
supplementary_text for courses focusing oil symbols systems in society.
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The Lentral theme of the'Getbnet ..olleuost as,won".C'.::.-..n.'s-i4' that te.1in'oloko 4,4ne4as to
an end. a ,tool, and' Ls-not to beo.vaidered oul of ,...oniqt- not as 0.; end proda..trn itself. to_
JjVutt.0 the technology. from its onsF.quent.es is impossible and. evenl; posnble. is
undesirable. Communkations it:gritted: bpsed upon independent rese,...!,
(Mt.111111aa,1973).-to,plati for any ..ontingenq subjek.t h'rstitietal {untiol. Tlie texts differ-in
two major respects. the Getbner. tes.) fut.uses inure OH uunsIdetmluris of pubt) than on
46-strapions relating to media potential (with some overlap between items), and it
auoinmodakes students. w1io4ne.advait...e.1 undergraduates mute easily than would-the other.
-Both items argue ..unipllingly forthe appropriateness olinedta piugiamnung.

Gcrbner's cone...Hon. diallenges a number of usittlly at.cepted views, (1) Freedom ut
Information may not in- allo.asesbe a virtue for emergent nations. (2) Thlise who ,try to

,predicate a better anda planned future based upon new,,..ommuniLations tears-wives have
Afivariably been wrong. (3) Messages from one symbulit. mode (pictures, music, verbal
symbols, ete:)-t.annot be rendered adequately some other-symbulk. mode. (-1) Learning
s'yinbolic.modes of fartherreaaing value than imparting'speofo, ,.....intent in the shuols.
and (5) Media arc 6ultural artifa,..ts meaning thatJevelypnient.11,,orninum...ution does not_a
.present exist ;developers arc in-a-cultura.aport front =elvers.

_______ The anthology is.provoi.ative throughout. It is pa..kaged:in self-uuntained units on ,ivalable,
teninology. edut.ational appbt...itions, urban ...ummunk.ations (m...luding minority
i.ommunicattons). the role of ,..ommumations tedmulogy in national development, and

-.offers views of the futurs. which ought-4o shape-rned4epolicy.

Several articles stand out, as required reading:1.n s,udents of interoultuial onirriunwation:
Gross (also in Olson) details 11,.4, an individual obtains sycnbolia, umpetehoe, within
perbeptual nudes, *rasing questrunsof ienderability between,..ultures. Bruner and Olson (In

'Gerbncr) extend this statement to show limitations tn-exptession for ALL .ultural media
(graphs.. diagrams, numbers, mithc, su,..h that oce-...an draw outmo more meading than
he has learned to eiitrak.t as a.invde from the underlying means of _presentation. Cabot,
Schiller, Carey and Quirk argue a ..ompelling base that increased intercultural
6..UMMUniWilYn^ Heed not ineny_ way, 4.1111dtc ailletufh1M14fidifig as M.Ilifilained=b; Banks

(1973). Other articles deal-with minority a,,..ess to CATV, , in _a t.ase for-the use of
"formative reseaLli" 197.'), the ..leaten ihe Children's Television Workshop
argues that more leedforward :01 the effetive Use of itltualutwhdeVlaitrfi (a

-theme which he extends 1n .the Olson-volume). '

While certain essays are cm-eptionally well argued,.the -Cerbner
_

as a whole is
timely, ufsightfirl andtantglitingly plopheti... The use of media te,,h7rviogy-always.preserit4.1'
risk, a theme wint.h permeates -the Gerbner ..tillealon. The reader of the volume will be
batter able to-define that risk,.if not neessaily to redut,e-it. Those who -deal with poliuy
decisions will find-this collection critical to theft* work.

WORLD COMMUNICATION; THREAT OR PROMISE? A SOCLO TECHNICAL
APPROACIL.By Cohn Cherry. New York; Wiley-Intecsolenee. 1971. pp. 229.

;:.".,,Cherry.s text is written, with a certain -informality which .foes mud] ,to-make the many
. . .-statistia and charts palatable lot the undergraduate reader. The book is a Jasonanrig.
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interplay statattt:,, value judgments and spe..ulation. Almost Alf-..onsootaly.the author
warns about the taking of the numbers at fat:e value, reporting avtana..) metha arc
used differently. within Acp,n.de settinp. of rJ14es and prefesenes Jae: between.lot..thuts.

' -

WORLD COMMCNICATION. TIIREAT OR PROMISE? gees,beyond-the-teltni..al with the
defense of a variety of propo-sitions. (1). Soueties advame only so far as they
ahteve, use and ai.untain systems-of 47Jmniuni...ahow 2.) Media,prolifetatioirmakes-possible
but not An.evit.tble iiiternationcLoopetationsand and landing. (3) Med-m.101ms uortelatety.
Jther sueial asp:as-30,h tune-cons..tousiteSs, sense f impending ititure.(Rata#19tki, to
progress vow ..rnit..al abilities. (4) There is no available method fur oniparison fin the
relative value of media a.ross ,ultures. (5)' The intertlItural tontnium..ation offered by
inedi.,,peneilaiitni is- between UtstauUotts mote ahaiLbetween private persons. and (o) Media
alone cannot -Jose the-gap" between the,more antilesg developed 4:urinates.

The beginning student of media ato.likely take the staiisties.to be-the "message" of
the ,book, wItkli-..oultLproveztoSi ..:-..fortunate. The real message-of the bliok hes
between the ...Nits, graphs and tables, in-Cherry's inttaptetations. Cheri; makes the point
himself that tclinology rs nut independently signitil-ant. but rather the USE *of that
technology is the key. "the power of communteatmn media resides in
people y(Attitudes and values) are nut .so readily and qub.kly uhanged by mere
installation of tcJtnii.al apparatus.'" The t.ontents of the "emotional powei" of the media
must interest all ''t.auttou;4 optlintsti.. students of intek:ultural .ommusta.atunt and of_
intematiOnal organization.

The book is mommended fat a ..ollege -audieni,c as a response. to ovetlyoptintistic
treatments AO: equate potential with result, rn PLTITIO PRINCIPI form. and to those
who are infatuated withluturolua the'degree where they readily irusinteilliet the signs
of the present. army does not ..ease to "hope". far intacaseil understanding and other
informational benefits, but he Jots :plane these hopes in a hit utiniCli. As tet.linit.al tpeans
Zit` kommunivation spread amung...ountoes. rit.h and pout, to magnify then powers of
vtgression in their own symbols, At may the dangers of mainiciptetation be magnifltd."
Efforts_ at feather understanding must 3 tcoatvat art antsyp.ttlon of possible difiluulties in

.the exchange of idea'

A
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DIRECTORY -OF ORGANIZATIOAS
CONCERNED WITH INTERNAMONAIANTEIICUlTURAL comstmcitiloN

STUDY. TEACHING. ftf-SEARCKiRACTICE, SPONSORSHIP
Corinne K..'Fleinings'

Assistaitt:Ecikor

.
Thiidirectory is bass& MT; t WO assumptions:.

that a foolish consistency is the hoblobtin-oflit de minds.
that the.present CA panding ..Mf151.auusness.of internatrunol,intercultural communication

study has nut yet settled intu-clefinectand,dehneated study IICAS. Tlierefore-the following
listings art.presented,within the framework-of:this-rationale:
I. Orrpnizatibnslather than individuals arc inclUded. .

2. Focuses at with humanrather than metlianical. oral rather-71ton Witten a:,pe..ts'of
,Idea exchange. . ,

..,.-
.

- 3. Schools-ate-trichlectottly if then ,primary offerAo,:tathet than-oncirogrant of study
mama courseara-in iincrnationaliiiitercultoralcointitiinication. .

4. Conscious. objective study of corirmunhation with well-defined project; andleported
conclusions may'not engross the groups listed. Their efforts may be informally
directed toward understanding under unstructured or gamely structured cunditior.s,
They are listici because thew activityclnay well be in a setting that a scholar- would-find
usefulinsearch of-objective and controlled observations._

S Entries are arranged alphabetically because they cannot be classified exclusively as
research sources. practical experience opportunities. study grant toutces. etc. :.

6, Descriptions arc nut i;umplete but present only activities of inieres.146 Kfiolars of
intemational/interulturakcommunication.

7, Most inclusicins are based' upunlespranse to a-lettet mailed:by the Annual's Assistant
Editor.

T ttihere are m re oriumions than iliclunons. largely becmuse groups which bear names pf
obvious sit culrutal involvement did nut respond to the letter. The usefulness of the
directory seems evident, however, in that it surveys many organizations winch have...not
earlier been seen as related to scholarly interests. Tne'broad scope revealed in these listings
should be of considerable value to persons interested ni participating in. teadung. or
studying aspects of international/in rculiural communication.

The following directories are useful guides to persons and organizations that focus many of
their acuvities.orl international;inter?.ultural communication research and practice. .

"AMERICAN STUDENTS AND TEACHERS ABROAD: SOURCES OF INFORMATION
ABOUT OVERSEAS STUDY. TEACHING, WORK, AND TRAVE11.1.S. Department of
Health, Educatton, and Welfare Publicatiop No. (OE) 72196. Supt.

...r
of Documents. Catalog

No. HE 5.214.14174. Stock No. 17801073. Washington. D.C.. U.S. Government
Printing Oftl.x. 1972. (5.45 to US. Govt, Printing.0ifice Washington, D.C, 20402)
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UtlfGation Soaeties.1474.. . . .

i Alit itetottn*ci .4:Couguiph.41401S ,PV.Si.x. 10,4. Sil-ber Spiint,May,Lsigl
..?+ i.1I410)

140r7land

Digtc-roRy of (Rosst. -.11.11.:P.41. RE-SLARCI1 AND 'RESEARCHERS.. ,litarigliltn,
Atizitor.,iit.,41. Center,. foi Ctt-e...Ctilior,r1 Racatuh., Dcrai meta ...f Pay,hology,, Wes.tein

-:. Washingttm Stai#C,j1Ngo.141,
(S330 to DIRECTORY; W.I.:Lon Center Gm Ci....mkultural Researult, WI. tan

i, ton StalO,Colleil,e,13c111riVf4m.AVasit, 984:2S)
- I

INTERNATIONAL DlihtTOF,LY.., FOR EDUCATIONAL LIAISON. WaAtiington. D,C,"
averle.r) Liaisori.Cetfunittic- of the AmerN-an Counittkin Educoion,
(S5 (10" to Publkis,..4tion Office. Arnearan -Counal it ,Ectuuation:, One Dopont cirje:

. , WaiIiiitgton.D.C.10036) -

ORGANICATIONS. SERVING INTE.RNATIONAL VISITORS IN T1111 klATIONAL
cANTAL ARIA- 4th edr ,W.Ottrigton. Dk.. International Mottos Scimut Couriol -of

NIerklpnlise Interiutional. 1073..
. I ..06Io HOIJ St 200061

;

WHOLE WORLD laNDBOOK, A STUDENT GUIDE TO akORK. ST WY. AND-TRAVLE
ABROAD, New Yurf,... Cour411 oli Internauoipl Itlacdtkm4 1,x41r urge and the

Faitniiver(R-Anantier Publishing °rpm (ion, ON,
.

1. ($3.50 foSitrfiri acrd Schuster. 6301h 1th Ave.. New York, NY. 1Q020).
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AcnoN.
vq..tington, 2052.
1,1,,S vverninent agency adrainisters,pitrmains of1'tat,..t=cotr6 (*-0,114,:s4 (44e) . &ore,
Ave. RS% P, fosiei iarandparents Senior.klictiprirtou Piotaarn., Volanteets of Peact'Corps
-.15k1 Vora re.x,Ar pieriersice training in Lingloge.....,cultuie, ..ustoms, social and political
SyliCIIK, Jnd tawny as pepatation for ASVe to kritCtitithlikat and:pt

enwran'int

WM, AFRlt,%rsf,ANtERICAN:INSTITUTE
333 -Unged Nations Kato
;stow Volk, ;N.Y. ICAO .

Private viganuation delowitrpnWnt. and /aiding

Pfmktelt the U.S. Alma. Sporisers annual conference of African anti Anletican
Representatovs tAttisar,,g-tyeinincni officials .unkincnibers of the US Sentry -and-House of

Represedtator Aineuwit Dialogues-Iannual conferen.es:_of .lisimpished Africans
and Airrerion4; infainiati,on ,pt.'sgraill,? in the US-p-at all School Stistrices Division

safflubte3 741-001 plc.cata0.01.0 AtriLaWkaforrilatigli, malorriational organizations
wait workshops, etc.. evaluates teaching ,irlateifals and develops nev. ones, interprets npd

evaluates its Citt!tb,. 4, Arno rogt.M-1.44,7pcn,40 to general public) provides

',leaching and travels experiern.e.s tit Afrisa lot U.S. persons. American Study in Africa
ptcylan.ati4fletls-rApvitoa.c tut US- stadifaCe t.1),.1.utafquitiaJuate sta,fients -SeVratal areas,

including ;Utter- studies. Metal arty; and language. Mikan Policy Information Ctnter°
gainers and diswmiates intormatioirahoui-current. U.S:African issues. International Visitor

Purer or ofiels Atru,an gosemment leaders. edu.atois. andpiofessomals exposure to the
d nrciati.yros,v*,A.lion, ofAmecans t.r Africa, Educational True; Grant program

can educators-visitllieU.S. n, keep-in too.li with current in their-fields.

AFRICAN-SIDI/1ES ASSOCIATION
c Shillinan Center

A Ilandels-Urristrsity
-11/411Inin,Nlassaehii-setfir2l54
Itugviclual and institution ,rnernismtup-...ii frOl4lIklii- hi alp rogethei posons with a'scholatly

and pnutosional telegsl in Attica ptotide .to the Aftn.aiwt community

and tt) publish and distribute appropriate scholia) and infoirnational matrlatc.. Holds
annual meeting in 0-4.35-thet .41 :.overribei with fstttictrants from Alma, Eat-Jpe, and the-VS_
Ileaskorns Award ple-ented annuatli to Aultivt uf a disttriguLliedscholarl) work o,n Ainca,

Publishes- a view-three turic-4 yvar, a-newsletter six rime J sear. and-a qitgterly

AM,ERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR TIE AarANCEMENT OF SLAVIC STUMP
!town .154. 10We-it-Wit Avenue
The bhioStato-University
Colurnbut, Ohio 0'210 s

(ouriltriates and 4panNut$ giuup and-mdividnals Slasi. studies. Has- received-

grant -ftorn,LiS. Office Etlpatvon.Dep.ii tment of HEW, fot "Preparation of Materials fo?*

an htterdociplinary Coins* on Eastern Eutope" to, include" modulat nterdistapitnaty

materials .aivering people (inducting material on natanta(tio, otistus, lemugraph),
ohnographY. and- language). !twiny, geogiaphy, itletJturc. an and rins.A..,

sconomic, and sticialsystems, law. and ntmattonit relations ;:aste,m--Europe
;
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A,NERIC E FO R IRISH -STUDIES
Ja,net.Egleson.Dunleasy, Secretary
English-Department, University of-Alitsconsin
Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53201
1nterdiseiplidary membership association of-U.S. fac.ulty and graduate students mhterature,

'history soolology pohitcal science. art, a - 'Maintains liaison with similar groups in
other countries Plans sections for national and, regional Modcm Language Association
meeting.:.-the iitneritIrs AsSociation, and others. Maintains archives. Publishes ,a
newsletterindleprint series of landmark- essays in Irish studies.

ANIgRickg CORM i 11 F.E`OF SLA asp
2 wiiiinp EdgertonSAtaintin

perAntenforSlaviciAiluages and_titeratUres
Eallantine,Ilall 502. Indiana-University
- Bro*gion, -Indiana 47401
Comm) tee composed of chairman for hisThei representative) of each U.S.- university
departmen. f Slavic languages and h...ratures that offers graduate work through Ph.D.
-Organi2A.s I'S participation in International Congresses of Slansts which meet every five
years. deal with-Slavic linguistia.litt -.lure. folklore, poetics. and vitt ural-history..

AMERICAN COUNCIL !FOR NATI ONA CITIES'S ERVICE
4. 20 West 40th Street

New York. NY:10018
National non-profit oiganizzItion assists immigrants and other ,newcomers to adjust to U.S,
society by. familiarizing theiri-Withli.S. institutions. language, life, and citizen responsibility.
Member agencies Help etlintic and racial grpup041- quest for equality and social justice
through communication and -4,,`,34oFeration in1s1en:LItural attiques. Sponsors.mtemation41

- travel for US. citizens intereSter,Din AtNS ethnic studies. Publishes interpreter releases
(about fifty per-year); and a handbook-for immigrants.

AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES
?.45 East 46th Street
New York, N.Y. 10417

-Private non-profit federation of nation.: bc.hularly orgaruzations Jdvances.bumanislic studies
in all fields of learning and interrelatiOnslups among sut.tettes devoted to such studies.
Provide's fellowships and _grants.inaid for U.S. and foreign scholars for post-doctoral and
other study and-research. Encourages develop:v4 ot_Amentan studies programs m foreign
institutions of highet -education. Funds international scholarly ongresses in the U.S.
Supports research 2nd planning conferences, a lecture series, and archaeological recovery.
Co-sponsors International Research and Exchanges Board. Publishes newsletter eight times
annually.

AMERICAN COIAICIL ON EDUCATION
'One Dupont Circle
Washington, D.C. 20036
Conducts International Education Project under three-ye:1i grant from Ford Foundation.
Convenes academic and govertiment representatives on limited basis to exarmne (among
other interesti) the validity ortraditional approaches to international education. Cooperates
-with Academy for Educational Development on World Studies Data Bank Project (see).
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AMERICAN COUNCIL ON GERMANY, INC.
99 Park Avenue'
New York. N.Y. tool

131.1.

'Private sister organization of AtlantikBru,ke, both founded to prov4Is parsonal interaction,
between US. and German, non-politilal persons for undeistSnding of.U.S.German affairs.

SPor157= conferences, scmatais fur U.S. armed-service °Akers, interpersonal communication
experiencesfor vwtors n either wuntry. Plans U.S. - German p conference fur November
1974 iii Germany. attends a by MN atdtion unl). Publishes a, variety-of newsletters. studies

AMERICAN-DIALECTS JETT
ciotenterfor Applied Ling*tristia
1b11 N. KenrStriet
Aritngton.
lndlvldual

, .
and .m.stitutlim memikerscup arganization studies Engl.!' litguage in \brth

America, together with Littler languages nfluenung it or influenimd by -it. Holds annual
national meeting in LL111011;t1011-with ludern Language Assouation convention, and regional

meetings. Publishes sermannualluurnal, studies, newsletter, is served by a.quarterly-jburnal
under agreement with Columbia Univetsity Press. Presently preparing The -Dictionary of
Arnericaral.En ish.

AMERICAN-FRIENDS OF THEIMIDDLE EAST
-1717 Nlassat.husizt ts Avenue,
Washington. D.C. 20036
Private nonprofit in:int/await dedicated to thering .i.immuni.ation and understanding
between people of the Middle Last arid Noah Afm...a and thole of the US. Provides English

language and other training fur students and trainees in AFME Exchange Visitor Program to

the US. Arranges visits of individuals or groups, partkularly educators, to Middle Cast and

North Africa. 'Maintains Information Servn.es Department. Publishes quarterly report and

numerous educational materials in iihreand print.

THE AMERICAN INDIAN-CORE A$SQUATION
942 South-Arapaho Drive OP

Santa Ana, California-92704 -

Non- profit membership ultura l study organm itio n t eIiL ated to stud). Interpretation and
rpettution of the lore of the Amencan.Indran. Publishes newsletter.

IERICAN INSTITUTE-FOR FOREIGN STUDY

20 Greenwich Avenue
ireenwielt, Connecucut 06830
attonwide orpnizatidn, tounded v.1 provide unaprehensive overseas travel and study

programs on foreign campuses. Sponsors' Camp America which provides British and
European students work as ,.amp wunselOis in the U.S.-dunng the summer. Attempts to
bring studeitt to a total experience of One ..ountry , one segment of a country . or perhaps one

small area so as to study in depth and in k,untext the cultural, historiLil, literary, and

linguistic heritage of the people..

3,1)
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ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE DE LITTFRATUI1E COMPARE
-Institute of Comparative and GeneralIiter.dure

... .
Ramstrazi01, Utrecht, TheNetherlands

i

persons interestedin study of ..omparative literal
Individuat merhbership organization promotes uit.e.personal exchange of,information

u e, utganized.in,lucal societies_ militate
with the International Federation of Modern Lang rages and Literatures. Holds internam nal

.., congress eveirthree: four. or-{lve years.

I /
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE AND RESEARCH IH3RA1UES /. 50 Ea' At,HuronStreet
Cy leap. 1thnos 60614
See American Library Aisociation.

.
ASSOCIATION-FOUR ugu-og_ET LVDEVELOPPEMENT_DELA TRADUCTION

A:LINGUISTIQIA APPLEQUEE (ATALA)
ttage,Proces ng)(Associationlor Au

45. Rue-di-WM
Paris 5e., France
Nfembership organization studie s. lingui scaentifIL. and teOnical in. ,`Iems of automatic
translation and the c'oordiriation of in ividual tiansialotswork, Encourages practtcal,work
and researzir Arangei=for ex.;hange f information arnong,similar f,roups.,Publishes a review
or'bulletimand miscellanetius papers. - ..

- '' ATLANTIK-I3RUCKE E.V.
-2 Hamburg 64. Sanderskoppel 15. , .
Germany , .

ge i American Councitun Germany, Inc., its sister oiganization.

AUSTRIAN:INSTITUTE
11 East 52ndStreet,
hew York, NN. 10022
Cultural center offers,lectore, film, discussion, and other programs about Austria. acts as,
clearing-house In cultural relations between, die and Austria. Maintains reference library
of books, films, records, slides. Participates In administration of educational exchanges
between the U.S. and Austria.

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF ASIAN STUDIES
3494-2Ist Street
San Francisco, California 94110
Graduate school organized into two divisions Area Studies, Interdisciplinary and
Comparative Studies) offers particularly sttong plograms tn philosophy, pNyvhology, and
'studies of South Asiaalanguages.

CENTER-FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS
161-1 North Kent:Street
Arlington, Virg:11322209
See, American Dialect Society
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CENTER- FOR CROSSCULTURALRESEARCH
Western-Washington'State'College
ifiellingham,-Washington 98225
'Communicates the efforts of hundreds o1 behavioral and social scientists dedLated to
cross-cultural research and to study of cultural conditioning which affects motivation,

!Thing, attitudes, perception, etc,-Publishes quarterly.

CENTEW FOR C ROSS-C ULTU RA L COMMUNICATION

20 IthinocaRoad
portola Valley, California 94025
Nun- profit corporation sponsors interraualandAnterculturaJ communication- workshops in

line with teachings of humanistic, psychology and D. CarRogers. Outgrowth of therenter

for Studies of the-Person:

CENTER -FOR -INTEit-AMERICAN RELATIONS \
680Tark Avenue
New York,N:Y. 10011
Individual a,d institution mehibership-curporation with purpose ofcreating understariding
and mutual trust among_cuuritries ol the Western-Hemisphere. Provides for-niembers,and,the
public, forums, seminars, lectures, personal ,contact, and a translation program. Jointly

sponsors -programs Walt universities, international organizations, and related institutions

Publishesoievieiv three,times_a year, and-books.

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMSANI(COMPARATIVE-STUDIES.

TheState_EducationDepartment
The University of the State of New York
99-Washington Avenue
Albany, N.Y.. 1Q210

State- and federal government-funded and privately supported- office strengthens
opportunities -and resources fur study of other areas of the world inschools,,colleges, and,
-universities of New York State, particularly in programs of teacher education. Special
interests are societies and-cultures of Asia, Africa, Latin America, Russia, and East Europe

Mainiains-staffs in the State Education Department, Albany ,-Foreign Area Materials Center,

New York City (see), The Eilucational Resources Center, New Delhi, India (see). Sponsors
study ,programs in New York State and elsewhere in the U.S. and abroad. Collaborates
nationally and internationally on conferences and other activities.Publishes wide variety of

publications, tapes, slides, other-teaching aids.

CENTER FOR NEO-HELLENIC STUDIES
'tow West 22nd Street
Austin, Texas 78705
Non-profit organization supported by contributions, founded for advancement of lo.owledge

concerning history and culture of modern Greece. Promotes study of modern Greek
language at all-levels, organizes or sponsors lectures, serves as consultant, conducts research

Provides channel of communication between and awards prizes to scholars engaged in studies

of language, literature, history of literature, philosophy, other fields. Pablishes books and a

journal,

1 f1 I
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-

CHEkOKEE NATIONAL. HISTORICAL SOCIETY, INC.
Box 5i5
Tahlequah. Oklahoma 74464
Individual and business membership organization preserves,' tells .abetil the story of the
Cherokee American Indian Tribe, promotes its econumii. development. :Presents "Trail.of
Tears'," 'outdoor- historic drama at IsaLa -Gi Cultural -Center with :five foreign language
translatiOns sometimes provided. Cooperatively sponsors lei.tures and exhibits whit- other
organizations.- Operates recreated Cherokee village.

COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
Speech Communication-As/sefciation
Statler.Hilton-Hotel
New-York, N.Y. 10001 j
-Commission affiliated witluSpeech-CommunicationAssociation:

COMMUNICATIOKASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC
Department of Speech
'University of hawaii
-Honolulu, Hawaii 96800
International,, individual and institution membership organization studies Pacific
international communication. Holds annual meeting in-PaLifk area. Publishes journal.

THE COMMUNICATION_RESEARCH C_ ENTER
422 Blake Hall, University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66044
Combines researchinvestigatior&, developmental programs, and dissemination of information
useful to human communkation. Primaiy. researil interests are RaisingCommunication
Potential of the Individual. Communication bekeen Members of Different
Cultures and Sub-CulturahGroups; Communication via Mass Media.

CONFERENCE ON ORIENTAL-WESTERN LITERARY RELATIONS
-Box 8107, UniversityStation
Austin, Texas 78712
Comparative Literature Group.9, a part of the Modern Language Assoi.tation. Meets annually
at MLA convention for residing of papers, panel disi.ussions about national literatures, etc.
Publishes civarterly -LITERATURE EAST AND WEST whik.h. 5.untains oral and performing
literatures of Oriental countries -with translations and comments.

CONSORTIUM OF LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAMS.
Institutional membership organization of the Latin Amerksin Studies Association (see)
promotes Latin American studies. Issues publications on specialized topics.

COSERV (National Council for Community Services to International Visitors) See
Hospitality Committee for United Nations Delegates, In'.., and National Council for
Community Services to International Visitors.

.14'2
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EAST-WEST CULTURAL, CENTER
2865 West 9th Street.! -

LosAngeles, California 90006
Non-profit educational- and religious organization. teaches and, helps lmegrate -cultuial and

l' sses.
spiritual values of. East. according to teachings of Sri Aurubindo. Maintains library,
sells books, sponsors e

EDtiCATIONALIFILMIIBRARY ASSOCIATION
17 West 60th Street .

New York, N.Y. 10023

IndividuF) and institution membership organization serves as clearing house for
information about films and other non-print -media. Evaluates- films, including minority
productions, sponsors -festivals and workshops, maintains library. Publishes -Magazine five
times year,and other publications.

EDUCATI ONA L MATERIALS PROJECT
1790 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10019
Activity of the Conference on Asian Affairs, -Inc., -in association with the Center for
International Programs aq' CoMparative Studies (see). Undertakes specific projects to
develop study` materials on.-foreisn areas (currently Africa and India fur secondary sdiuuls)
and- provides - liaison with4chools111 the U.S. for,the Educational:Resources Center Gee).

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES CENTER
D-53 Defense Colony
New Delhi 110024, India
Office of the Center fur International Programs anti Comparative Studies (see). Collaborates
with a. number of -Indian institutions and organizations fur international stud.es. Publishes
occasional newsletterand.miscellaneous papers.

EISENHOWER EXCHANGE FELLOWSHIPS, INC
256-South 16th Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 191,02
Privately supported organization:provides a period of travel and observation in the U.S. fui
foreign individuals who have already demonstCated leadership achievement ii. then icspective
countries and professions. Provides interaction between fellows ens!- then professional
counterparts and others in all fields. Publishes bulletin and brochures.

ENGLISH IN ACTION
40 East 54th Street
New York, N.Y.-10,922
Membership organization supports work of volunteers 110i1 academic learning situations
who spend one hum or mule a week conveismg- with a person tuwhom English is a second
languageolloquialisms, idioms, customs, and other LS. ..characteristics are discussed during
,practice speaking.

14
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THE ENGLISH INSTITUTE,INC:\
English,Departinent,,University-of COimecticut
Storrs, Connecticut 06268
Membership organization of shulats,,,,ritlek, teadters, and- writers who meet annually to
provide Interpersonal discussion and fresh approaches to J tpdy of-English.and U.S. language
and:Iitecatiile Publishes annual-volume of-lecturesand'essays.

THE,: ENG LISH-SPEA KING UNI ON- OF THE UNITED- STATES
.16-Ead69tIrStreet
New-York, N.Y10021'
Membership- organIzation and sister_ organization, E-S U. of the Commonwealth, aim- to
develop -among-English-speaking peoples a universaLunderstanding through cornmunication
-based on expanded use -of English as a um on language. Lecturers ,audress meetings c.a
1:adltions, ideal!, and culture ommun to English-speaking-peoples. Educational department
arranges exhange Visits for U.S....and-British teenagers, graduate students, andprofessionals.
U.S, headquarters maintains library and- Books-Aaoss-the-Sea Program-to Britain, Australia,
Canada,-India, and,New-Zealand

ESPERANTO INFORMATION
3940-47th Street
Long_Island.City, N.Y. 11104
Information enter fur national and world-wide groups which advoLate ethnic equality
through use of Esperanto as_the international language. Publish leaflets and'uther -materials,
promote instruction and personal-in ternatiteil ...orresponaeme in Esperanto.

ESPERANTO LEAGUE FOR NORTH AMERICA
P.O. Box 508
Burlingame,,California 94010
Individual membership orgailization poi-notes use of Esperanto internationally. Sponsors
%lasses, ...uurses, unferen...es, national and international Lonventiuns. 'Participates in MLA
annual unvention. Regional-groups,huld weekly meetings. Publishes bimonthly -newsletter
and annual antholusy of original Esperanto works. Distributes international Esperanto
newspaper.

THE EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION FOR-AMERICAN STUDIES
Prof. Dr. AN.J. den Hollander, Director
Watteaustraat 46
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Federation of national assuoations holds biennial inteinational unferen ,,e fur scholarly
disussiun of U.S. Europe interrelationships. Publishes biennial newsletter, sponsors
publication of cross-disciplinary books.

THE EUROPEAN TRANSLATIONS CENTRE
Doelenstraat 101
Delft, The-Netherlands
Membership foundation operates through national ..enters which collect translations and
information about translations col international ...ourdination. Cooperates with International
Standardization Organization in older to develop international standard for presentation of
translations.

14/1
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4 THE EXPERIMENTININTERNATIONAL LIVING
Private nonprofit educationalinsition. See Schoolisminternational

jidning.
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* FARMERS AND WORLD AFFAIRS, INC.
101 North-7tliStreet . .
Camden, New Jersey-08102 .

.

Non- profit educational organization cooperates with farm organizations to provide
interpersonal' learning for U.S. and foreign farmers through exchange programs. Sponsors,
conferences. . .

.

FEDERATION'DES-ALLIANCES,FRANCAISES AUX ETATS-UNIS
224East 60th- Street-
New Yorlc..Y. 10022
-Independent 'U.S. organization, of over two hundred' regional, groups increases contacts and
understanding -between the :U.& and F_ rance. Arranges speakers, films,pagazines, and -books
foe -membership .groups, assists in organization of French language programs; grants
scholarships, organizes-tours, foreign introductions, and an annual benefit. Awards prizes at

.
'annual General Assembly.

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES PROFESSEURS DE LANGUES VIVANTES
(Interional Federation of TeaChers of Mo'dern Languages)
Dr.,Reinhold Freudenstein,'Genefalsekretai
Liebigs;rasse 37-
P-355.Marburg/Lalin, Germany
Association membership organization promotes international relations -between modern
language teachers, oordinates research and other efforts-of its meMbers,Tacilitates materials
exchange, works, to, improve training of language teachers. Works with national and
international language teachers' associations .rather -than with,individuals. U.S. teachers may
request information abtut it ,through American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages, 62 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011. Holds. world conference every three
years (next in ,1975).

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES TRADUCTEURS
See American Translators Association.

FOREIGN AREA- MATERIALS-CENTER
11 West 42nd Street
New York, Y 10036
Office of the Center for International Programs and Comparative Studies (see). Prepares and
distributes materials un_fureign area studies, primarily at the undergraduate level. Sponsored
by the Council of Intercultural Studies and Programs (see).
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\ k

folEtdN-sTODErsrrsEkificE COUNCIL 1 t

'- 186049th Street; N.W.
Washington,'D:C..20009
Private non:profit'agent.y-works to:promote internationaLunderstanding through .0111i..atu. nal.-
and social ,progrants. for international students visiting and living- in Washing on, *C7,
ArrangesinterReponai,experiencei,, seminars,.an international Student; Day, spec,1 eventv
visits., Provides informational materials, spgaking opportunities fol students. 'P. dishes 9

4r
quarterly, newsletter.

A
- .1

'OUNDATION.POR CHANGE, iNC. i I,
1841 -Broadway-(60th Stint).
New York, N:Y. 10023
Non- profit educational organization seeks to develop ,student understanding of minor0,
Views and encouragessociaichange. Provides workshops and; training-for educators. Publishes
and distributes multi-cultural; multi-niedia:.study,,materials,on ,racism,;pdverty, and- ethnic

.,,
'pride. for elementary:and secondaiy:schools; . .

FOUNDATION FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
1655 West Jackson Boulevard.

:Chicago, Illkwis 60612
Non-profit- organitatiOn strives to increase understanding between peoples. Arranges
interpersonal, experiences forfamily travel groups, exchanges,students and teachers who are
expected to have Working knowledge of host,i-titiniry.,Chapters sponsor. discussions, lectures,
,social activities, studY-programs.

4

FRANCE-ETA TS-ON IS
6;:Bo uleyar d de Grenelle
Paris'15e, France

Piivate meinbeiship organization aims to familiarize the French people with every -phase of
U.S. life-through lectures,,publications, and tours. One of founderS the Federation
of European American Organizations. Publishes quarterly newspaper.

FRENCH INSTITIJig/ALLIANCFRANCAISE DE-NEW YORK
22 East 60thStreet
`NeVI-York, NN. 10022
Membership, organization encourages study of French language and culture.ur persons in
Greater NeW York area, conducts lectures, concerts, film and slide showings, special events.
Offers group and' private 'language classes. Awards scholarships. Maintains library. Publishes

- annual bibliography.
.

GERMAN ACADEMIC EXCHANGE SERVICE
1 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10003
Offers grants in,all.fields for research and study at German institutions of higher learning.

al%
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GERMAN - AMERICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS, INC.
--- --= F-Ralph Scott, First VievPresident

1.51,5`Columbia,Drive
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613,
,Membership organization(any Amerwan of German extra-tion ot one marne4 to sualTati,
American), chapters of wlin.h present German Lultural events..Ertworages travel.-sponsors
German-language radio .programs, provides German language sLhools, develops *youth
programs Publishes monthly journal.

- GIRLSCOUTS' OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
830 Third Avenue
New -York, N.Y. 10022
Membership organization of U.S. gills of all rat-es, nununty groups, affiliated with World
Association of Girl- Guides and Girl &outs. Provides Lonfrontation-type expenenc'e in
human .relations while ,girls learn-ideals of-Lhar.h.ter,,,undua, patriotism, and servhe of U.S.

-7Filizenship. Cooperates in planning programs with wide range of religious groups.
Arranges international conferences and ex,hanges. Issues variety.of publications.

THE HOSPITALITY AND INFOHMATIONSERVICE FOHDIPLOMATIC RESIDENTS-
AND FAMILIESITHIS)
1630 Crescent'Place,

-Washington, DC. 20009
Private, voluntary service of the Meridian House Foundation (see). Assists-foreign dOlumatn.
families- in adjustinrto Washington,..D.C., and-the U.S. through-tours, English, unversation
groups and language (-lasses, Lultural aLtivities, home visits. Publishes glide booklets and
miscellaneous-papers.

HOSPITALITY. COMMIITEEFOR'LINITED NATIONS DELEGATIONS, INC.
Room 202 Secretariat Building
'United Nations
New'York,.N.r. 1001.7
-Volunteer organization provides ulterpersonal expenemais, servu.es, tours, Ling,uage (-lasses,
entertainment, and informatior, to U.N. delegates-and then wives, Arranges sdrolarslups for
delegate families. Member of aatiopal utganizatiun wiled COSERV (see) with headquarters

Washingtoh, D.C.,-and member organizations in-other communities.

HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH ORGANIZ#ION
3001North-Washington Street- .
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 .
Non -profit. corporation conductS research in field of trainingand e4uLation. continuation-of
the George Washington University Human Resources Researdi OfF.e. Aims to improve
human performan,e,, particularly in organizational settings, dim, 1 -behaviotal and soLial
st,tence research, developinent, and Lonsultation. Conduos reseal in fields of training,
motivation, and leadership.

147
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THE INFORMATION CENTER ON CHILDREN'S CUL RES
331 ,East 38th Street
New York, N.Y. 10016
Non-profit, non-streernrantal e.pirazation, seNce of the CS. Committee fur -UNICEF,
committed to ptogiarris ut .ind-raistpg and' to education andiziformation which- relate to
.rocs- cultural ..c.immilinicativn. Operates reference center. School Services program: Develops
and distributes materials aniservices, paiticipates in meetings and wark#1ps whete-direct
acrid mihrect_corttcipation to theleaching.of inteicultfaral concepts encou raged.

INSTITUTE FOR AMERICAN UNIVEILSITIES
27, Place de l'Universite

Non-profit educational orgarurat toil under uusin..6;s of University ofAm-Male. center fit
1362.5 Aix-en-Provence, France

overseas study for over foot hundred US. colleges and universities, In- English and Trench
offers instruction-in Roush and Frerh,li languages -arid European- culture and .iodination.
Sponsors classes Kent, England, Aix and Avignon, France. Focuses on student adaptation
to other ions- Publislws an rural_ review,. -y earbook, and_ literary magazine.

THE INSTITUTE OF EUROPEAN 'STUDIES
8713=-NOrth Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
Private, nun-profit educational insulation provides US. students with the pussalit) for a
structured, crittcal exanunauon of a foreign/culture_ through extended contacts with
Europeans in daily living sttuattvis in7Vienna. Pans,_Freiburg, Madrid; Nantes. London.. and
Durham. England. Awards scholarships and .14.)LS Is ps.. Arranges Stateside onentation
against culture shuck-for participants. Publishes variety of bultetuis. reports.

I

INSTITUT° CULTURAL TENOCHTITLAN. INC.
P.O.ox 55011 \
Seattle. Washington 98155
Private. ht-cultural, educarionai utstiyuort ariang study in Mest..... with US. and Mexican
professors. Eth.outages residence with host families for p-articipatron rn .lolly language and
lifestyle of NtexA.Q. Campuses in Mexico City and Mazatlan. a .raft tirllage near
/Cyan .itudies on Yucatan Peninsula. Publishes inanity of brochures. catalogues.

JNSTITUTO INTERNACIONAL DEVTERATURA IBEROAMERICANA
6S7 A.I.R. Building. University of Pittsburgh -

httsburgh. Pennsylvania 15260
Worldwide membership organization promotes wady Iberoarntricar, Enc.reases

cultural tel.itions b4tween peoples of the Americas. cwiducites lingtostic.and literary
invesugations, creates chairs of lberoarnencan literature IA the CS, and ,f Lterature
Latin Amencaa countnes, Publishes original works and translations .4 principal
lberoamerica s authors and REVISTA 1BEROAMERICANN.
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ENTERAMERICAII PRESS ASSOCIATION
141 N.E. Third Avenue. Suite 503
Miami, Flop& 33132
Memberslup4n,ganyotiort Viestern Hemisphere Pi 0411,44.-4 illiCk.11413geS JIIM),S -

journalists of the Anwrit.43. Awards CAlatige uhularslups to students ofjuumalism.

INTERCULTURALCOMMUIACATIONS NETWORK.OF THEREGIONAL COUNCIL _FOR
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

4401 Fifth Avenue
Pi t tsbuighaennsylvanisi 5113
Promotes 3nrung.uldtriduals, organizations. and aadeirm. instirotions the development of
cduotional, turning. ond iescan-li,piugsams on human relations, cspcoally is they, ;elate to
professional au tivu, in-the field of Torqign-atodent affairs. Sponsor! and assists regional and
national h.l.infercnues. Setvers as headquarters utganitation fur Suucty for Integer:haul
Edin=tion.-Tranurtg..and Re4candi (sec). Publishes in-monthly newsletter. annual volume of
readings. andAxosional pacers.

THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FORTHE EXCHANGE OF STUDENTS FOR
TECHNICAL. EXPERIENCE/UNITED STATES
American City Bidding. Suite 217
Columl/ia, Maryland 21044
Membership orgaiuration with lcupio.,al ex..hange pn.rgiarn Altai proladcs inteinationar
pral.twal minting c.A per 'crux lot -Laigh.lh-spe.aking students in for ty -one 4.uuntries. in all are.*
of engineering. ablutcututc..rgit,ulturc. and-thc-suerr.es.Tiovides interpersonal cApertcm.es
for-students in theu host environments.

THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER IN NEW YORK. INC.
74$ Seventh Avenue
New York. N.Y. I(019
Private individual and family membership orgarututiott provides piograra and set ii.es to
government and putrid), sponsued visitors to New York. Servigs tn.lude ..onversational
English assistane. hometospitality with LS. famibesqours, suvial events.. Sionsora
utuss,ailtural Lommusuuation worik.ahups. toi..41:41ffig, OriCeMeat pro-gurus for newly
arrived, and whet forms of spe4-ii h. training and assisiame fur !wing in New

INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN YOUTH EXCHANGE
55 Liberty Street. Room 1306
New York. NY: 10145
Member organuatigt Q1 International Cutmol fin lat. Arranges iractruirui cx.hanbe
visits around weal l..r Chns1344 and, non-Chtbrun youth who share hie and ..alture of
another ..ountry for a year, In Se.:Mali) ,...h1J111., higher at.41.1011h.. and rb.nra,-.,Jem.

regtar4
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INTERNATIONAL COMAIUNICATIi3NASgOCIATION
Sdool of Curomunicution_
Untversity TV r.14

Texas 78700 -
Internatiowl. thdtvide.41, and acS.3%-ft, tio4t inttitNtAttp ote.lnibsittrit pit.ittiopos
studies Anti all LAM, i.1111111tIftit,..akt11- .41c..1431/Ahl'Ai411y

IntCNUittn4J(JMIllutItt. 401. tiOas ,uuttral natundl ..44,44:imot4 toi Apitl-41tdannual_41,wknt
confers:no during-slimmer, Publishr4Jourrtalsatau newsletter

Till INTERNATIONAL -COUNCIL FOR WYE,
ilux-66

1211 Geneva -20, Switzerland
Sec ,Internattuld Chnstr4n Youth ExchInge..

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OFT,LIIIRARY ASSOCIATIONS
Sce Afttcitt4Itt Ltblury Association

\\IpTERNATIONAL _FOAL BUREAU. INC.
.,A2-Sotall Nib:quit:an Avenue
Clt !40404
Pttrd >rs and .hsttibute,4 (thus. to4ludtnt. thvse-ros Ja.-.44041m totcli.t,144tt.lt.c t, a.latir

INTERN L LINGUISTIC 'ASSOCIATION
Professor- Nao. Secretary
Goefital-104, rity-C4r/lege irrNew York
ConyentAvenst at-1310 Street
NewlorklAli-Y:,, 10031
Intlividua I rnem 4.44,91e.,41p,44 plttai011-Ahtq;k4.5ti.. sttAjt:. 01400$14 i4.

Yotk Cu), and Jft 4fifttial .-G4,4114:1044:, Publt411.:s 4, jr.dtstAl 11.1pc, A ic,41 4i$J
IN,,C440t1J1 supplements.

)NTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR THESTUDY W C.ROLP. S1DNS
10 Wot It6111 Strog

..Suite-6D
New "Yttik, N.Y 10402,1
Studies Intel 4..A4mm-to teit.4141mt -44 4.044,14.114m1 tittcytittort4-3....ac.1
tswkrriking unprotc...t.....44-4,4tItatat ...mmumi.attort m New York-Cirl,
Vorrrniittee 4.4 pkurrung 4ordetcm-e t.0 .4tu.l) ,04.4.1;

the Middle Last, Publudic.4 journal v4ilt some itorrinturtit.ASionsttithcs,

THE INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ASSOCIATION
Vrowasiiy College
Gower Street
London-WC-IL61:1T-. kttgland
Mernheralliv..-Nter4 pers,44., .itt!ctemcd 1ft phort5ti,
PribIttItes lundt,44,,k Inentual J.tetri,41 with arti4k, dea4o
pplieation, )pet_imer4-4 of 11.tfiOu turi,uages trt phonefir. tr46.44.rtrittn

15o
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THE JAPAN-AMERICA SOCIETY= OF WASHINGTON. C.
11755 M.a.s.,tcliituttt, Avenue. Sut1e 30S

:(1031-.

Orptlizaton opt rat.-4, airsini,V) 16.1(.11*.s. dxhibib,
felk.n,v,ILip S.:0h. PulAbbe.s monthly btillenn.

JAPAI'l SOCIETY., IN C.
.;13 47th
New York, N.Y. 10017
indoruksai and .stfpota:1$1a atentirk-t$lisp taprut... ttion &u Intetilanunat
*.`ontrannt,;atutri thtough tneetuv.. and p.iirit Otters in Jay-aft-4
in Lt41st linemzp:s an$!. valet ,AtItt.ttaT hbi4t',. Pub ,he. cn,Putfu)
vototet ICI, btlilka..titiblkettztaphy.:

TILE KOSCIUSZR:0 FOUNDATION
I .3 1.-.4$10th Street

New It/kirk, N.Y 100.11
Pti..ate eduNattortal,nr,tituttvn. U.S. ...el-del tot Puhstt.,..ultute, inomoiesgrow th,ot Polh,h
$tutitth hi the US.hettet knovdedge of then Polk!, ttentage atrion 15. trutzens L4 PoltAt
tk.en Ati4r1C` Ifl eutt.ittieN. ay.-aids ',bola:ship., straigCs kititeN Jnkt

n1+4111-14 new,levet-

LABOR ZIONIST ALLIANCE
7ithAcnueh

New Y,Jtk. N `3".10011
t.treanizatitn bracithe,, witt,1 41fatigitiE. briv.ecia the U.S.
jxj fna.et, tittelpet$urt.ti ,...mununivativrt between .ii1uU. ke I tead*tsittr.
Contia.-6 W111141.1V, cSbiblb, Pltiv,ign a ptquarn i.-acket att-4 newNlettett
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION
114,-.* I .330,1, Untvetkfty Stattorc

floras 32604
Cit.t6tablr and taisidi Cfn.11 y XI) .4 ifidivisk.46 and J IVIUR; and .ir
knstrufnergalit} ti.Jung Nvittrnt;tt in .I J 's.lwhir unt.eintd with
Lain riri ,tudte%.Cotrunittee$ 4v,.1u.ht thoy. ,..rt the teaanng AL.inn Ameman studic

ail loch and the Cons..ittiorn Qf Lath ArnettN.an St ultrN Program 4 Nee PublINties a te$
Owe. It'recc7; zt-yar, t qualtek netZslettet, and ;pect41 pubitc;ttions,
TIIE LEAGUE OF FINNISH-AMERICAN SOCIETIES
"N eLhohninkatu 11.1,1
00Iik I l,i1k 16,-,kutland
indiroto .vet member.shio .irgan/..stion 3taive to trh.rede knu'Wledge vi Finland in
The 1.; S. and 4 the U.S in Fatlutd. Handles NA..holatslup and tiainue exhav-e prv2rlms.
attructiort and te$ttng in the Enitlat iJoguage. exhibitions. Icaute. ktthct ultutal
Ad the fin.iMi,Iion tr.tvel between FinlJnj untl-the U.S.
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THE LISLE FELLOWSHIP, INC.
.51 I Meadow Hall Drive

Rockville. Maryland 20851
Memberstup association tor educational purposes. Programs provide for cooperative living

with an intercultural group of young adults (20-35 years) at .1 program center In the U.S..,
Europe. Latin America. or Russia. Erriphasices experimental learning in leadership.
intercultural relationshups courierative bring, Audy, and ,disus.sica.. Publishes new>letter and

other materials.

LUTHERAN HUMAN RELATIONS-ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Valparaiso University
Valparaiso, Indiana 46383
Agen.:y-supporied by doruuun, uidependentof official Lutheran. Church. sponsors: Christran
ministry. especially to interracial, intercultural., international groups. rills informative,
interpretative. resource rule fur persons in interpers-mal, Interactive slate of
community-building. Sponsors Mother-to-Mother Ministry to unite ,,per., as living apart
emotionally and geographically. Publishes newsletter ten months' year.

THE MAX WEINREICH CENTER FOR ADVANCED JEWISH STUNES
1048 "Fut!' Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10028
See MC? Institute for Jewish Research.

THE MERIDIAN HOUSE FOUNDATION
1,6,30 Crescent Place. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20009
Non-profit cultural and eli1.11.J110i1JI organdation operates Meridian House. home of
Washington International Centel. Dedicated to the concept of .partnership of pr vale
enterprise with government. service orgariirations, and volunteer groups to promote
community -wide approach to ,vvelcortung and serving foreign visitors to the U.S. Provides
financial and aununistrative support tor Internat.orial Visitors Service Council (see) and The

- _Hospitality and Imormation Service fo Diplomatic Residents and Families (see). Serves as
headquarters for The National Council for Commun..), 'Serv,ices to International Visitors
(see).

THE MIDDLE EAST INSTITUTE
.1761 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Nori-governmental individual and corporation membeislup orsanitation desigkd to

stimulate interest and knowledge of the Middle Last Arranges study programs of panels,

leclures, seminars, conferences, and classes. Distributes educational films. Maintains library
Provides briefings fur U.S. and Middle Last exchange scholars and visitors. Publishes journal.
semimonthly news report. books.

12
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF.EDUCATION
1527 New Hampshire Avenue. N.W.
Washingt.o. D.C. 20036
Carnegie Corpotation of New Yoik..upprted oit;anuatton with reguiar membership of Inky _

s..holars Ut inteldts,iplinary mtercsts who wotk J11 fvul fields of icseagai, tilkfuth$12 the-
PSyd111.1100 of Ltia+..allvil 1iuIJ. senriannuai meetings. Spuirsois frogs:0,44A piogiams and
study and advisory committees. Ills published three books.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
National Research Cound
2101 Constitution Mantle
Washington, D.C. 20418
Organitatton arranges exchange *rails between suentists (including behavioral) sit the CS.
and thy USS.R_, Bulgaria, C,e,hosh.vakia. Hungary, Poland, Romapia, and Yugoslavia.
Encourages direct contacts between institutions and selentiSts.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS
1860-14tb Street. N-W,
Washingloq, D.C. 20004
Professional individual and IBA. vmherslup orgamiana desc1.ps knowleJgc and
..,ornpetenze per)orb. inteinat.orial cdovation (foeign student adrimitz,,
teachers English opt ot US, students utteleAcd tnionation.t:
cJiange program, Condu.: year-Mul,1 pueztarrn of profewaorial .eivt,t and training
al national and regional levels throuir. uonfeten...e., workshops. hio..n.1 tangy.
.ervi..es_. Awards tiaysli,7ants. Field Service Program include. exploration of new
inter,ultural ,ommani...strn methods Publishes nionth,4 newsletter, a ...tue,tory. and oho
matt:031s_

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS
..

1340 Conircetwut Aventir. N,W,
ViaInntgon, I),C 2003h
l'fialew5lotial mentberslap 4.,50..t.stlqp ...A.effied Witt, the WA: a .ollitrioril..,41011 le 1.,.....41.
ilfor e2 Atonal arid .....ral purposes, Arranges 4.011V.eaLlealb, .,tgliefefit-C,,. acid ., ...1.414/ed

uppi :*titer tot professional exchange a ideas and intoisrustion, Spons3rs sc:4-1,1t an
development work. Plans international tras-el and leattung-expertra,es.Publvitcl te461.40113,
journal, a rrea- :[cttiro a illUcligy, and miscellaneous bulletins.

NATromt. COMMITTEE ON UNITED STA-TE.S-CIIINA. RELATIONS. INC.
777 United Nations Plaza. 913
New Ylork N.Y 10017
Meiriberslup (by miatationr educational orgautiation pltdged-L; pu6;1,
of China,: Arranges serriMals, $;mposta, meetings, TV fougiatnnung, tIr.o.ha1
studieN. Distribute.., edu...umnal materials toy s..hools. meant. Directs aiteribull to
pra,tical eduwtton lot groups that will have personal ..ont.n.is with Cite., worked with US

Tennis Asso..tatron and works towaid fa.ihtatinao add.:,otoal ct.I.A.air,oul and cultural
excitant:1,- Publblies quarterly new:detter.
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE -ON RESEARCH INI=ENGLISTI
Templo, University College of Education
Philadlphia, Penn,.ylvaina
IfiteftkAltonal pf.oftwqoll,s1 1110as:12.411p Olt:IfillatiotI stimulates teseati.li in
teuJitrig at Etighsli larigua:tv: arts At all edusatisirial levels. Publishes reseaidi reports.

NATIONAL COUNCIL } OR 1., OMMLNITI SER ILL'S TO INTER:NA TIONAL VISITORS
1CO$ ERN')

1130 Croce:it MCC, N.AV
Wasliingtam. D.C. 20009
Council of 14.4,l and national twri governmeritar otganitations shale ..orliersi lot shortterrr.

visitor to the S Serves as policy making and seiv.k.e ...ewet for tit-salutations and
providIng serst a t.. foicigai Yi tt. rs. coortlinates ion: Icienves, telex rals,

publicutikins.. anti field trips. Headquarters at Meridian House:1sec).

NATIONAL LOUNCIL OF ASSOLIATIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL sTuplEs
c of-oundl fur lnecicultural Studies and Prvgrams-(see.).

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH
1111 Ecnyon Road
Urbana. t0 601
PioteNsionll otgani,Lation arranges ex,hanges of peasous ,and inatenals at government and
tv Ondsi lock for inwinatiqn4; arid Itikth-Ultutal lesCaIJI. publishes
re pmts. on intercultural study projects,

NATIONAL DRUG ABUSE TRAINING CENTER
15tX/11/1.Nor; Buulevaid

Arlington, Vionia 22209
Reward& and !Laming ixiite: managed by ManpiAvei and Tralfillig Brands of the National
Institute ot Drug Abuse. Sponsors pioglains, .curses of study fo...used on intercultural
drug abuse woilscr,',Iient interface. designed to develop knowledge. awareness, and skills in
interiidtural communication.

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
80ti.15th'Street.N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20506
Seaton of National Founiation on the Arts and the Humanities. Congress-ideated
organization helps tea..hers. students, scholars, develop, and maintain the humanities,
including languages 41k; Itfigallbtlh-S, as sources of insight into human problems. Supports

publi. programs, research, fellowships, stipends, and plojeias by young..
people.
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REGIONAL COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
1101 Bruce ball, University-of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
institution membership organization promotes international education within inembcr
colleges and universities of Ohio, PennsyNnia, and West Virginia.

ST, DAVID'S SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
71 West 23rd Street
New York,'N.Y. 10010
Membership benevolent suoety for North American kAtizen., of Welsh desk..ent. Sponsors
muskal activities and en.ouragcs all forms of Holds annual banquet and
quarterly meetings.

SALZBURG SEMINARIN AMERICAN STUDIES_ c.

17,Dunster Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Independent privately - financed ,,urpora lion provides shared practical and awdemic study
between persons of all .ountries. Holds three -to -four week seminars for interpersonal
exchange of information and opinion un pre-announk.ed (some having to du with
,eummunkation). Maintains English-language library. Publishes annual report, btuk.hures.

SCHOOLTOR INTERNATIONAL TRAINING-
Kipling Road
Brattleboro, Vermont 05301
Ak..ademiy arm of the.Experiment in International Living prepares people for work, study;
life, and travel in a culture other than_*eir own. Offers pre departure and arrival
orientations in language training and cross- cultural orientation to high sk.hool-and
students, teachers,. Offers U.S. degrees in languages, international administration, ILA. in
international studies. Provides international visitors to the U.S. with language and k..ulture
orientation, interpersonal expeiiciik..es in family settings. Platys teachers in elementary and
secondary schools.

SINO-AMERICAN CULTURAL:SOCIETY, INC.
2311 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 1'd008
Organization focus is jultural exaanges between the U.S. and the Republik.. of China.
Sponsors or k..u-sponsors dinner meetings and k..ultinal progiams. Awards grants to Taipei
university students.

SLOVAK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Joseph Pauco, Secretary
313 Ridge Avenue
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057
Membership organization of Americans of Slovak descent. Promotes k..unsk.tuusness of Slu.ak
language and culture in the U.S. through publications, skilularslup program, witural exhibits,
and activities. Convention planned for Detroit, May 1975. Publishes annual, other materials.
has published five-volume history of Slovaks in America.

1
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SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT' OF SCANDINAVIAN STUDY
James E. Cathey, Secretary-Treasurer
Germanic Languages. Herter Hall
University Of Massachusetts --

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Individual membership association promotes Scandinavian (Denmark, Finland,- Iceland,
Norway Sweden)-study and Instruction in the US. Encourages original research in the U.S.
in Scandinavian language, literature, history, government, and _society. Holds meetings.
Publishes a quarterly of res .'arch results, an annual bibliography and index.

SOCIETY f OR THE ARTS, RELIGION. AND CONTEMPORARY CULTURE, INC.
35 East 72nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10021
Multi-disciplinary professional membladp ,suciety brings persons of diverse protesslonal
backgrounds together to consider basic issues of human conflict and community. Offers
vanetY of programs from intimate .oriversational gatherings to public presentations fur
consideration of values of contemporan, cultures. Publtshes newsletter. other materials.

SOCIETY FOR INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION. TRAINING AND RESEARCH
The Intercultural Communications'Network
4401 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
Individual and institution membeiship org..inic-arrorr prortiote2, edu.4111-111 and training.
professional development. research and exchange of lautflialtun to areas of IfitCflial1011.11
and intercultural communication Sporisas conferences, workshops, other meetings. SC-11/CS
as clearing house fur reaching and research idea), projec:s. giants. Publishes new4etter and
rnbcellancous paws.

THE SOCIETY FOR THE-PROMOTION OF HELLENIC STUDIES
31.34 Gordon Square
London, Wel Ii oPP, England

individual member:Jug organization advan4..e,, study .1 Greek tar cage. hr Tory,
and art Co-maintains library of books and Jules. 1.1oILL fomi rneennt. a )Car an London. plus
regional meetings. Pobltshet, annual journal and an artiteologn,41 report.

SOCIETY FOR SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE HISTORICAL STUDIES
Prof. N. WeLssen, Secretary General

A

Department of History
City College of New York
New York. N.Y. 10000

Orpniption encouragel,..ornprative_interdWpinary tr,t_did, in Ith:tsrt hAuty and OrittlfC
Hold annual conference in April_ PubltAes
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UNITED STATES SERVAS COMMITTEE, INC:
P.O. Box 790
Old Chelsea Station
New York. N.Y. I001 I
International membeislup coopeiative systeni of hosts and travellers ptuvides intetpersonal
experience for travellers all over world. Name is Esperanto fur "serve.- ,Tiavellers share
eativersation and home life with. host country families rather than pa:tont/Jog commeicial
"eStablishments.Ptornote tianscaltuial exchange with Americans to-Americans program.

UNITED STATES-SOLTH-AFRIPA LEADER EXCHANGE PROGRAM, INC.
.13 Arcadia Road
Old Greenwich, Connecticut 06870
Non-governmental of ganization sponsors exchanges of pi ofessional leaders under several
work and, study arrangements. Holds symposia, 4,onferences, regional meetings for

interpersonal-discussion of topics important to both countries.

UNITED STATES YOUTH COUNCIL
1221 Connecticot Avertue,'N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Public membership roundattun promotes young.. people's involvement m _erno4.146, .

institutions wuildwide. Arranges youth exchanges Tot cultural otientation piogranis.
Conducts bi- and multinational onferences and seminars lot tnicipersonal discussiorn of
youtlifoeused topics, including aspects of communication,

UNIVERSALA ESPERANTO-ASOCIO
Nieuwe 13Innenweg 176
Rotterdam 3002, The Netherlands
Organization %laws inteinational study projects and visits at goveinmental and personal
levels for study orEsperanto.

vista
Ste At:11011.

VOiUnieeix iet.eive three rolive pie - ., ri. c and; at on site twining as backgr'ound
needed for assignments m distinctive cultural situations (inner ,,aty, , migrant labor camp,
Indian reservation). Emphasizes adaptation to poverty situation,

VOICESPONDENCE CLUB
P.O. Box 207
Slilllingtort,Pennsylvania 19607
Membership organization arranges mtetilational convetsatiorial exchanges on recolded tape
reels and assettes, Publishes annual-directory and sapplements a quarterly magazine.

THE WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL CENTER
1630 Cieseent Place. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
Lligest piugram conducted by The Menjraii Ilouse Foundation (sec). Volunteer and
profesipnal staff members provide introduction for foreign visitors to U.S. life and
institutions through seminars, tours, films and home hospitality.

()V
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THE WENI1ER-GREN FOUNDATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH, INC.
14 East 71st Street
New York, N.Y. 10021
Non profit foundation awards pants fur research m all braii,hes of anthropology and related
disciplines which pertain to problems in which science of man is ,ont.erned. including
cross cultural and linguist', research. Initiates and supi.Jrts ,unferent.es in Europe and_
elsewhere Supports monograph series, international puma', and vatted educational efforts.
Publishes annual report, Other materials. ,
WOMEN'S AFRICA:COMMITTEE
African-American Institute
833 United Nations Plaza
New =York, N.Y. 10017
Private Interracial organization promotes soual, educational, et.onotnic advancement of
African women and improved relations between African and L.S. women through
interpersonal experiences in New York City. Sponsors lectures, social program. Publishes
brochures.

WORLD INSTITUTE COUNCIL
777 United Nations Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10017
Non profit seseardt and educational institution serves national and international public
through counsel, rcsear,11, and publication t.utiorrnng problems of mankind. Works toward
man's understanding of field theory t.unt.epts which will give him new level of awareness
necessary for successful-life under conditions of change.

WORLD STUDIES DATA BANK
Academy for Educational Development
437 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Government supported, largest centralized source of information on international programs
of I.'S colleges and universities. Operatedtby Academy for Educational Development and
the American Council on Education (see). Sponsors samba's. Distributes quarterly
newsletter. Publishes dfi stories and survey reports.

WORLD UNIVERS! SERVICE, INC.-
20 West 40th Street
New York, N.Y. 10018
International university student mutual self -help agent.), spunsuis lectures, classroom
discussions, seminars in a broad area of intercultural activities, among which is intercultural
and international communication. Does nut sponsor meetings but participates at
cross-eul tura! gatherings.
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YALE-IN-CHINA ASSOCIATION
905A Yale Station
New Haven, Connebticut 06520 s , .,
Nonprofit organization promotes and awards grants for Asian study programs an3-student
exchanges. Sponsors Chinese cultural programs and lectures in New Haven, Publishes annual

-.,

report.

YIVO INSTITUTE FOR JEWISH RESEARCH
1048 Fifth Avenue os.

New York, N.Y. 10028

1

Scholarly research institution_ devoted_ to inquiry and education on Jewish topics, including
sociological and linguistic. Parent organizatiOn for the'Max Weurreicli Center for Advanced
Jewish Studies which offers study programs and promotes research in area? of U.S. and
Eastern European Jewish life and culture. Publishes bulletins, a quarterly, arid other
materials.

6

Readers are encouraged to a 1 information, make corrections, or supply additional contacts
to the Assistant Editor at Ca ifornia State College, California, Pennsylvania, 15419. Your
comments indicating usefulness if this directory or suggestions fur rt. impluvernent wrll die
welcomed.. Reports or 'evaluations of n anal and. international meetings as, well as
organizations will be vonsidered for inclusion the ANNUAL.

V
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INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
DEVELOPMENT OFSTRATEGIES FOR CLOSING THEGAP

BETWEEN THE IS AND THE OUGHTTOBE

A Special Committee JOINT PROJECT for
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION

INTERCULTURAL-DIVISION (V) and-
SPEECH COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION

INTERNATIONAL/INTERCULTURAL COMMISSION

The following is an Ljutline resulting fru-m c.:ope,nttive efforts by John Bysuom and-Fred_L.
Casrair representpg StA, and Edward C. Stet and VA.ylin Tyler representnig ICA. Lt is
not presented as finished"product, but rather:in the hope that readers of the ANNUAL will
accept an invitation to react to its content, provide additional insights, suggestions,
corrections, or any oilier help whleh may further this project. ,1
1. BRIEF of BASIC ASSUMPTIONS, CLNT.RAL ISSUS, and GENERAL PREMISES

A. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS Intercultural communications is :in-adaptative interactive
process conceptualized through the subjective cultuies ufpersuns and making use of
various systems. social, political, technological, psychological, religious, aesthetic,
and philosophic.

fi

B. CENTRAL ISSUES:

I Individual integrity and diversity is essential for cuminurucation in a world
where cultural diversity is i natural phenomenon.

.2, Cultural diversity, which in and of itself serves many purposes: should be
safeguarded through oantinuously improving inteicultural curnmunication.

Interoltural ,ommunlotion Is nut dependent upon imposed or enforced
equalization or synonymitye:

4 There Is an urgent need for an examination of anteruultural-eoniniunhattuns
resources and methodologies throughout the world.

5 The proposed systematic and dem.r1Ptive study of ommuntuation needs
iaolves .ultural assessment of individuals and so.aetres and their needs -- in
process and content, particularly as this is affective.

C,- GENERAL PREMISES:

Inter,uttural i.ommunscation Involves different subjective ultuies, with
similarities being the basis for curprnuri human understanding through
communication.

2. Communicative pt.1,:eNNe), including the intercultural, can be analyzed, studied,
and modified.

160
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3. The ...uncept of human (intercultural)- communication is heuristic, i.e. it avoids
undue specialization, while providing for the broadest possible base for the
study of man and Iris behavior.

II. EXTENDED DIMENSIONS OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS A bags
for reserach, training, and use.

A. BASIC ASSUMPTION$:

I. Intercultural communication L.an And dues take plaCe, in varying degrees .of
effectiventsi proportional to

a. The similarity of experimental backgrounds of the communicators.

b. Thq.fficiency of the methods of communication, and

c. The circumstances whit iBuence the communication.
r

2. Individual ...ornmunkatruj s area unique, varying from all others. Despite the
uniqueness, there are der fable universals un the basis of which individuals act,
react, and communicate. The combinations and permutations'ofithe universals
are different for each indixidual and each communication.

3. It is possible to perceive, determine, and promote effective communication on
the basis of ...ultural,universals -which are the cumulative results of interactions
of individuals. The "why and how" of the concepts and methods can be learned _
and'used.

4. Researchers overextending the te.(Imical use of the ter -intercultural" risk
dispersing the research in a way that delimites the' o portunity of making
integrated contributions. Practical and specific focus is required when faced -
with tremendous numbers of challenges.

5. Identifiable homogeneous uaits of cultures have integrity even in their diversity
and overlap,with other cultural units to some degree. (Compare. families, tribes,

clans, races, languages, geographic. urban/rural/etc., social classes and roles,
econumic lasses and life sty les, occupational and educational groupings and
values, political affiliations, religious and ethical values and niores, etc.)

6. Communication is considered to be an adjunct to man and his agency rather
than viceversa.

a. There are practical rights of communestun, prescribed by needs. (NOTE.
An SCA .ommission is working-on ithplernenting this principle. See United
Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Declaration of the
Principles of International Cultural Co-operation, and (still in process
Declaration of Communication RIGHTS ofIlankind. Ref. Harms, L.S. text
lhtercultural Comnitinications. Harper and Row. 1973.)
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b. The right NOT to communicate or to fe,toe intended ti k7.1

here note Acceptance, modi1.ficauon. or reiet.tion of any cv.
drinads o individual affect and experiences %II:di arte-,, from cui:ure to
culture.

B. CENTRAL ISSUES: (Continued or exterdedi

'O. The "induced melting pot" concept has not been shown to Tai.,d
comprehensive theorem for developing holistic cornittunition.

7. Demonstration of how cultural inter-dependencv con
understanding i ofte i culture-bq'nd philosoyhy which u difficult to put into .
focus, especially by those who are aggressive by naturz,

8 Increased knowledge thiough more effective coninaurncawn ma-;
cultural stability as a-net result of the development of cultural LITLIgirl.itivil.
this cannot be consistently assumed to be probable because ut sititzrattr,
factors: economic, political. environmental. educath;nal. etc.

.9. The diffusion of intercultural data may +tint about hom.wneity car

heterogeneity, depending upon cultural acceptance, rrodificat:n, or fetc,tIon
or Innovative ideas.

10 It is presumed that intercultural commurn,ations di_stintions can he rec,,gai.zed
and validated, with mixes of theory, affect, and experience coded or codatoe
somewhere on a continuum from reality through assumptions. A main concecn
is that of focus and selectivity in that mterultural ,.ummunicatiori includes
potentially all knowledge which bears not only on ommurucation but .11.c, vet
man, Otis psychological, cultural, social, and biolostaol characten.:Lius and relat cd
differences. Of all the potentially relevant data. relatively little actually
timely and useful. This creates a serious dilerna with easy solutions not yet
adequately defined or implemented.

C. GENERAL PREMISES: (Continued or extesidedl

4. A considerable gap presently ctists between

a. Intellectuilly appealing communications theone*-anti thrtes hich
attempt to "cover the field," and

b. Focus which provides for workable solutions and uses,
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Cultural dull:telt:v., air often dealt with 1.1 corninunb..itorsa,

(EY tu,-;1.-, lc+ Mkt:rt-ob. att'Wor

61.Joicient taktor,, attr...oratolic:1 'yr Loitot,sduio.-;,1b) tu,film.411) k,1

deletnittunt:, aridiot

PaSOURCIS tot etc.:tr.:: huriian devektplun-it, flitoui"h
o-+btrol.474 ti,bange of rcr,vpiion.,. techrig... and ..0z,umptioai.

Lha 11c061.-N uld pit shou/d be 45 ..1) MUM. on-eowspros.:o.w,
wed ar, e0,6ritOlt Aljowances Nflould be 'am& and tc_dbth; <altetnattveA

pl,o.rde'd rLu dcNeloprutat. with in/Awaited
anA IrC,:d011-tt:.0Cri 10 tsJD-latta..itiVely "opera!'

PioNs arld ,:ontent 'fair inter...ukurally intetethritaly. internationaliy,
arid is-ow:L.144 on ta baal,. ot till &ohs se..tpe of at 'ultirte

,:paiatel) or with other:

as3urupti.03_, that ficoplc Debate .artd 4.otrortunh.ate eldy on the
t _!.1 has. been stio:fai to be Invalid. Theletore, eau...Awn

i f) vat.tdate ue tent that they rit-ty tie tn.r4 wide!)
app:6:lated asta 1..1.*.'d V4 licit telt to kJ-Z. prOlitatire,

oinxnuatc,11,0rt- to intiti it the world prunitily Mintria Male

:1-qttrlart:,-tttoft, %lit,ti rtols ,474 444 liouhl be pcti-ei".ed. The expandingJip nd lyttikant ti lot Interealtutal:
trite.) voup mac) ...in be made

no.

(kit GOV/ 1.0 rre 4Rikats_04 Ul.;)

mutt-Li, altec:. t_11:1.0it tiCtdCd or 4t.-trat$1111Pire:th:'

Cqlt t r,0 be 3,0:1-,e)14 h pirtb_ipk, it extietne3
4,1;t110,33tt,-.. (Compare, tot evornple. the Alt-tattoul

,u,h tie .LA 11114_ the Philtpptne'l, and uthet

t.11.41 An .1 theu tor ,onvn11* Tina Li 111Well'utivt: 1311)0
ttub r4 1.4413,za )

.argd attl.tude . i.3-brratty axe aficiti-4. and itije Me) am
dtrii,zuit ro l voni, cliolive viitent. It went hange s_N
tiamanled,expF,ted. oecri applied rc4tto1L oi
fl! 1--e the reialt Casmor6

11 1414 OF ne1114.1)0AiktiS-:: Ana C XNtItna 145h to empath), then s)mpsithy
(}( vi.:CAttsa), and final') I., crnploted isitetuttaial ,ornmuniQtion and
hurr..131 retattorts this I: yet to be Sally dIettnine4,,espeoally when

. 4wrwdertrtg the many othei la,turN pv--eatbly beyond the 44.ope ol 4:,iment
:ommiaications principles-
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tekstsiort programming and international results.) -Also, what -brings growth and
stability to °ire culture marbring decline andinstability to another. . .

-Linguage and commurucation some .zne.asure of desilabl; stgbility
possible, while_aiange and .diversification_continually take place.

14. Studies in organizational and other authoritative requirements should be an
integral segment of Intercultural communication research.

11I. GOALS and PRIORITIES, Research foundations, theory development, and
world -wide pr*titionet. training. (Priority rank to be-determined!)

A. FOUNDATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH: _---
1. Extensive, detailed, inte:rdisciplinary review of existing literature, theories,

models relating to culture and human communication this is required from
education. business. industry, government, anthropology, sociology.,
psychology. etc.

a. IntrapersontalcoMmunication

b. Interpersonal communication

c. Mass-communication

With dire applications
to the "intercultural"
in extended sense.

nsive naeraction is needed between "practitioners" and "theorists" in
intercultural and international communication.

Interdisciplinary cooperation, research, etc. is to be developed in order to
maximize-the use of available lesources, human and other, in-the United.StaLs
and internationally. '

Begin with existing organizations: ICA, SCA, APA , AAAS, etc.

a

b. Provide for regular exchange of information -with key personnel.

involve industry, business, government, religious groups, etc.

4. The concept of human communication rights, including the right not to
communicate, is tolie developed and adequately stated,.

Recommended READING. Stewart, Edward C. OUTLINE OF INTERCULTURAL
CONIN1UNICATION, BCIU, The American University. Wintift, 1973. Also appears in
Readings tit Imeicaltui.ininunication. The Intercultural Communications Network
of The Regional Council fur International Education. David S. Hoopes, editor. 1973.
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a. Cultural diversity should be safeguarded.

F)' Individual and:sr:Algal needs to-be emphasized.

2) Communication-is-to be seen .as a tool for man's needs rather than an
end-in itself.

3) Sources and resources are to be developed for mass. group. and
interpethonal needs for variousindividuals and cultures.

b. Diversity cannot be seen as a%communicative end in itself.

I) ,Various positive forces are to contribute to similarities., jILH,
technological, eto.

2) Language in communication is to be used as a stabilizing. equal! 10
factor in all cultural development needs considered.

B. THEORY DEVELOPMENT:

1. Relatively simple heuristic and holistic models are needed.

Communication is to be seen as a world discipliM

a. Related to industrial and-non-Industrial societies.

All cultures to share communications learning insights.

c. No communicative process is "primitive" and is not to be "improved
according to some overriding cultural pat.em nut useful to the gin
society(s).

d. A major purpose of communication is adaptation and control
environment in which Man finds himself. Intercultural and internalional
communication models should assist in the achievement of this andi other
useful purposes.

e. Cultures have communications buses which at to be "accepte" as they
serve the purposes cited above.

-!
,

1. Varied or monolithic structures of communiwtion are to be c% i dered on
the basis of the needs of a given society, and of societ crs. as these
interrelate.

3. The systematic and descriptive study of ..ontuturib.Jtioll IN to tie wtticd out
both on thelevel of the individual andiof the needsof society.

a. Neddsof content:

16G
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Needs of proee%

Study 4it t-'r,rni.,ationA arid ,4 ,,ther Ntriktuic,

C. TRAINING PRACMTIONERS WORLD-WIDE.

1. Development of internatanial and intatoItutat t.00poation and 'curling is to
make USC of costing orgativations,ind co:menus tlits is f easible

.

Ltnlag belnade ge and Cultural training.

3. Training is to be provuli. d fur business and industrial ire:sonnet as well as lot
those tit religious, aoderni4:. and other pursuits,

4. Substiusilues derling with Inittlimitutal ..utinitunti..allull5 are t- De dtveloped
within -existing orgarrit.ations, where pu4atbk infollitatAve e.v.Itanges
4114-(01(liVNI4Ctil possible.,

5, Internattortal world wide publications development's needed,

6. Existing resources are to be cataloged on a worlilAvidirbas.

7. A viable xetrieval system b-to be develuped

Evaluatioirk winos are nee_ ded For lhtu us.,e and the u.)e are
re.,porisible tot them.

rurnents arc needed for the evaluation of training ifieets

ft), MutC.1.4(C...1.11V use needed in appl!, mg data hoar a.t.eNalble Mtheila as
coritems.for te.,eareh. training. and practical use,

er ,

II. A general worldwide awareness of intet4.uitutat communkatinns needs,
resouro:s. and objectisa h to be developed,

RH+. FNCES and RESOURCE.,

GOAL To prorno,c identifi.atiois and mule the Availabilit), of all significant
NIarnInd and Iti;41ivc- (non published of lit tle-knownt-matei rats and- I esoores t people,
institution's, Noe-rams, media te.osdings, orb.erned with the prennses.
teals arid. piionms Cornmunrations espc.aall) as IhtNe aid

linereqed anditit:erOg,ed in this new anddeveloping

A tan.dard %WW1* and Ite.-.4,ut,o, The 4.,Junntice ,,onsicleied a 41uonber of
Inh/tographies and tesource lists ERIC, GALE. SSCI'. Smithsonian S1E,

oinnoarinits.,SIT AR, UNESCO. eti., exteinie.ti Inbltography expei.ted Irom
Rowyluk and Maohail 11:013111sbulgh),uurrACtiag-bulb standard and

wale tuptr matcrtak. Altaart and Fred L. Casmit and others have
piepmed annotated teferem.e Irsix. (These and otlicts arc lied in a 25 page listing
available at cost from V Lynn Tyler, HYUl
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The oommittee was more concerned with -the "fugitive" than the standard
references and resources but recognize that what is standard to some might be
-*Atte" to others,

B. "ruiptiv and other Materials and Resuutces. The committee recommends.
Contact bs.tit existing retrieval and stoiage sy stems to-determine how they can fit
Jur .t.iiidards (listed below) acid avoid the unnecessary establishment of some new
retrieval-system. Standards:

I. Solicitation `arid acquiring of significant Intercultural Ccmmunications
references and- resource lists.

Reproduction of "fugitive" materials in standard form that can be used by
people-woildwide.

3. (Consider. Translated materials available, and the,pussible, translation of most
significant and needed materials in languages not accessible to the iliajority
potential users.) , -

4. Adequate Identification and cataloging (including simplified annotatiur, and
coding) of such materials for all user requirements.

5., Ready -access world-wide availability of information arming the available
materials and resources.

6. Efficient and muurriali.ost distribution subsidized as essential for people in
developing areas, and students, who-might-not otherwise be-able-to afford such
aids.

7. REQUIREMENTS. (Setting standards for what, is "significant /needed ")

a. Funding (foundations, governmental, etc.)

b. Time

- Expertiise "willing hands and minds"

NOTE. A cpoperattve effort is the SCA Proieu, "Who's WHO in Intercultural
Communtcations", Committee. Nem' Jain, LaRay Barna. David Hoopes, consultant. Fred
Casmir and others as resources.

V. CRITERIA TESTS-(Evaluating/developing-these strategies)

What SPECIFICALLY is wrung /obscure or too negative/or/positive, and

What SPECIFICALLY should be added, deleted, or modified?
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